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PREFACE

This book presents answers to all questions on computation

of overhaul and on the use of the mass curve in planning dis-

tribution, which have arisen during an experience covering a

wide range of conditions.

Part I is planned to serve five classes of men : railroad engi-

neers, railroad contractors, computers, students, and teachers.

Engineers responsible for overhaul computation may be aided

in selecting a method of computation by reading Sections 47-55,

146 and 203; and can obtain uniform results by merely direct-

ing their subordinates to foUow the instructions given in Chapter

VI or Chapter VII for the selected method.

Computers, having been directed to use a given method of

computing overhaul, will find in either Chapter VI or Chapter

VII a complete plan of procedure under the method.

Railroad contractors about to submit bids on work involving

overhaul, will find the descriptions of bases and methods of

computation of overhaul, given in Chapters V, VI, and VII, a

ready means of coming to a definite imderstanding with rail-

road engineers as to the way in which the overhaul is to be

computed.

Students of overhaul, in school or out, will find in Chapters

I-V a full presentation of each of the elements of overhaul

computation. The beginner is advised to proceed at once to

compute the overhaul for some simple case similar to that shown

in Fig. 19, by Method IV (Sections 89-99), studying the refer-

ences under each step no more than may be necessary to execute

the step intelligently. A working knowledge of the essentials

and routine of one method thus acquired furnishes the ground-

work necessary for the most profitable study of other portions

of the book.
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Men called upon from time to time, in class-room or office,

to give instruction in overhaul computation, will find Part I a

treatise from which portions can be selected to fulfill require-

ments for a course short or long according to the time available

for the subject. The fact that the writer is entitled to full

membership in this class may be taken as a guaranty that the

teacher's interests have not been overlooked herein.

Part II is devoted to the elements of the problem of economic

distribution, and presents a thorough treatment of the solution

of this problem by the use of the mass curve.

The attention of those who are familiar with the previously-

printed matter bearing on haul and overhaul is directed to

Sections 2-9 (swell and distribution); 15-19 (concerning the

mass curve); 43, 44 (crosshaul); Chapter VI (data and solution

of a simple overhaul problem, by each of eight methods) ; Chap-

ter VII (data and solution of complex overhaul problem from

practice, by each of five methods) ; Fig. 36 (statement of over-

haul computed by various methods); and nearly all of Part II.

The writer's indebtedness to the published matter on over-

haul, especially to the Proceedings, 1906, of the American

Railway Engineering Association, will be apparent to the well-

informed. The drawings, with one or two exceptions, have

been prepared by Messrs. N. M. Halcombe and A. C. Sand-

strom, at present studying civil engineering in Stanford Uni-

versity. Mr. Sandstrom has taken a lively interest in the text

as well; and his criticisms and suggestions at many points have

caused desirable changes in and additions to the original manu-

script.

The writer will be glad to receive suggestions for the im-

provement of any part of the book, from those to whom it does

not prove entirely satisfactory.

J. C. L. Fish.

Stanford University, California

May 20, 1912.
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EARTHWORK HAUL AND
OVERHAUL

PART I

CHAPTER I

CONSroERATIONS PRELIMINARY TO COMPUTATION OF HAUL

This chapter shows the necessity of adopting an ideal distribution, instead of

the actual, as a basis of computing haul or overhaul; that, under some common
conditions, any prediction of swell of material must be subject to considerable

imcertainty; and gives a method for determining the most reasonable swell factors

in those cases where field measurements for exact determination are not available.

I. Haul defined.— Suppose that the material between stations

m and n (Fig. i) just makes, or is assumed to make (Sec. 2), the

Haul=H=VA sta^yas, (A bemg expressedJn-Stations and V,

in. cu, yds.

)

HaTol Distance

-h-

-^lane of Center of Gravity..-''

Fig. I,

g'

fill between stations and p. The "haul" Tvhich results from

moving the material of cut mn into fill op is equal to the volume

of the cut mn multiplied by the distance between the center of

gravity of cut mn and the center of gravity of fill op. Thus

haul is expressed in compound units. In railroad work the

haul distance is usually expressed in stations of 100 ft., and the
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volume in cubic yards. Hence the customary unit of haul is

the station-yard (hereafter written sta-yd.) : the haul resulting

from hauJiiig i c.y. of material a distance of i sta. So 50 sta-

yds. is the result of hauKng i c.y. 50 stas.; 50 c.y. i sta.; or

12.5 c.y. 4 stas.; and so on.

Let V = volume (c.y.) in the cut mn.

V = volume (c.y.) in the fill op.

g = station and plus of the center of gravity of the cut mn.

g' = station and plus of the center of gravity of the fill op.

h = g' — g = haul distance = distance (stations) between

the center of gravity of the fill and the center of

gravity of the cut.

H = the haul (sta-yds).

Then
H = Vh . . . (not V'h, unless V = V). (i)

So, then, to ascertain the haul resulting from transporting a

given body of material from a given position in a cut to a given

position in a fill, we must (i) ascertain the volume of the given

body of material " in place " (that is, in its original position in

the cut); and (2) find the position of the center of gravity of

that body of material in place and the position of the center

of gravity of the same body of material after it is hauled to

the fill. The reader is supposed to be familiar with earthwork

measurements and volume computation. For reasons which will

appear later, methods of determining center of gravity are de-

ferred, to be taken up after attention has been given to the dis-

tribution and swell of material, and to the mass curve.

2. Disposition of material, actual and assumed; simple case.

— In some cart-work the cut and fill, starting at the grade

point, are carried forward in opposite directions simultaneously

and with full cross-section, as shown in Figs. 2 and 12. Suc-

cessive slabs across the cut are broken down, and hauled and

dumped over the end of the fill where the material of each slab

forms another slab on the end face of the fill. Under such
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working conditions the ends of the two fills, F and F', will ap-

proach each other as the work progresses and wiU meet in some

plane of cross-section, as ah. In aU cases like this the position

of the center of gravity of each body of material, whether in

place or in fill, is readily determined.

Let us consider, now, that the fill no (Fig. 2) is made in the

following manner: (i) A trestle is built across the depression to

be filled. (2) Material is hauled from cut C and dimiped from

.Proffle of C.L.'

IDEAL" CART CUTS AND FILLS

Fig. 2.

the trestle, making a narrow fill— a trestle fill — from n to 0.

(3) Additional material is taken from cut C and dumped over

the side of the trestle fill, widening the fiU irregularly. (4)

Material from the other cut, C , is dumped over the sides of the

partially widened fill, until the fiU is completed to the desired

dimensions. In this case, which is tj^ical of fiUs made with

cars, the material from the two cuts is intermingled in such

manner that it is impracticable to measure the dimensions of

the body of material in fill which has come from either cut.

Hence it is impracticable to determine the position of the center

of gravity of that material which comes from each cut. When
figuring haul for a fiU made under the conditions just described,

the only practicable procedure is to assume, for this purpose,

that the material hauled from cut C to fill no was so placed as

to form a continuous full-sectioned portion of the fill, meeting a

similar portion built from with material hauled from cut C.
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In short, in computing haul we deal with the fiU as if it were an

ideal cart-fill. The position of the ideal, separating transverse

plane is found by the method given in Sec. 20.

Again, let us consider the case of a cut made in the following

manner (Fig. 3). A steam-shovel starting near n, makes a cut-

ting to the vicinity of 0, and then backs up to n. This process

is repeated until all the material is removed from cut no. The

steam-shovel is served by two trains. Part of the time both

trains haul material to one fill, part of the time to the other, and

still a third part of the time one train hauls to fill mn and the

other train to fill op, according to the varying conditions on the

Fig. 3.

work. In this case it is evidently impracticable to find the

position of the center of gravity of the space originally occupied

by the material hauled to the left, or to find the position of the

center of gravity of the space originally occupied by the material

hauled to the right. The only practicable method of computing

the haul in cases here t)^ified is to substitute for this purpose an

ideal cart-cut for the steam-shovel cut; that is, we must assume

that a transverse plane, as ab, separates that portion of the cut

from which material was hauled to the right, from that portion

from which the material was hauled to the left.

3. Disposition of material: actual and assumed; complex:

case. — Fig. 4 shows by arrows the ideal distribution of the

material, assuming that the maximum haul does not exceed

the distance of profitable haul (Sees. 206, 207). Fill ah is made

from the adjacent material be. There is more than enough

material in ce to make the fill ef, so fill ef is made from de, leaving
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a surplus of material, cd. Fill gh takes all the material from cut

fg. The surplus cd is hauled to hi and the remainder ij of fill gj

is made from jk.

a
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figures indicate the same amount of haul (sta-yds.)- However
Fig. 4, and not 5, shows the normal disposition for carts.

In Fig. 6 there is a surplus of material at the left and a deficit

at the right. Suppose fx hauled to fy, causing a surplus at dw,

which results in hauling dw to zh. Fig. 6 indicates more haul

(sta-yds.) than does Fig. 4, for in Fig. 6 we have crosshaul be-

tween y and x.

DISTRIBUTION SHOWING CROSS HAUL AT X y
Fig. 6.

Now if the work be done by contract, and the contractor be

directed to dispose of the material as indicated by arrows in

Fig. 6, the haul should be calculated on the basis of the dis-

tribution therein indicated by the arrows; however, if the

contractor, having been directed to dispose of the material as

indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4, should for his own reasons

make the disposition as indicated in Fig. 6, then the haul should

be calculated on the assumption that the material was hauled as

indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4. This applies whether xy is

less than the free-haul distance (Sees. 40, 44) or not.

If the fills be made by dumping from trestles we have in this

case (Fig. 6) not only the crosshaul above indicated but also the

crosshaul pointed out in the examples of the preceding section.

4. Swell and shrinkage. — The act of excavating the material

of a cut causes the material to expand in volume, because of the

separating of the parts. When the material is dumped in the

fill there is usually some reduction of the increased volume, due

to the consolidation of the parts. See Gillette's "Earthwork and

Its Cost," pp. 11-18; Gillette's "Rock Excavation," pp. 8-11;
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"Manual" of iJie Am. Ry. Engrg. Assoc, 1911, p. 35; Webb's

"Railroad Construction," pp. 114-118, Arts. 96, 97; Prelini's

"Earth and Rock Excavation," pp. 328-331.

Uniform uimiLxed material, as sand, or clay, or loam, or

sandstone, etc., handled in a uniform way, under uniform con-

ditions, may be expected to have a constant relative change of
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is for fills of one height only. For fills of another height it would

be necessary to make a corresponding similar schedule. Perhaps

five such schedules would be sufficient for heights of fill running

up to 100 feet. These five schedules would give data for cases

of unmixed materials only. The foregoing, taken in connec-

tion with the following section and with the further fact that

mixtures of endless variety are met in practice, will account for

the hesitancy of writers to give hard-and-fast rules for predict-

ing swell.

5. Swell of two or more materials depends on thoroughness

of mixing. — Fig. 7 shows a layer of 1000 c.y. of unmixed earth

-•lOOO o.y.-Earth (swell faotor=x.o)

b , ^

v' V--- \
Subgrade

Solid Eock (.swell £aotor=1.6')

aXMo.y.

1000 cy. 3000 c.y.

MATERIALS KEPT SEPARATE

Fig. 7.

Proflle^'

lying over 2000 c.y. of unmixed soKd rock. Fig. 8 shows the

same cut. The earth is supposed to occupy the same space in

•1000 o.y.-Earth (swell factor=1.0)

4'ii&>aa--a.iii. Subgrade

3000 c.y Profile?

MATERIALS UNIFORMLY MIXED

Fig. 8.

the fill as in the cut, that is, the earth is supposed neither to

swell nor shrink. The solid rock is supposed to swell so that
I c.y. of cut makes i| c.y. of fill.
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Fig. 7 shows the result of keeping the rock and earth separate

when making the excavation and fill. The total fill measures

4000 c.y. The total cut is 3000 c.y. Hence in Fig. 7 the in-

crease in the volume of the material of the cut when deposited

'Earth

Rock

Mixture of Materials not Uniform profile ''

FILL MADE BY CARTS DUMPING OVER THE END
Fig. 9.

in the fill is 1000 c.y. ; that is, the swell ratio of the cut taken as

a whole is ^ (Sec. 6)

.

Fig. 8 shows the effect of placing in the fill the material of

the cut, uniformly mixed. The 1000 c.y. of voids in the mass

of broken rock is precisely filled with the 1000 c.y. of earth.

FILL MADE IN LAYERS Profile^

Fig. 10.

Suljgrad'e

Hence in Fig. 8 the fill measures 3000 c.y. Hence the material

from the fill occupies the same total space as it occupied in the

cut. In Fig. 8, then, we have neither swell nor shrinkage in the

grading as a whole.

It may be objected that Figs. 7 and 8 show extreme cases

which are not to be expected in practice. They do show the

limiting cases: in Fig. 7 we have no mixture; in Fig. 8 a complete

mixture. Cases in practice, then, will be of some degree of
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mixture, or, rather, of various degrees of mixture, approaching

the one Umit or the other, depending on the plant and methods

used (see Figs. 9, 10, 11). The point made here is that it is not

usually possible to predict with close approximation the swell

of a cut composed of two or more materials, even if we know

the swell ratio of each of the component materials.

CROSS SECTION THROUGH FILL

MADE BY DUMPING

FROM TEMPORARY TRESTLE

TProfile

Fig. II.

6. Swell increment; swell ratio; swell factor.— The "swell

increment" of a body of material is the increase in bulk resulting

from shifting the material from its original position to a fill.

Swell increment is usually expressed in cubic yards. If there

is shrinkage, the increment is negative.

Let C = volume (c.y.) of a given body of material in place,

(that is, in the cut before being disturbed).

F = volume (c.y.) of the same body of material after

deposit in fill;

i = swell increment;

„ ^. swell increment

.

r = swell ratio = — -. ;— >

volume in place

5 = swell factor.

Then the swell increment is

i = F-C.
The "swell ratio" is

;- =
C

The "swell factor" is

. = ^=1+..

(2)

(3)

(4)
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The swell factor is the reciprocal of the equating factor (Sec. 7).

(For practical determination of swell factor, see Sees. 8, 9.)

Example 1. — A fill which measures 5000 c.y. is made from a cut which

measures 4cxx3 c.y. The swell increment is i = F — C = 5000 — 4000

= 1000. The swell ratio is r = -= = 0.25, or 25%. The swell
C 4000

. ^ . F =;ooo
factor IS i = 7; = -— = 1.25.

C 4000

Example 2. — A fill measuring 350 c.y. is made from a cut measuring

400 c.y. In this case the swell increment is i = F — C = ^$0 — 400

= — 50 c.y (This negative increment, of course, means shrinkage.) The

swell ratio is r = 7; =—— = — 0.125, or — 12.5%. (This negative ratio
C 400

would commonly be referred to as twelve and a half per cent shrinkage.)

F x ^o 7
The swell factor is i = - = "^^ = — °-87S-

C 400 o

7. Equating factor. — The equating factor is the reciprocal of

the swell factor.

Let C = volume (c.y.) of a given body of material in place.

F = volume (c.y.) of the same body of material in fill.

q = equating factor.

Then the equating factor is

C I . s

? = ^ = --
(5)

The equating factor is that by which a given volume of fill

must be multiplied to obtain the volume of the same body of

material in place.

Example.— A definite portion of a fill measures 500 c.y., and the definite

portion of the cut originally occupied by that 500 c.y. measures 400 c.y.

What is the equating factor?

The equating factor is 17 = — = -— = 0.8. The swell factor is 5 = —
F 500 0.8

= I.2S.

8. Detennination of swell factor; simple case. — Fig. 12

shows a simple cart-cut in progress. Both the cut and the fiU
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are made to full section as the work proceeds. At any time

during the progress of this work it is easy to cross-section the

cut and the fill as far as completed at that time, and thus obtain

the volume of the cut and of the fill, and from these the swell

factor. The cut is cross-sectioned at the end of the month for

the monthly estimate, and if the extra work of cross-section-

ing the fill is done at that time, the most accurate data for com-

puting the swell factor are had at minimum expense.

•Breast of Cart Out In Progress

-Subgrade

End olFllIln Progrea

VOLUME READILY MEASURED IN PLACE AND IN FILL

Fig, 12.

In many cases, however, the fill is not carried forward at full

height and width, but in such manner that the work of cross-

sectioning would take considerable time — more time often

than could be given without providing an extra force for the

surveying party.

Again, a fill may be composed of materials brought from two

or more cuts and deposited in such manner as to intermingle the

materials from the different sources. For example, the output

of two steam-shovels, working in two cuts, say, one of clay and

the other of solid rock, may be used to widen the same fill. In

such a case it is impracticable to measure the volume of that

portion of the fill which comes from either cut.

Finally, of two trains serving a steam-shovel, one may be

dumping on one fill and the other on another fill. If the material

going to each fill be deposited in well-defined position so as to be

readily cross-sectioned we can, by counting the number of car-

loads going to each fill, and multiplying by the average carload
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in cubic yards, obtain approximately the volume of cut hauled

to each fill. And then, by measuring the fills, we can compute

an approximate sweU-factor. If, however, in this case, either

train add an irregular layer to a ragged fill previously made in

part from another cut, it wiU be impracticable to obtain cross-

sections during the progress of the work which will give satis-

factory swell factors.

The method of determining the swell factor in these complex

cases will be given in the next section.

9. Determination of swell factor; complex case. — When the

work of grading a stretch of railroad is so carried on that it is

Swell Factors

JEstimated

Adjusted

Giveni-Cuts and Fills balance between'??!.' and'n'

ADJUSTMENT OF ESTIMATED SWELL FACTORS

Fig. 13.

impracticable to take such cross-sections as will enable one to

compute directly the swell factor for any single cut or part of a

cut, we have to resort to estimating the swell factor of each cut

(or part of cut) and so adjusting the estimated swell factors as

to make them harmonize with the fact (ascertained by cross-

sectioning all the cuts and fills of the stretch in question after

they are completed) that so many (total) cubic yards of cut

have made so many (total) cubic yards of fill.

Let us illustrate. Referring to Fig. 13 let us assume that the

grading has been completed and that between the points m and n

the cuts precisely make the fills; in other words, the cuts and

fiUs balance between m and n. Let it be assumed that during

the progress of the work it has been impracticable to make
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measurements from which to obtain the swell factor of any-

single cut or any part of a cut. Required to determine the swell

factor for each of the cuts of the series.

Having no measurements from which to compute the swell

factor of any one of the cuts, we are compelled to estimate the

swell factor of each cut, basing the estimate on knowledge gained

from past experience and on the knowledge of the material of the

cut and of the method and conditions of handling the material.

Let ei = estimated swell-factor of cut Ci;

62 = estimated swell-factor of cut C2;

63 = estimated swell-factor of cut C3.

Now these estimated swell-factors must be adjusted to satisfy

the known condition, viz.: The sum of the products formed by
multiplying the volume of each cut by its swell factor must

exactly equal the sum of the volumes of the fills.

The most reasonable adjustment of the estimated swell-factors

is that which maintains their relative values.

Let Si = adjusted swell-factor of cut Ci;

$2 = adjusted swell-factor of cut C2;

53 = adjusted swell-factor of cut C3.

Let Ci = volume (c.y.) of cut Ci, as computed from final

measurements;

C2 = volume (c.y.) of cut C2, as computed from final

measurements;

C3 = volume (c.y.) of cut C3, as computed from final

measurements.

Let Fi = volume (c.y.) of fill Fi, as computed from final

measurements;

F2 = volume (c.y.) of fill F2, as computed from final

measurements;
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F3 = volume (c.y.) of fill Fg, as computed from final

measurements.

Now if the factors are adjusted so as to maintain the same relative

values, we have

whence,

S2

Si
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Step 2. Compute

hi = — t

I ei

ei

ki =

(ii)

Step J. Compute the adjusted swell-factor for cut Ci:

Fi+Fi + - +F6
Sl =

Ci + C^h + Caki + • • + Cih
(I2)

Step 4. Compute the adjusted swell-factor for each of the

remaining cuts:

54 = k^Si.

Swell Factors

(13)

Meaa'dVol',s.-^ 6,270
^^ /l2,10r 2,S

Cuts and Fills balance between 'm' and'n'

EXAMPLE OF ADJUSTMENT OF SWELL FACTORS

Fig. 14.

To illustrate we turn to the following example. Referring to

Fig. 14: The grading between m and n has been completed.

The final measurements of cuts Ci, C2, C3 and fills Fi, F2, F3, F^

have been made; and from these measurements have been com-

puted the volumes shown in Fig. 14.

Step I. According to the best available judgment the swell
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ratios have been estimated to be as follows : swell ratio of cut

Ci, 0.20; of d, —0.05; and of Cz, o.io. Hence

Estimated swell-factor of cut Ci is ei = 1.20.

Estimated swell-factor of cut C2 is €2 = 0.95.

Estimated swell-factor of cut C3 is ez = i.io.

Step 2. By the use of eq. 11, and a sHde-rule. the following

multipHers are computed:
, 62 0.05
*2 = - = -^^ = 0.792,

ei 1.20

, ez I.IO
kz = - = =0.917.

ei 1.20

Step J. The adjusted swell-factor for cut Ci is (eq. 12)

^^_
F^+F2+Fz + F,

Ci + Cih + Czkz

6270 -|- 12,107 + ^^^S -f 611

9642 -\- 5056 (0.792) -f 4643 (0.917)

= 1. 187.

Step 4. The adjusted swell-factors for the remaining cuts are

computed by eq. 13.

Si = ^2^1 = 0.792 X 1. 187 = 0.939.

•^3 = kzSi = 0.917 X 1. 187 = 1.088.

To check the foregoing computations this test is applied:

The sum of the products formed by multiplying each cut-

volume by its swell-factor must equal the sum of the corre-

sponding fill-volumes, that is,

Ci5i + C2^2 + C353 = Fx + Fi+Fz+ Fi.

C\Si = 9642 X 1. 187 = 11,440

C2S2 = 5056 X 0.939 = 4,750

C3.y3 = 4643 X 1.088 = 5,050

CiSi + C2S2 + CzSz = 21,240

F,+F2+Fz+Fi = 21,256

Discrepancy 16
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Thus the test is met; the work checks; the discrepancy of

i6 c.y., which is due to using the slide-rule, is negHgible.

The uncertainty in the estimated swell-factors is usually such

as to permit the use of the slide-rule in making all the com-

putations of this section.



CHAPTER II

THE MASS CURVE

This chapter sets forth the principles of construction and interpretation of the

mass curve; describes the horizontal and the oblique balancing Une; and discusses

the effect of drafting-errors on results obtained from the mass curve.

10. Construction of mass cxxrve or profile of quantities.—The
steps taken to construct the mass curve for the profile ab shown

in Fig. 15, are as follows:

Step I. Data. — The station- and substation-volumes are

marked on the profile. Let it be supposed that the cuts have a

swell ratio of 0.25. Let it be supposed that the quantities shown

on the profile are quantities computed from final measurements

of completed grading.

Step 2. Tabulate the stations and substations, and the

volumes of cut and fill. See the accompanying tabular form.

Step 3. Multiply each fill-volume by the equating factor

-i- = 0.8 (Sec. 6).
1.25

Step 4. Set down in the fifth column, opposite each station

and substation, the algebraic sum of cut-volumes and equated

fill-volumes between station 12 and that station. For example,

the ordinate for sta. 13 is 100; the ordinate for sta. 14 is 100

+ 200 = 300; for sta. 15, is 100 + 200 -j- 50 — 80 = 270; and

so on.

Step 5. Now taking some heavy horizontal Une AB of the

profile paper as a base line for mass-curve ordinates, lay off to

some scale (i inch = 200 c.y., here) at each station the computed

ordinate for that station. Thus at sta. 13 lay off above the base

line ^5 100 c.y. (that is, one-half inch); at sta. 14 lay off above

19
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the base line 300 c.y.; and so on. Join the upper ends of

adjacent ordinates thus laid off, by straight lines. The broken

line thus formed is the mass curve or profile of quantities.

Note. — In the illustration above the station-volumes have been summed

from left to right and thus plotted. It would be just as well to simi and

plot from right to left. Also, we might call fills plus and cuts minus, and

the resulting mass curve would serve all purposes just as well as with cuts

called plus and fills minus.

COMPUTATION FOR ORDINATES OF MASS
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Fig. is-
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the cut-volumes for the several station-intervals must be multi-

plied by their proper swell-factors (Sec. 6) ; or (2) the fill-volumes

for the several station-intervals must be equated to volume in

place (Sec. 7). (See exception to this statement in Sec. 12.)

If the grading has been completed and the volume computed

from final measurements, then the fill-volumes should be equated

to volume in place, and the equated fill-volumes used with the

cut-volumes in computing ordinates of the mass curve; but if

the grading has not been completed, or has not been started, the

cut-volumes must be multipHed by the proper swell-factors before

the ordinates of the mass curve are computed, and the swelled

cut-volumes used with the fill-volumes to obtain the ordinates.

When there are both cut and fill in any station-interval— as in

side-hill work— the excess of the one over the other is used as

an increment (positive or negative as the case may be) in com-

puting mass-curve ordinates.

II. Characteristics of the mass curve. — A study of Fig. 15

will show the truth of the following statements:

Within the limits of a single cut the mass curve rises from left

to right. Within the limits of a single fill the mass curve falls

from left to right. Hence in passing from left to right from cut

to fill we have at the grade point a maximum ordinate for the

mass curve; and in passing from left to right from fill to cut we
have at the grade point a minimum ordinate.

Note.— Had the volumes been summed from right to left in the com-

putation for ordinates, the resulting mass curve would rise from right to

left instead o£ from left to right within the range of a single cut. If cuts

had been reckoned minus and fills plus, while retaining the left-to-right

summation, the mass curve would slope downward from left to right within

the range of a single cut.

The algebraic difference between the ordinates of any two

stations which lie between a maximum point of the mass curve

and an adjacent minimum point, represents the yardage between

the two stations.
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The slope of the mass curve is steepest at stations of greatest

volumes. See Fig. 38 where both mass curve and profile are

drawn to scale.

Other characteristics of the mass curve are given in Sees. 12,

13, 14, IS-

12. The horizontal balancing line. — The mass curve in

Fig. 15 is plotted from cut-volumes and equated fill-volumes.

Any horizontal line drawn to cut off a loop of such a mass curve

cuts the curve in two points between which the cut wiU precisely

make the fill. Thus the horizontal Hne NO cuts the curve at

iV and 0. Between N and the cut just makes the fill. Such

a hne is called a "balancing Hne." Under the given conditions

of plotting the mass curve of Fig. 15, a loop above the balancing

line indicates forward hauling, and a loop below the balancing

line indicates backward hauling. See Figs. 50-60.

It is evident that all balancing fines are horizontal for a mass

curve which is plotted from cut-volumes and equated fill-volumes

or from fill-volumes and equated (i.e., swelled) cut-volumes.

When the mass curve is plotted from cut-volumes and actual

fill-volumes a balancing hne will be oblique if the material from

the cut either swells or shrinks. See Sec. 13.

The horizontal balancing line only is used in the problems of

this book.

13. The oblique balancing line. — Fig. 16 shows the profile

of a cut and fill. Let it be assumed that the material of the cut

swells, and that the cut just makes the fill. The mass curve

below the profile is plotted from the cut-volumes and actual fill-

volumes— the volumes in fill have not been equated to volumes

in place. Thus the total fill-volume /'/ is greater than the

total cut-volume AA'. Where the mass curve is thus plotted

without first equating the fill-volumes to volumes in place, or

equating the cut-volumes to fill-volumes, the balancing hne will

be a horizontal line only when the equating-factor is unity —
only when the material of the cut neither shrinks nor swells.
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The balancing lines in Fig. i6 are oblique. The balancing

Hne which passes through A passes also through /, because be-

tween a and i the cut just makes the fill.

Produce the line ^7 to meet at iV the horizontal Hne EN
drawn through the highest point E of the mass curve. Each of

the lines BH, CG, DF radiating from N cuts the mass curve in

two points and is approximately a balancing line.

Profile

y--. . "i 'f'^v BaaeLine-

-/T^-rr-?
Balancing Lines *^' —

OBLIQUE BALANCING LINE

Fig. i6.

:^H

^4

It is the practice of some engineers to plot the mass curve

from the unequated cut- and fill-volumes and to use, therefore, the

oblique balancing line. An example of the use of the oblique •

balancing line is given in an article, by Mr. S. B. Fisher, printed

in the Engineering News, Jan. 31, 1891, under the title "Esti-

mating Overhaul in Earthwork by Means of the Profile of Quan-

tities." Mr. Fisher further explained the oblique balancing line

in a letter printed in the Engineering News, Feb. 7, 1891. Both

article and letter are reprinted in Gillette's "Earthwork and Its

Cost," pp. 217-225; and in Proceedings, American Railway

Engineering Association, vol. 7, 1906, pp. 381-385.

14. Relation between haul and mass-curve area when the

mass curve is plotted from cut-volumes and equated fill-volumes.

— The mass curve of Fig. 15 is plotted from cut-volumes and
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equated fill-volumes. The area lying between the balancing

line and the corresponding loop of the mass curve is the measure

of the haul (Sec. i) involved in making ^the cut and fill between

the extremities of the loop. Thus the balancing fine NO cuts

the mass curve at N and 0, and cuts off the loop NPO. The

area of the loop NPO is a measure of the haul performed in

making the fill between p and from the cut between n and p.

The extreme haul-distance for the material between n and is

no = NO; and the volume of cut np is equal to PP' (to scale) —
equals equated fill-volume between p and 0.

To convert the area NPO into haul (sta-yds.) multiply the area

NPO (in square inches) by the product formed by multiplying

the stations represented by one horizontal inch of paper by the

number of cubic yards represented by one vertical inch of paper.

Let Y = number of cubic yards represented by one inch of

ordinate;

S = number of feet represented by one inch of abscissa;

A = haul area in square inches;

Hi = haul in station-yards represented by one square

inch of area.

Then

Hi=-^Y. (14)
100

The area, A ,
of the loop NPO measured with the planimeter,

is 2.8 sq. in. For Fig. 15, F = 200 c.y., and S = 200 ft. Hence

the haul is

E = AHi = 2.8 X f-^ X 200 = 1 120 sta-yds.

15. Relation between haul and mass-curve area when mass

curve is plotted from fill-volumes and equated cut-volumes. —
In Fig. 1 7 the cut is just sufl&cient to make the fill. The volume

of the cut is C c.y., and the swell-factor is J. The voliune of the
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fill is F c.y. Then C = - = Fq, and Cs = F, where q is the

equating-factor of the fill (Sec. 7).

First, we will reduce the station-volumes of fill to volumes in

place by multiplying each station-volume by q, and construct the

mass curve above the profile, using the cut-volumes and equated

Mass Curve basei? on
•^ cut vole, and equated

\ ail vols.

\
\

Ea,ul =Area ABD :t S x.Y
S WO

Fig. 17.

fill-volumes. Now the maximum ordinate of the mass curve ABD
is C (to scale) ; and the area of the mass curve ABD represents

the haul. The haul involved in the grading is

H = (diXe&ABD in sq. in.) F sta-yds.
100

(14a)

Next, let us equate the station-volumes of cut to fill-volumes

by multiplying each station-volume of cut by the swell-factor s;

then plot the mass curve A 'B'D' below the profile, using the fill-

volumes and equated cut-volumes. In this mass curve the maxi-

mum ordinate is equal (to scale) to Cs = F. Now for every
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vertical strip, as G, of the area of the upper mass curve there

is a corresponding strip G' of the lower mass curve. The two
strips being of the same width their areas are proportional to

their heights. If the height of G is y the height of G' is y' = sy.

Hence the area of G' is s times the area of G; and hence the area

A'B'D' of the lower mass curve is 5 times the area of the upper

mass curve. And, since the total haul expressed in terms of the

upper mass curve is

H = (area ABD in sq. in.)— Y,
100

the expression for the total haul in terms of the lower mass curve

is

„ (area A'B'D' in sq. in.) S „ / , na = ^ — y

.

(14b)
5 100

Since an estimate of haul based on a mass curve is subject

to errors resulting from the errors of plotting and scaUng, it is

well to know the relation which exists between errors of drafting

and the resulting errors in areas. This matter is taken up in the

two sections following.

16. Limit of error in a distance plotted or scaled. — We dis-

tinguish between an error and a mistake. A mistake results

from incorrect work. An error results from lack of precision in

the work. If we lay off 2 in. when we should lay off 2j in., we
make a mistake or blunder. When we try to lay off AB = 2 in.

from a given point along a given line, we try to place the zero

scratch of the scale precisely at the mark A ; but we know that,

owing to the width of the scratch and of the mark A and the

Umitations of vision, the center of the scratch may be as much

as, say, 2^0^ in. one side or the other of the center of the mark A

;

that is, we know that the position of the zero scratch may be in

error by as much as 270" i^- Likewise, when we try to make the

mark B so that its center shall be precisely opposite the 2-in.

scratch of the scale, we know that the resulting mark, B, may

have its center as much as 2^-0 in. to one side of the center of
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the 2-in. scratch. In other words, we know that there may be,

due to lack of precision in placing the mark B, an error of as

much as ^\-^ in. in the position of B. Thus the resulting error

in the plotted distance AB may be as much as ^^^ in. = o.oi in.

If the two errors are each ^\^ in. and both outward, then the

distance between mark A and mark B is 2.01 in. If the two

errors are each 2 0^0^ in. and both inward, the distance between

A and B is 2.00 — o.oi = 1.99 in. And if the two errors are

equal but one is inward while the other is outward, the two

errors cancel and the distance from mark A to mark B is just

2 in. In general, if in placing the zero scratch of the scale against

a mark and if in placing a mark on the paper against a given

scratch on the scale we are subject to an error of e in., then the

limit of error in any distance which we lay off at one application

of the scale is 2 e.

The statements above apply as well to the work of scaling a

distance from a drawing. Therefore when a distance is scaled

from a drawing the scaled distance is subject to an error which

is the resultant of the errors of plotting and of scaUng. Hence

the Hmit of error £ in a scaled distance, due to the Hmit of error

in placing a scratch of the scale against a mark, is

£ = 4ein. (15)

If one inch of paper represents 5 feet,

E = ^eSit. (16)

Example. — A draftsman lays off on paper a distance AB on the scale of

I in. = 400 ft. We scale the distance AB and find it to be 875 ft. What
is the limit of error in the 875 ft. if in plotting and in scaling there is a

possible error of o.oi in. in placing a scratch of the scale against a mark on

the paper? The answer is

£ = 4 e5 = 4 (o.oi) 400 = 16 ft.

17. Limit of error in area due to errors in distance.— Suppose

the true dimensions of the rectangle ABCD (Fig. 18) are d
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inches by a inches. Suppose that in scaling the dimensions
from the drawing we make an error E in each, so that we come
to have d + E and o + £ as

the dimensions of the rec- —r-

tangle. The true area of the
I

rectangle is da. The area ob- 1

tained by use of the scaled di- j

mensions is (d -{- E) {a + E) = '

da+dE + aE+E^. Ignoring
i

E^, which is relatively small —i-

{da + dE + aE) - da, = (dE
''^~----;;,i;-',\,,,

+ aE), is the limit of error p-jg jg

in area, due to the error E in

each dimension. If E' is the limit of error in area, due to E,

the Hmit of error in distance, we have

E' -- E(d+ a) sq. in., (17)

where E, d, and a are in inches.

If each inch of paper represents 5 feet, then each square inch

of paper represents S^ square feet,

and E' = E(d+a) 5^ sq. ft. (18)

Substituting for E its value (eq. 15) in terms of e (the limit of

error in placing a scratch of the scale against a mark on the paper),

eq. 18 becomes
E' = 4eid + a)S^ sq. ft. (19)

If the vertical scale of the rectangle is i in. = F c.y., and the

horizontal scale is i in. = 5 ft., then i sq. in. of paper represents Y

— sta-yds. of haul,
100

and E' = 4.e{d + a)Y sta-yds. (20)
ICO

Example. — A mass curve is drawn with vertical scale of i in. = 1000 c.y.,

and horizontal scale of 1 in. = 400 ft. A rectangular area representing

iaul is scaled. The horizontal dimension appears to be 6.4 in.; and the
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c
vertical, i.S in. The resulting haul is H = A— F (eq. 14a) = 6.4 X 1.5

100

X ^^ X 1000 = 38,400 sta-yds. If in plotting and scaling the mass curve
100

the limit of error in placing a scratch of the scale against a mark on the

paper was o.oi in., what is the resulting limit of error in the 38,400 sta-yds.?

The answer is £' = 4 e (rf + o) F— = 4 (o.oi) (6.4 + 1.5) 1000 ^— = 1264
100 100

sta-yds.

We have been considering the limiting error. It should be

borne in mind that Hmiting errors in drafting are infrequent, and

that the errors are as hkely to be positive as negative, and there-

fore tend to neutralize one another.

18. Scale of ordinates for mass curve. — We may say that

anything less than 2 io'i'^^'^ distance on a profile is inappreciable.

Hence, for a scale of i in. = 100 c.y. less than 0.5 c.y. is negligible;

for I in. = 1000 c.y. less than 5 c.y. is negligible; for i in. =

5000 c.y. less than 25 c.y. is negligible; and so on. The larger

the scale the less the uncertainty, due to the drawing itself, in

the results obtained through the use of the mass curve. On the

other hand, the larger the scale the greater the required width

(top to bottom) of the paper on which the mass curve is drawn.

The choice of scale for the ordinates of the mass curve in any

given case will depend (i) on the arithmetic sum of the maximum
positive ordinate and maximum negative ordinate of the curve;

(2) on the horizontal scale used; (3) on the uncertainty of the

data upon which the ordinates are computed
; (4) on the desired

accuracy of the results to be obtained from the use of the mass

curve; and (5) on the convenient maximum top-to-bottom

dimension of the paper.

When drawing a mass curve for cuts and fills of great volume,

the scale used for the ordinates is usually a compromise. In

any case the scale should be no larger than necessary to keep

the errors from the use of the mass curve well within the limits

of error in the data upon which the computed ordinates are
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based. With great volumes the Hmit of error in the data is

comparatively great owing to the irregular manner of excavating

and depositing the material (Sees. 2, 3, 4).

19. Plotting the mass curve. — The mass curve is most con-

veniently plotted and used when plotted on profile paper of the

same horizontal scale as the profile of the line under consideration.

For "Plate A" profile paper (20 horizontal ruHngs to the inch),

the mass curve ordinates, — provided the scale used therefor is

200 or 2000 or 20,000 c.y. to the inch, — are most readily plotted

in the manner of plotting points on the profile. For "Plate B"
profile paper (30 horizontal lines to the inch), and for a scale of

300, or 3000 or 30,000 c.y. to the inch for ordinates, the mass-

curve points are most quickly plotted in the manner of plotting

profile points. Under other conditions the mass-curve ordinates

are most conveniently laid off by means of the engineers' scale,

ignoring the horizontal rulings of the profile paper. When the

engineers' scale is to be used instead of the ruKngs of the profile

paper in laying off the ordinates of the mass curve, the scale of

ordinates should, for convenience, be one of the following: 100,

1000, 10,000 or 100,000 c.y. to the inch; 200, 2000 or 20,000 c.y.

to the inch; 300, 3000, or 30,000 to the inch; 400, 4000, or

40,000 to the inch; 500, 5000, or 50,000 to the inch; or 600, 6000,

or 60,000 c.y. to the inch.

When plotting the mass curve and drawing Hnes by means of

which to obtain results from it, keep the pencil as sharp as a

needle. The 6-H pencil is best if the eyes of the plotter and the

light are good; otherwise use a 4-H pencil although this will

require frequent sharpening, and the lines will rub somewhat.

Sharpen the pencil to a long cone point on emery paper, and poKsh

the point on a piece of detail paper. RepoHsh the point after

drawing each foot or two of Hne; and the knife and emery paper

will have to be used only occasionally. The importance of draw-

ing the finest lines and making the finest points in all graphical

computation must be fully appreciated by the draftsman;
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otherwise second-class work will result. See Sees. i6 and 17.

For the sake of convenience use ink of one color for ascending

segments of a mass curve, and ink of another color for descend-

ing segments; or, use a full line for the one, and a broken line

for the other, as shown in Fig. 15.



CHAPTER III

LIMITS AND CENTER OF MASS OF A BODY OF MATERIAL

This chapter describes how, by eye, by arithmetic, and by mass curve, to deter-

mine the limits of a body of material in cut or in fill from given conditions; and
how to determine the center of volume or mass of such body. (Figs. 19, 21, 21a,

and 24 face p. 96.)

20. Limit of a fill made from a given body of material.—
Fig. 19. Let it be assumed that the material between sta." 9

and the grade point (sta. 13 + 75) is to be used to make a por-

tion of the adjacent fill. Further let it be assumed that the

material swells 25% (swell ratio = 0.25), and that the station-

volumes are as entered on the lower part of Fig. 19. The problem

is to find the point on the profile to which the material between 9

and 13 -t- 75 will make the fill.

(a) Arithmetical solution. — The total yardage between stas. 9
and 13 -t- 75 is 1280. Tabulate the stations of fill and the

corresponding station-volumes. See the tabulation below. In

the third column enter the equated fill-volumes. (The swell

ratio being 0.25, the swell-factor is 1.25, and the equating-factor

is, therefore, = 0.8 (see Sees. 6, 7)). Next, fill out the fourth
1.25

column by entering opposite each station the sum of equated fill-

volumes between that station and the grade point, sta. 13 -f- 75.

Now looking at the summation column, we see that the 1280

c.y. of material will fill to a point between stas. 18 and 19. The

fill to sta. 18 requires 1140 c.y., leaving a surplus of 1280 — 1140

= 140 c.y. to fill beyond sta. 18.

Assuming that the cross-sectional area of the fill is uniform

between 18 and 19, the (equated) volume of the fill is ff^ =

5.6 c.y. per running foot. At this rate it will require— = 25

33
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running feet of fill beyond sta. i8 to use up the 140 c.y. of surplus

material. Thus 18 + 25 is the limit of the fill which the given

cut will make. (We have assumed that the end of the fill is

bounded by a plane of cross-section, i.e., that the fill is made of

full section as far as it goes.)

station.
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The mass-curve solution is the same as the arithmetical except

in form. The mass-curve solution gives a good check on the

arithmetical. Of course the results obtained by the two methods

may not agree (they differ by i ft. in this case) owing to errors

incident to graphical computation. Substantial agreement is

sufficient.

To find out how far into a cut we shall have to go to obtain

enough material to make a given fill is a problem like the fore-

going and is solved in the same way.

(c) Solution by inspection. — Lay a pencil on Fig. 19 in a

position parallel to the vertical rulings. Shift the pencil slowly

toward the right (or left) until it appears that the fill lying

between the grade point and the pencil just balances the cut be-

tween sta. 9 and the grade point. The station and plus of the

pencil at this time is approximately the right-hand limit of the

fill. A strip of stiff paper will serve better than a pencil for

this operation. Bear in mind that volumes are not proportional

to profile areas; volume of cut, or fill, increases faster than

center height; cuts and fills do not usually have the same road-

bed width or the same side-slopes; and, owing to swell of material,

a yard of cut may make more than a yard of fiU.

The person who applies this method should be ignorant of the

computed limit of the fill; otherwise the result which he obtains

by inspection will be biased and of little or no value.

21. Center of mass of single prismoid. — By ' single prismoid '

is meant the body of material lying between two adjacent stations

(each of which may be a full station or a plus station) in cut or

in fill. The center of mass of a single prismoid (as that lying

between stations m and n, Fig. 20) lies in that cross-sectional

plane which cuts the prismoid mn into two equal volumes.

If the cross-sectional area is uniform from m to n, then the

center of mass of the prismoid mn lies midway between stas. m
and n.

If the cross-sectional area decreases as we pass from m to n.
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evidently the center of mass lies between the mid-section of mn
and sta. m.

For the work of computing haul and overhaul it is customary

to assume that the center of mass of a single prismoid (i.e., of a

station-volume or substation-volume) lies midway between the

end sections of the prismoid.

22. Center of mass of a series of prismoids. Arithmetical

solution. — Let m, n, o, p, q (Fig. 20) be consecutive stations

(or stations and substations) along the profile.

center of mass,

Fig. 20.

If all the prismoids are of uniform cross-sectional area then

the center of mass of the series of prismoids, mn, no, op, pq, lies

midway between stas. m and g. There are, of course, other

exceptional conditions under which the center of mass will lie

midway between the extreme stations of the series.

Sometimes the center of mass is assumed to be midway between

the extreme stations even in those cases (most frequent) in which

the center of mass is known to be actually eccentric (that is, to

He on one side or the other of the mid-point).

The general method of finding the center of mass of a series

of prismoids is made clear in the following example:

Example. — Fig. 21 shows station-volumes between stas. 9 and 12 -|- 28.

To find the center of mass of this series of prismoids we proceed as follows:

Find the sum of the volumes of the prismoids = 1056 c.y. The half sum

is 528 c.y. Then find the sum of the volumes from sta. 9 up to each station.

(This work is shown in tabular form.)
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Station.
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that in passing from 12 + 28 to 10 the total intervening volume is 556

which is greater than the 528. We pass 300 c.y. in moving over the icxd ft.

between 11 and 10, or at the rate of -'?§ = 3 c.y. per running foot (as-

suming the prismoid ii-io to be of uniform cross-sectional area). To
come to the center of the mass of the series of prismoids wemust move from

II toward 10 a distance of -^^^ ^-^ = 90.7 ft., which brings us to
3

sta. II — 90.7 = sta. 10 + 09.3. Thus the same result is obtained whether

we start from one end or the other. In practice the computations should

be made from one end and then the result checked by computing from the

other.

23. Center of mass of a series of prismoids. Two mass-curve

.solutfons.— (a) Common mass-curve solution. — Using the data

isliown in Fig. 21 which represents a profile, we proceed as follows:

l(i) Construct the mass curve (Sees. 10 and 20) for the station-vol-

umes lying between stas. 9 and 12 + 28. The maximum ordinate

is C'C. (2) Mark the point C" which bisects the ordinate C'C.

(3) Through C" draw a horizontal line cutting the mass curve AC
at some point M. (4) The station and plus of M is now read as

sta. 10 -f 10, which is the center of mass of the series of pris-

moids. This result differs by 0.7 ft. from that found in the pre-

ceding section.

As the horizontal scale of profile paper is i in. = 400 ft., the

uncertainty in the position of the center of mass, as found by the

use of the mass curve, is, in general, not less than 4 ft. (Sec. 16).

The results found by the algebraic and graphical methods in any

case should substantially agree.

(b) Another mass-curve solution. — The following method of

finding the center of mass is taken from a letter by Mr. T. S.

Russell to Engineering News. The letter appeared in the issue

of March 14, 1891, under the caption "The Calculation of Over-

haul"; was reprinted in Gillette's "Earthwork and Its Cost,"

pp. 214-217; and reprinted again in Proceedings of American

Railway Engineering Association, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 386-389.

The profile and "first" mass curve of Fig. 21a are the same
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as the profile and mass curve of Fig. 21. Now, in Fig. 21a, plot

a "second" mass curve, C'MA', for the same cut ac, taking the

origin at C and plotting from right to left. The ordinate at

sta. 12 is 56 c.y.; at sta. 11, 56 + 200 = 256 c.y.; at sta. 10,

256 + 300 = 556 c.y.; at sta. 9, 556 + 5°° = i^S^ c.y. Call

the point of intersection of the first and second mass curves, M.
The vertical Mm contains the center of mass of the cut ac. By
scaling, M is found to be id ft. to the right of sta. 10; hence, the

center of mass of cut ac lies at sta. 10 + 10. This is the same

as the result found in Sec. 23; though, owing to errors of plotting

and scaling, such agreement is not to be regularly expected. See

Sees. 16, 17.



CHAPTER IV

CENTER OF GRAVITY

In this chapter are described eight methods (so-called) of finding the center of

gravity of a body of material, ranging from the roughly approximate to the practi-

cally exact, and using the eye, arithmetic, or the mass curve. All the methods are

applied to the same problem, namely, finding the center of gravity of the cut

between 9 -f- oo and 12 -|- 28 of Fig. 19. (Figs. 19, 21, 21a, and 24 face p. 96.)

24. Relation between haul and center of gravity. — We have

seen (Sec. i) that one of the two factors of haul is the distance

between the center of gravity of a body of material in cut and

the center of gravity of the same body of material in fill. To

find the distance factor we shall first find the position of each

center of gravity. Methods of finding the position of the

center of gravity of a body of material are presented in the

following sections.

25. Center of gravity of single prismoid. — In most cases it

serves every requirement to assume that the center of gravity

lies at the center of length of the prismoid. For example, the

center of gravity of the prismoid lying between stas. 12 and 13

(Fig. 22) may be assumed to be at 12 + 50. In rare cases it

may be thought that the foregoing assumption wiU not give

satisfactory results, and in such cases the true center of gravity

of each single prismoid (station- or substation-volume) is deter-

mined in the following manner.

Let An = cross-sectional area at sta. 12;

Ai3 = cross-sectional area at sta. 13.

It is plain that the true center of gravity of prismoid 12-13

lies between sta. 12 + 50 and the station having the larger area.

Thus, as Au is greater than ^13 (as shown in the figure), the center

of gravity lies to the left of sta. 12 +50.
40
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Let X = the horizontal distance between the true center of

gravity and the mid-point of the prismoid;

I = station-interval (length of prismoid);

V = volume (c.y.) of prismoid.

Then,

12V 27F /

where A^ and An-i are the cross-sectional areas at the two

adjacent stations. (See Allen's "Railroad Curves and Earth-

work," pp. 192-193, for derivation of this formula, and Ray-
mond's "Railroad Field Geometry," p. 222, eq. 225.)

'^'w/w/////M/m

Center of Gravity

CENTER OF GRAVITY OF SINGLE PRISMOID

Fig. 22.

A +A _i
If we substitute for V in eq. 21 its value—^^ —

/, we have
2X27 '

^ I
f
A„ - A„^i\ . .

(See Searles' "Engineers' Field Book," p. 244, eq. 361.)

Example.— In Fig. 22, Avi. = 200 sq. ft., and Ax^ = 150 sq. ft. Length

of prismoid 12-13 is 100 ft. Therefore the center of gravity of the prismoid

lies to one side of the mid-section the distance

100 / 200 — I %o\ .^x= -— ( 3-^- = 2.4 ft.;
6 \200 -j- 150/

and since the area at sta. 12 is greater than the area at sta. 13, the center of

gravity lies on the left of the mid-section. Hence the center of gravity lies

at (sta. 12 + 50) — 2.4 ft. = sta. 12 -|- 47.6.
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For the error in overhaul resulting from the use of the center of length

instead of the center of gravity of the prismoid, see Sec. 146.

26. Center of gravity of a series of prismoids. — Eight

methods of finding the center of gravity of a series of pris-

moids will be given ranging from roughly approximate to closely

approximate. The methods will be illustrated, in the following

sections, by application to one of the profiles of Figs. 19, 21,

24. See columns 6 and 10, Fig. 36, for center of gravity deter-

mined by each of the eight methods.

27. Method I. Center of gravity determined by eye. — This

method serves for rough estimates and rough check on results

obtained by other methods. The center of gravity of the cut

(Fig. 19) between sta. 9 and sta. 12 -|- 28 appears to be at about

sta. 10 -1- 60. The person who finds the center of gravity by

inspection of the profile must be ignorant of the computed center

of gravity; otherwise his result will be biased and of no value.

28. Method II. Center of gravity assumed to lie at the

center of length.— When the profile of the cut (or fill) is prac-

tically synmietrical about a central vertical line, the center of

gravity may, for rough estimates and checks, be assumed to lie

at the center of length. Though the cut, sta. 9 to sta. 12 -)- 28

(Fig. 19) lacks symmetry, we use it for an example for this

method. The center of length lies at sta. 9 -|- | [(sta. 12 -t- 28)

— (sta. 9 -(- 00)] = sta. 9 -|- 164 = sta. 10 -1- 64.

29. Method III. Series of prismoids treated as a single

prismoid. When the area of cross-section increases (or de-

creases) with practical regularity as we pass from the initial to

the final station of the series of prismoids, a rough determination

of the position of the center of gravity of the series can be made

by considering the series as a single prismoid and applying to

this prismoid the method given in Sec. 25 (center of gravity of

single prismoid).

Apply this method to the series of prismoids (Fig. 19) lying

between stas. 9 and 12 -|- 28. The mid-point of the series is
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at sta. 9 + § [(sta. 12 + 28) — (sta. 9 + 00)] = sta. 9 + 164

= sta. 10 + 64. The area of the section at sta. 9 is 162 sq. ft.;

the area of the section at sta. 12 + 28 is 54 sq. ft. The length

of the prismoid is here (sta. 12 + 28) — (sta. 9 + 00) = 328 ft.

By eq. 22, the distance in ft. from the center of gravity of the

prismoid to its center of length is

_ length (ft.) difference between end areas (sq. ft.)

6 sum of end areas (sq. ft.)

328 ^^ 162 — 54 ,,=V X ~^—T^ = 27.3 ft.
6 162 + 54

So the center of gravity lies 27.3 ft. to the left of the mid-point

(sta. 10 + 64) of the prismoid: at sta. 10 + 36.7.

30. Method IV. Center of gravity assumed to lie at center

of mass. Arithmetical solution.— This approximate method,

frequently used, even in computing pay quantities, is illus-

trated in Sec. 22 by the use of data given in Fig. 19. It was

found in Sec. 22 that the center of mass of the cut, 9 + 00 to

12 + 28, lies at sta. 10 + 09.3.

31. Method V. Center of gravity assumed to lie at center of

mass. Mass-curve solution. — Two ways of finding the center

of gravity come under this head. Both ways are in use even

for the computation of pay quantities. Both are given here

although only the first will be used in the examples of Chapters

VI and VII.

(a) Common mass-curve solution. — This method of finding

the center of gravity of a series of prismoids is explained in

Sec. 23 (a) and it was there found that the center of mass (here

assumed to coincide with the center of gravity) of the cut,

9 + 00 to 12 + 28, lies at 10 + 10.

(b) Another mass-curve solution.— This method is the same as

the foregoing except in the detail of the use of the mass curve,

and is explained in Sec. 23 (b), and illustrated in Fig. 21a.

The center of mass coincides with the true center of gravity
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of a body of material when the mass curve is straight between

the terminal stations of that body.

32. Method VI. Center of gravity of each prismoid assumed

to lie at its mid-point. Arithmetical solution. — This method,

one of the standard methods used in computing pay quantities,

is as follows: Fig. 23. Let m, n, 0, p be consecutive stations

Profile

METHOD VI

Fig. 23.

(or substations) along the profile. Let the center of gravity of

each prismoid be assumed to He at its center of length (except for

this assumption, this method is exact). Let Vi, V2, F3, . . .

be the respective volumes (c.y.) of the prismoids, mn, no, op, . . .

Taking w as a center of moments:

The moment of Vi about w is Fi— •

2

('ytd\
mn \

j
•

The moment of Vz about m is F3 imn+no H

—

-)•

The distance (stas.) from the center of moments {m, in this

case) to the center of gravity of the series is

sum of the moments about m (sta-yds.)

sum of the volumes (c.y.)
(23)

Applying this method to the cut between stas. 9 and 12 + 28

(Fig. 19) we make the computations below.
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MOMENTS ABOUT STATION 9

Station.
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33. Use either measured or equated fill-volumes in comput-

ing by moments (Methods VI and VIII, Sees. 32 and 35) the

station of center of gravity of series of fill prismoids. — It mat-

ters not in finding center of gravity of a fill by Method VI,

whether we use the fill-volumes or the equated fiU-volumes as

factors in computing moments, provided the equating-factor be

constant.

Let Vi, V2, V3 = the respective volumes of fill;

q = constant equating-factor;

then Viq, Viq, Vzq = the respective equated volumes of fill.

Let ai, 02, 03 = respective lever-arms of vols. Fi, F2, F3.

By using fill-volumes Fi, F2, F3,

. , , FiOi -I- F2a2 -I- FsOa , ,

the average lever-arm = —— — —
> (24)

I' 1 + 1'2 + F3

while, by using equated fill-volumes Fig, Vtq, F35',

the average lever-arm = ^^i?^' + ^f
^

+J3y^3
Fig-t-Fag-fFsg

^ g / Fiai -f F2a2 -|- F303\

q\ F1+F2+F3 /

FiOi -I- F2a2 + F3g3 / N

= F,+F2-fF3 •

^'4a)

The average lever-arm is thus the same whether we compute

it by use of measured fill-volumes or equated fill-volumes.

34. Method VII. Center of gravity of each prismoid assumed

to lie at its mid-point. Mass-curve solution.—This is the same

as Method VI except that here the work is carried out graphi-

cally instead of arithmetically. We present this method by
application to Fig. 24, which shows part of the cut of Fig. 19.

(i) Draw the mass curve AC (Fig. 24).

(2) Find the area (sq. in.) ACJ lying between the mass curve

and its projection on the vertical through A (sta. 9). The area

may be found by means of the planimeter or otherwise. We find

the area to be 1.38 sq, in. when measured by the planimeter.
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(3) Multiply the area ACJ (sq. in.) by the sta-yds. repre-

sented by I sq. in. of paper (Sec. 14), obtaining the total haul

H. H = 1000 X 1.38 = 1380 sta-yds.

(4) Divide H by total volume (1064,* obtained by scaHng

ordinate CC) of prismoids lying between stas. 9 and 12 -|- 29,!

obtaining the distance from sta. 9 out to the center of gravity

of the series of prismoids. Distance = jfff = 1.298 stas.

Hence the center of gravity of the series of prismoids is at

(sta. 9 -1- 00) -f- 1.298 stas. = sta. 10 -|- 29.8.

Otherwise:

(i) Draw the mass curve AC.

(2) Find area ACJ in square inches.

(3) Divide ACJ by CC (inches), and multiply by the number

of horizontal feet per inch of paper, thus obtaining the distance

from sta. 9 to the center of gravity of the volume lying between

stas. 9 and 12 -1- 29.

The same result would be obtained if we dealt with the area

ACC instead of the area ACJ ^ except that with the area ACC
the resulting distance would be that between sta. 12 -f- 29 and

the center of gravity of the series of prismoids lying between

stas. 12 -f 29 and 9. Thus the planimeter gives the area

ACC = 2.1312 sq. in. Therefore U = 2.1312 X 500 X 2.00 =

2131 sta-yds. Hence the distance from 12 -f- 29 to the center of

gravity of the series of prismoids = fMi ~ 2.003 ^^as. Hence

the center of gravity of the series of prismoids lies at (sta. 1 2 -|-

29) — 2.003 stas. = 10 -1- 28.7. The discrepancy between the

* The practicable way of determining volume, when using a given mass curve,

is to scale an ordinate; and for this reason we have here used the value 1064 c.y.

of CC determined by scaling, notwithstanding we cannot have forgotten that CC
was plotted to represent 1056 c.y.

t The point c, Fig. 24, is the left-hand limit of the free-haul distance shown in

Fig. 19. In Sec. 40 it is found by arithmetic that c lies at sta. 12 -f- 28; while in

Sec. 41 it is found, by the use of the mass curve, that C lies at sta. 12 -f- 2g; and

this accounts for the fact that sometimes we speak of the cut 9 -j- 00 to 12 H- 28,

and at other times of cut 9 -h 00 to 12 -|- 29.
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two results comes from the errors involved in taking off the

areas. The larger the scale of ordinates for the mass curve,

the smaller will be the discrepancy. See Sees. i6, 17, 18.

35. Method VIII. The true center of gravity.—This method

is the same as Method VI except that in the former we locate

the true center of gravity of each prismoid by the method

given in Sec. 25; whereas in the latter we took the mid-point

of each prismoid for its center of gravity.

From Sec. 25, eq. 22, the distance in feet between the mid-

point and the center of gravity of a prismoid is

_ length (ft.) /difference between end areas (sq. ft.) N

6 \ sum of end areas (sq. ft.)
'}

To illustrate, let us apply this method to the series of prismoids

lying between stas. 9 and 12 -|- 28 of Fig. 19.

COMPUTATION FOR POSITION OF CENTER OF GRAVITY OF
EACH PRISMOID

Station.
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station.



CHAPTER V
OVERHAUL, FREE HAUL, AND CROSSHAUL

In this chapter, overhaul is defined; a digest of American practice in computing

overhaul is given; the American Railway Engineering Association's specification,

which is used as the basis for all the problems worked in this book, is presented;

and three methods— by eye, by arithmetic, and by mass curve— of determining

free-haul limits are explained. Crosshaul is discussed; and eight methods of

computing overhaul are characterized. (Fig. 19 faces p. 96; Fig. 36, p. 67; Fig.

38, p. 120.)

36. Definitions. — In some contracts for railroad grading it

is stipulated that the contractor shall be paid so much per cubic

yard for excavating, hauling, and dumping, regardless of the

distance which the material is hauled; in others, that a certain

price shall be paid per cubic yard for excavating, hauling, and

dumping, for all material hauled less than a specified distance,

and that an extra sum shall be paid for each cubic yard which

is hauled a distance in excess of the specified distance. It is

specified that to determine the number of cubic yards of material

excavated, hauled, and dumped, the material shall be measured

in its original condition; in other words, payment is on the basis

of cubic yards of material in place.

The "specified distance" above is called the free-haul distance.

The " distance in excess of the specified distance " above is called

the overhaul distance. The " extra sum" above is the money paid

for hauling a cubic yard the overhaul distance. By overhaul

price is usually meant the price stipulated for hauling one cubic

yard a distance of one station (100 ft.). Overhaul is the product

of the number of cubic yards hauled, by the average overhaul-

distance. The overhaul distance is usually expressed in stations

of 100 ft., and accordingly the overhaul is expressed in station-

yards. See Sec. i.

so
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37. Basis of overhaul computation : review of current practice

in America. — The subject of overhaul has received extended

consideration by the American Railway Engineering Association

which presents in its Proceedings, vol. 7 (1906), more than one

hundred pages (pp. 341 to 449) devoted to discussions on over-

haul, a "Review of the Literature of Overhaul," and an "Abstract

of Current Practice of Association Members." This Abstract

was compiled from replies to the following circular letter sent

by the Association to its members in 1905:

The Committee on Roadway desires an expression from you
as to your practice relative to paying for overhaul; your
usual limit of free haul [i.e., free-haul distance]; and your
method [i.e., basis] of computing overhaul.

Please indicate on the enclosed blank form which of the

following methods [i.e.-, bases] described by Mr. Walter G.
Berg in vol. 4 of the Proceedings for 1903, pp. 118-124,

you prefer:

(A) All cuts of the section are taken into account, the

average haul [distance] of each individual mass deter-

mined, and the average total haul [distance] established

accordingly. The free haul [distance] is deducted from
the total average haul [distance] and the balance repre-

sents the overhaul [distance] applicable to the total yard-

age of excavation of this section.

This is called the free average haul [distance] method
[i.e., basis] applicable to all excavation of the section.

[See Sec. 39 for an interpretation of basis (A).]

(B) All cuts, the material from which is disposed of within

the free-haul limit[s], are left out of consideration entirely.

All other cuts from which the material, or at least some
of the material, is hauled beyond the free-haul Hmit
[i.e., free-haul distance] are taken into account, the average

haul [distance] of each individual mass of same deter-

mined and the average total haul [distance] established ac-

cordingly. The free haul [distance] is deducted from the

average total haul [distance], and the balance represents

the overhaul [distance] apphcable to the total yardage of

excavation of such cuts only from which the material
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or some of the material is hauled beyond the free

limit.

This method [i.e., basis] is called the free average haul,

applicable, however, only to cuts with overhauls. [See

Sec. 39 for an interpretation of basis (B).]

(C) AU cuts, the material from which is disposed of within

the free-haul limit[s] are left out of consideration en-

tirely. At aU other cuts the material in the cut required

to balance the material in the nearest fill or fills is deter-

mined within the free-haul Kmit[s] ; in other words, a strip

equal to the free-haul limit [i.e., free-haul distance] is cut

out of the profile in such a way that the cut balances the

fill within the Hmit[s] of this strip. This balanced mate-

rial within the free-haul strip is not taken into account.

All other material that is clearly hauled more than the

free-haul limit [i.e., free-haul distance] is taken into ac-

count, the average haul [distance] of each individual mass
determined, and the average total haul [distance] estab-

Kshed accordingly. The free-haul [distance] is deducted

from the average total haul [distance], and the balance

represents the overhaul [distance] apphcable to the total

yardage of such parts of cuts as are hauled beyond the

free limit[s].

This method [i.e., basis] is called the free straight haul, as

it eliminates consideration of absolutely all material that

is hauled less than the free limit [i.e., free haul distance].

[Basis (C) is used throughout the following pages of this

book. See Sec. 38.]

Rephes to the circular letter above were received from 124

members of the Association, connected with 75 railroads. Basis

(A) was preferred by 4 members; basis (B), by 21; basis (C),

by 54; and 4 members preferred other bases; while 37 members

omitted the overhaul clause from the contract.

As to the free-haul distance: 32 members preferred 500 ft.;

16, 1000 ft.; 4, 400ft.; 4, 300ft.; 3, 700ft.; 3, 600ft.; 3, 200

ft.; 2, 100 ft.; 2, 200-500 ft.; 2, 200-1000 ft.; 2, 500-1000

ft.; one each, 150 meters; 250 meters; 800 ft.; 1500 ft.; and

500-1200 ft. See Proceedings, American Railway Engineering
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Association, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 429-431, from which the foregoing

facts are taken.

38. Basis of overhaul computation recommended by American

Railway Engineering Association. — In June, 1906, the Associa-

tion adopted by letter ballot the following alternate optional

overhaul-clause which is virtually basis (C) presented above.

On pp. 26 and 27 of the Manual (edition of 1911) of the Associa-

tion will be found, incorporated in "Specifications for the Forma-

tion of the Roadway, " the following clauses on overhaul:

48. Unless otherwise specified, it is distinctly understood
that the contract price per cubic yard covers any haul
found necessary, and that there shall be no allowance

made for any so-termed overhaul.

Alternate Optional Overhaul Clause

{The following alternate optional overhaul clause is recom-

mended to he substituted for clause No. 48 of the Specifica-

tions for the Formation of the Roadway in all cases where it

is desired to allow overhaul)

48-a. No payment shall be made for hauling material when
the length of haul does not exceed the limit of free haul

[i.e., free-haul distance], which shall be ft.

The hmits of free haul shall be determined by fixing on the

profile two points — one on each side of the neutral grade

point— one in excavation and the other in embankment,
such that the distance between them shall equal the speci-

fied free-haul limit [i.e., free-haul distance] and the included

quantities of excavation and embankment balance. AH
haul on material beyond this free-haul limit [i.e., free-haul

distance] shall be estimated and paid for on the basis of

the following method of computation, viz.:

All material within the limit[s] of this free haul shall be
eliminated from further consideration.

The distance between the center of gravity of the remaining

mass of excavation and center of gravity of the resulting

embankment, less the Umit of free-haul [i.e., less the free-

haul distance], as above specified, shall be the length of
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overhaul [i.e., the overhaul distance]; and the compensa-

tion to be rendered therefor shall be determined by mul-

tiplying the yardage in the remaining mass, as above

described, by the length of the overhaul [i.e., by the

overhaul distance]. Payment of the same shall be- by
units of one cubic yard hauled one hundred (loo) feet.

Where material is obtained from borrow pits alongside the

embankment and runways are constructed, the haul

[distance] shall be determined by the distance the team
necessarily travels. The overhaul on material thus

hauled shall be determined by multiplying the yardage

so hauled by one-half the round distance made by the

team less the free-haul distance. The runways shall be

established by the engineer.

^j-^^-y—^I^roflle C.L
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Let US apply basis (A) for the overhaul of Fig. 25, in which

the arrows indicate the distribution of the material. It is as-

sumed that cut Ci precisely makes the fill Fi; cut d the fill F2;

and so on.

Let Ci, C2, . . . = volumes (c.y.) of bodies Ci, C2, . . .
,

respectively, of cut;

hi = distance (in stations) between the center

of gravity of cut Ci and center of gravity

of fiU Fi;

ih = distance (in stations) between the center

of gravity of cut C2 and center of grav-

ity of fill F2, and so on;

/ = free-haul distance in stations; f

Oa = overhaul (sta-yds.) computed on basis (A)

;

Ob = overhaul (sta-yds.) computed on basis (B).

Then according to the rules under basis (A) (Sec. 37),

^^ =
[ C.-fC2-f-.-+Ce

/j(Cx+C.+ ----HCe). (25)

If some of the material of every cut is hauled farther than the

free-haul distance, the overhaul will be the same when computed

on basis (B) as when computed on basis (A). But suppose that

all of the material of cuts C4 and Cs-C^ is disposed of within the

free-haul distance; then the overhaul computed on basis (A)

will be the same as before, but computed on basis (B) will be

^' =
I Ci+Q+C^ -0 ^^' + ^' + ^')- (^^)

Observe that if one portion of a cut, as portion C2 of cut C1-C2-C3

(Fig. 25), is hauled farther than the free-haul distance, all other

portions of the cut come into the computation whether they are

hauled farther than the free-haul distance or not.

40. Free-haul limits : arithmetical method.— This method is

presented by application to a particular case. In Fig. 19 the
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free-haul distance is assumed to be 300 ft. The swell ratio is

assumed to be 0.25. To fix the free-haul limits in this case we
take the following steps:

1. Equate the fill-volumes (given in Fig. 19) to volumes in

place (Sec. 7). (The equated fiU-volumes are entered on the

profile.) In the succeeding steps we use the equated fill-volumes

along with the cut-volumes.

2. We take stas. 12 and 15 as trial free-haul limits. This

gives 80 -|- 200 = 280 c.y. of cut and 20 -|- 120 = 140 c.y. of

fill. Therefore between stas. 12 and 15, cut exceeds fill by

280 — 140 = 140 c.y.; and we must shift the 300-ft. free-haul

distance to the right (toward the fill) some distance, x, say, in

order to decrease the cut and increase the fill to a point where

the cut and fill between the limits just balance.

3. The volume per running foot between stas. 12 and 13 is

j^^ = 2 c.y. (average); and between stas. 15 and 16 is
f|-§-

= 3 c.y. (average). Therefore if we shift the 300-ft. free-haul

(distance one foot to the right we decrease the 280 c.y. of cut by

2 c.y., and increase the 140 c.y. of fill by 3 c.y. Hence for each

foot of shift toward the right the difference, 140 c.y., between

cut- and fill-volumes is decreased by 2 -|- 3 =5 c.y. Therefore

to reduce the difference to zero — to make the cut and fill bal-

ance— we must shift the 300-ft. free-haul distance to the right

a distance equal to a; = -f- = 28 ft. Thus we find that the

free-haul hmits are at stas. 12 -H 28 and 15 -f 28.

If the trial limits had been taken as stas. 13 and 16 we should

have reached the same result. In such case we should have:

Cut = 80 c.y. ; fill = 20 -f 1 20 -|- 300 = 440 c.y. Fill is in

excess by 440 — 80 = 360 c.y. Therefore we shift the free-haul

distance to the left a distance x' = ^^^ = 72 ft.; and this places

the free-haul limits finally at stas. 12 -f 28 and 15 -|- 28, as before.

41. Free-haul limits: mass-curve method. — This graphical

method of fixing upon the limits of free haul is always used

when the mass curve is used for computing overhaul; and may
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be used when the overhaul is computed arithmetically. In the

following it is assumed that the mass curve is to serve no purpose

other than finding the free-haul limits.

Below the profile, Fig. 26, draw a base line below which to lay

off mass-curve ordinates. To a convenient scale lay off below

500 c.y.

Stations

Meas'd Cut Vol's
Equated Fill Vols.S

(c.y. in place)

Meas'd Fill Vol's

(c.y.)

Fig. 26.— Limits of Free Haul.

the base line at each station in cut the total cubic yards of cut

lying between that station and the grade point, c, of the profile.

Connect the plotted points, two and two, by straight lines, thus

forming a mass curve with origin at the grade point. In like

manner lay off below the base line at each station in fill the total

cubic yards of equated fill lying between that station and the
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grade point, c, of the profile. Draw a broken line through the

points thus plotted. (The mass curve need not be carried

farther to the right or the left of the grade point than the free-

haul distance.)

Now find two points, G and G', the one on the left branch and

the other on the right branch, of the mass curve which lie on the

same horizontal line and are separated by a distance equal to

the free-haul distance. One way of fixing the positions of G
and G' is to place the zero of the engineers' scale on the left

branch of the curve while the edge of the scale is parallel to the

base line (that is, horizontal) ; then slide the scale upward or

downward, aU the time keeping the zero of the scale on the left

branch of the mass curve and maintaining the horizontahty of

the scale, until the scratch on the scale marking the free-haul

distance comes to lie precisely on the right branch of the curve.

Draw a line along the edge of the scale in this position cutting

the mass curve at G and G'. G and G' are the Hmits of free haul

because the ordinates at G and G' are equal, showing that between

them the cut will just make the fiU, and also the distance be-

tween the points is the free-haul distance.

Having determined the points G and G' on the paper, it re-

mains to read the station and plus of each and enter the plus

on the profile. Thus we find that G is at sta. 12 -|- 29, and

G' is at sta. 15-1-29 (see last part of Sec. 129).

If the mass curve has been drawn for the whole stretch of

profile under consideration in connection with an overhaul

problem, the free-haul limits are determined in the manner

shown in Fig. 19 aad Sec. 129.

Note. — In Fig. 27 let it be assumed that all the material of cut be is

needed for the fill or fills to the right and that none of the material of cut

be is needed to the left. In this case it is proper to fix the free-haul limits

xy on the right end of the cut, and on that end only. The material xe is

assumed to be placed in the fill ey whether it is actually so placed or not.

See Sec. 3, second paragraph from the end, and Sec. 44, last paragraph.
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l-« Ereehaul Diat. -!^

Fig. 27.

42. Free-haul limits determined by eye. — Sometimes, as

when a rough estimate of haul or overhaul must be made on

short notice, the free-haul limits are determined directly on the

profile by eye. This may be done by taking a space on the

engineers' scale representing the free-haul distance, and so

placing the scale by trial that between the two extremities of

this space the cut appears to balance the fill, and then marking

the profile paper at the extremities of the free-haul space.

The two marks are the approximate Hmits of free haul. A
better way when this operation is to be several times repeated

is this: Cut out of a piece of drawing paper a rectangular

frame making the length of the opening equal (to the hori-

zontal scale of the profile) to the free-haul distance. The

frame should be an inch or more wide at each end. By applying

the frame instead of the scale, the cut areas and fill areas between

the trial limits of free haul are more quickly and more accurately

compared by eye. See Sec. 61 for the appUcation of this

method of determining limits of free haul, to the profile of

Fig. 19.

It should be remembered when using this method of deter-

mining the limits of free haul, that the volume of a cut or a fill

per running foot is proportional to neither the center height nor

the area of the profile. The estimate, to be of much value,

must be made by one who is ignorant of limits which may have

been computed.

43. Crosshaul and its effect on total haul.— Crosshaul occurs

when in the work of grading, excavated material is carried in
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both directions over the same identical part of the line. The

nature of crosshaul is clearly shown in Figs. 28 to 31.

Vol's—-i^ -Vi, A( Mi

Swell Factois *!> *<*

f Subgraae I \ \ ' ^ I

^ V ^ J d

I

I

I Crosshaul J
I Distance i

SHOWING CROSSHAUL

Fig. 28.

Vol's -V- -Vft- -V- -Vd

Swell Factors ^b —Sd

f Subgrade / ^ \ 1^ '_

SHOWING NO CROSSHAUL

Fig. 2g.

Let it be assumed that the volume of fill a = volume of fill

c = V c.y. Let s^ be the swell-factor of cut b and s^ be the swell-

factor of cut d. Then it will take —c.y. from cut b to make V
St,

c.y. of fill and — c.y. from cut d to make V c.y. of fill.

Assume that there are F^ = - c.y. of material in cut b and

V ^*

Vd = — c.y. of material in cut d.
Sd

Now if, as shown by arrows in Fig. 28, V^ c.y. is hauled from

b to c, and Va c.y. is hauled from d to a, the resulting haul is

His = Vtbc+Vdda
^y}b_c_^ab^b_c_^cd\

(^y)
V^j Sd Sd Sd/
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If, on the contrary, Vt is hauled from b to a, and Vj is hauled

from d to c, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 29, the resulting

haul is

^29 = V,ab + V,cd
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For the special case in which the two swell-factors are equal,

so that— = — = -; say, eq. 29 reduces to
5j 5,1 S

For the special case in which each of the swell-factors is unity,

s = 1, and eqs. 29 and 30 reduce to

^28 - -^29 = 2 IcV. (31)

(30)

SHOWING NO CROSSHAUL
Fig. 32.

SHOWING CROSSHAUL

Fig. 33.

Looking at eqs. 30 and 31, we see that when the two swell-

factors are equal, whether they are each equal to unity or not,

crosshauling increases, never diminishes, the total haul.

From one point of view all crosshauHng with the exception

noted imder eq. 29 is unnecessary hauHng and therefore a waste

of effort, time, and money; but often the conditions of the work

are such that some crosshauling gives an operating advantage

which more than offsets the extra cost due to the crosshauling.

This is peculiarly the case in steam-shovel work.

It is quite possible to underestimate the extra cost due to

crosshauling. A case in point which has come to the author's
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notice is illustrated in Figs. 32 and 33. As indicated by the

arrows, there was a surplus of material on the right and a lack

of material on the left. The arrows in Fig. 32 show a distribu-

tion involving the least haul, for there is no crosshaul. In

moving the shovel from cut cd to cut fg a streamlet, e, and

moderately soft bottom lands had to be crossed. To minimize

the cost of making this move the contractor hauled material

from cut cd to the right— against the general movement of

material— making the fill dj full height and of top width ample

for the passage of the shovel. After the work was completed

the contractor requested that the resulting crosshaul be taken

into account in computing the overhaul, on the ground that the

character of the depression made it practically necessary to carry

out the work as described. The saving in moving expense, due

to taking the shovel across from d to f on top of the fill instead

of on the natural surface of the ground, was at an outside figure

two hundred dollars. To save this amount the actual overhaul

was increased by crosshaul some three hundred and sixty thou-

sand station-yards. It is safe to say that the contractor did

not realize how much it was costing him to make the saving.

It is the author's opinion that crosshaul should be excluded

when computing overhaul except where crosshauHng has been

ordered by the engineer or where the contract or a special agree-

ment directs otherwise.

44. Effect of crosshaul within the free-haul limits, on over-

haul. — In Figs. 34 and 35 which show the same profile there is

lack of material on the left and a surplus on the right;' and this

results in a general movement of material from right to left.

Fig. 35 shows free-haul material marked out by free-haul Kmits

p and r, and by free-haul limits v and x, on the forward ends of

the cuts.

Fig. 34 shows additional free-haul material marked out by free-

haul limits 5 and u, on the supposition that between 5 and u the

material is hauled backward— against the general movement.
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Let Cc designate the body of cut st; Ca, of cut yz; F^, of fill

tu; and F^, of fill wo. The distribution in the two figures is the

same except for this:

In Fig. 35, cut C^ makes fill F^;

and cut C^ makes fill Fi,;

while in Fig. 34, cut C^ makes fill F^;

and cut C^ makes fill F^.

There is no crosshaul in Fig. 35. In Fig. 34 there is crosshaul

between s and u. The effect of this crosshaul on the total haul

is shown in the preceding section. Now what is the effect of

crosshaul within the free-haul Hmits s and u, on the overhaul?

Let a be the center of gravity of cut Ca] b, of fill F,,; c, of cut

Cc', and d, of fill F^-

Fills Ft and F^ have the same volume— V, say.

Let Cc = volume of cut C^;

Co. = volume of cut C^;

Sc = swell-factor of cut C^;

Sa = swell-factor of cut C^;

/ = free-haul distance;

034 = total overhaul on volumes Cc and C^ in Fig. 34;

035 = total overhaul on volumes Cc and C„ in Fig. 35.

Let all distances be expressed in stations of 100 ft.

V V
Then C^ = — and Cc = —

•

Sa Sc

In Fig. 34 the overhaul on Cc is nothing, because the material

is all dumped within the free-haul distance. The overhaul on C^

is Ca {ad — /) . Hence the total overhaul on Cc and Ca in Fig. 34 is

Ou = C,(ad-J)

= ^(7+7 + 7-7)' (3^)

V
smce Ca = — and ad = ab + be + cd.

Sa
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In Fig. 35 the overhaul on C„ is

cM-f) = v('-^-{-) (33)

and the overhaul on C^ is

C^(ab-f) = v(^-A. (34)
\Sa SJ

/=freehaul distance

SHOWING CROSSHAUL WITHIN FREEHAUL LIMITS

Fig, 34.

K—/—^,
/=freehaul distance

SHOWING NO CROSSHAUL

Fig. 35.

Hence the total overhaul on C^ and C^ in Fig. 35 is

\5„ S. 5„ sJ
(35)
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The overhaul in Fig. 34, where the free haul material C^ is

crosshauled, exceeds the overhaul in Fig. 35 by

03.-03. = f((^^ +^ + ^-^)
\\5a s^ s^ sj

O34 — O35 will be negative when 1 h <— ; and this
"a "a ^c "c

is a possible condition.

When the swell-factors are the same for cuts C^ and C^,

^c = Sa, = s, say, and eq. 36 reduces to

034-035 = ^(^'C+/). (37)

When the swell-factors for cuts C^ and C^ are both unity, eq. 36

reduces to

034-035 = F(k+/). (38)

In view of the foregoing, it seems plain that when computing

overhaul for material on a stretch of profile which indicates

general movement of material in one direction, as shown in Figs.

34 and 35, free-haul Hniits should be estabHshed only on the for-

ward end of each cut unless there is a previous agreement to the

contrary. In other words, when it will not conflict with existing

agreements, overhaul should be computed on the basis of Fig. 35

rather than on the basis of Fig. 34.

45. Limit of error in total cost of overhaul resulting from error

in computed center of gravity.— In Fig. i, g is the station and

plus of the center of gravity of the cut mn as determined by some

method (Chapter IV). Therefore g is in some degree approxi-

mate. Let us assume that we know that the true center of

gravity of the cut mn lies within a distance E of g. Then the

limit of uncertainty, or limit of error, in g is E. This may be
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briefly expressed by saying that the ascertained station of the

center of gravity of cut mn is g ± £. Similarly, let us assume

that the ascertained station and plus of the fill op, made by the

cut mn, is g' =t E.

Let V = volume of cut mn, in cubic yards;

h = g' ~ g = average haul-distance (stas.) for volume V;

f = free-haul distance (stas.)

;

p = price of overhaul per station-yard;

P = total cost of overhaul on V;

E = limit of error in g and in g' , E being expressed in

stations;

E" = limit of error in P due to errors E.

Then the total cost of overhaul on volume V is

P = V{h-f)p=Vhp-Vfp. (39)

Now any error in P due to errors in g and g' must come through

h. If the true center of gravity of cut mn lay a distance E to

the right of g, and the true center of gravity of fill op lay a distance

E to the left of g', the error in k would be 2 E. On the other

hand, if the true center of gravity of cut mn lay at a distance E
to the left of g, and the true center of gravity of fill op lay at a

distance E to the right of g', the error in h would then he — 2 E.

Thus the maximum possible error in h due to errors in g and g'

is ± 2 £. The corresponding maximum possible error in P is

E"=2VEp. (40)

Example. — Assume that by some method we have found sta. 18 -|- 65

(no figure) to be the center of gravity of a body of cut the volume of which

is 1000 c.y.; and sta. 27 -|- 90 to be the center of gravity of the corre-

sponding body of fill. Let us say that we know that the hmit of error in the

ascertained position of each of the two centers of gravity is 5 ft. Assume

free-haul distance = 300 ft.; and the price of overhaul per station-yard

= one cent. Then the cost of overhaul on the 1000 c.y. is, since

h = g' — g = 9.25 stas., P = 1000 (6.25) (o.oi) = $62.50. And the

maximum possible error in this result due to errors in the ascertained posi-

tions of the two centers of gravity is by eq. 40, E" = 2 (1000) (0.05)
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(o.oi) = $1. Observe that we do not say that the result, $62.50, is in error

to the amount of $1. The fact is we cannot know what is the actual error

in the result. We know only that the error due to the cause stated Kes

somewhere between + $1 and — $1. We do know, however, that in many
cases in practice the error in the ascertained position of the two centers of

gravity is as likely to be positive as negative; and hence in the long run

these errors tend to neutralize one another.

46. Statement of overhaul. — After the overhaul has been

computed, the next step is to make a statement of overhaul for

the use of interested parties. This statement concerning the

overhaul on any body of material should give not only the

amotmt of the overhaul but also sufficient data to enable one to

locate quickly and exactly on the profile the lunits and center of

gravity of that body of material both in cut and in fill, and to

check readily the overhaul. It is beheved that the form of

statement given in Fig. 36 satisfies every requirement; and

that no one of the columns of the form can be omitted without

inconvenience.

47. Methods of overhaul computation.— The overhaul com-

putations which appear in the following pages are aU based

on the overhaul clause recommended by the American Railway

Engineering Association. See Sec. 38.

Note. — The overhaul clause is referred to in this book as the Basis

of overhaul computation rather than as the Method of computation, in

order that the latter term may be free to be applied to each of the several

ways— some arithmetical, some graphical, ranging in accuracy from the

roughly approximate to the closely approximate— which are described and

illustrated in the following pages.

Each of the following methods of computing overhaul on the

American Railway Engineering Association basis, corresponds to

one of the methods given in Chapter IV for determining the

center of gravity. Each method of computing overhaul takes

its number from the number of the method therein used to

determine the center of gravity.
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Methods of Computing Overhaul

48. Method I. — The center of gravity of each body of over-

hauled material in cut and in fill is determined by eye (Sec. 27)

directly on the profile. The limits of any body of material

overhauled and the limits of free haul are likewise determined

by eye (Sec. 42). Method I is applied in Chapter VI (Sees. 57-

66) to the profile of Fig. 19, and in Chapter VII (Sees. 148-156)

to the profile of Fig. 38.

49. Method II. — The center of gravity of each body of over-

hauled material is assumed to lie at the center of length of that

body. See Sec. 28. The limits of each body of material are

determined by eye (Sec. 20 (c)) or by arithmetic (Sec. 20 (a)).

The Kmits of free haul are determined by eye (Sec. 42) or by arith-

metic (Sec. 40). This method of computing overhaul is given

in Chapter VI (Sees. 67-77) by application to the profile of

Fig. 19.

50. Method III. — The center of gravity of each body of

overhauled material is determined by computing its distance

from the center of length (Sec. 29). The limits of bodies of

material are found by arithmetic (Sec. 20 (a)). The Hmits of free

haul are determined by arithmetic (Sec. 40). The details of

this method of overhaul computation are illustrated in Chapter

VI (Sees. 78-88) by application to the profile of Fig. 19.

5

1

. Method IV.—The center of gravity of each body of material

overhauled is assumed to lie at its center of mass, and is found by

arithmetic. See Sec. 30. The limits of bodies of material are found

by arithmetic (Sec. 20 (a)). Limits of free haul are determined

by arithmetic (Sec. 40). Method IV is illustrated in detail in

Chapter VI (Sees. 89-99) by application to the profile of Fig. 19,

and in Chapter VII (Sees. 157-167) to the profile of Fig. 38.

52. Method V. — The mass curve is used. The center of

gravity of each body of material overhauled is assumed to lie

at its center of mass. See Sec. 31. The limits of bodies of

material are determined by the mass curve (Sec. 20 (b)). The
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limits of free haul are determined by the mass curve (Sec. 41).

This method of computing overhaul is applied in Chapter VI
(Sees. loo-iii) to the profile of Fig. 19, and in Chapter VII
(Sees. 168-179) to the profile of Fig. 38.

A full description of this method, based on Sec. 31 (a), is given

in Molitor and Beard's "Manual for Resident Engineers," pp. 57-

61, and reprinted in Proceedings, American Railway Engineering

Association, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 401-403. The same method, based

on Sec. 31 (b), is given in Engineering News, March 14, 1891,

pp. 254, 255 (reprinted in Proceedings, American Railway Engi-

neering Association, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 386-389), in a contribution

by Mr. T. S. Russell who gives credit for the method to Mr. R. P.

-Bruer.

j53. Method VI.— Arithmetical computation. The center

'of gravity of each prismoid is assumed to lie at the middle of

its length. The center of gravity of each body of overhauled

material is determined by the method of moments (Sec. 32).

The limits of bodies of material are determined by arithmetic

(Sec. 20 (a)). The limits of free haul are found by arithmetic

(Sec. 40). This method of computing overhaul is applied in

Chapter VI (Sees. 11 2-1 2 2) to the profile of Fig. 19, and in

Chapter VII (Sees. 180-190) to the profile of Fig. 38.

54. Method VII. — The mass curve is used. The center

of gravity of each prismoid is assumed to lie at its center of

length. The center of gravity of each body of material over-

hauled is found by the method of moments applied graphically

by means of the mass curve. See Sec. 34. The limits of bodies

of material are determined by the mass curve (Sec. 20 (b)). The

limits of free haul are found by the mass curve (Sec. 41). Method

VII is given in detail in Chapter VI (Sees. 123-134) through its

application to the profile of Fig. 19, and in Chapter VII (Sees.

191-202) to the profile of Fig. 38.

55. Method VIII. —• Arithmetical computation. The center

of gravity of each prismoid is found by computing its distance
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1

from the center of length of the volume. The center of gravity

of each body of overhauled material is determined by the

method of moments (Sec. 35). The hmits of bodies of ma-

terial are found by arithmetic (Sec. 20 (a)). The hmits of free

haul are determined by arithmetic (Sec. 40). This method of

computing overhaul is applied in Chapter VI (Sees. 135-145) to

the profile of Fig. 19.



CHAPTER VI

OVERHAUL COMPUTED FOR THE SIMPLE CASE OF FIG. 19

In this chapter the overhaul of Fig. 19 is computed by each of the eight methods

of computing overhaul; the work under each method being laid out in formal

steps, and in detail. The results are presented in Fig. 36 on the lines which begin

with "A," and compared in Sec. 146. This chapter is intended to serve the com-

puter who has chosen one of the eight methods of computing overhaul (Sees.

48-55) , as a guide in his computations. The following chapter is similar to this,

but the problem there solved is complex. (Fig. 19 faces p. 96; Fig. 36, p. 67.)

56. Preliminary remarks.— Each of the eight methods of

computing overhaul, stated in the preceding chapter, is applied

in turn to the simple case presented by the profile of Fig. 19.

The first step in the computation of overhaul, by whatever

method of computation, is to gather all the data bearing on the

problem in hand. The data for the overhaul problem of Fig. 19

are given in Step i of each method following.

A comparison of the results obtained by the several methods

applied to the particular problem of Fig. 19, is made in Sec. 146.

Overhaul of Fig. ig Computed by Method I

(In Method I center of gravity and all limits are determined by eye.)

57. Step I. Data. — We are given the following informa-

tion:

(i) We are given the profile, . Fig. 19.

(2) The volume of each station and substation as computed

from the notes of final cross-sections is given in Fig. 19.

(3) The material between 9 + 00 and the grade point (13 -|- 75)

was used to make fill of full section from the grade point toward

the right as far as the material would go.

72
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(4) The swell-factor for the material of the cut is given as

1.25.

(5) The free-haul distance is given as 300 ft.

58. Step 2. Distribution of material. — See Sec. 57 (3).

59. Step 3. Swell-factor and equating-factor. — The swell-

factor is 1.25 (Sec. 57 (4)). The equating-factor for the fill is

therefore (Sec. 7) = 0.8.
1-25

60. Step 4. Limits of bodies of material. — The limits of

the cut are 9 -f- 00 and 13 + 75 (Sec. 57 (3)). The right-hand

limit of the fill is determined by eye, directly on the profile, by

shifting the edge of a card (or of a piece of drawing paper, or of

a triangle) held parallel to the vertical rulings of the profile paper,

from the grade point toward the right until the volume of fill

exposed to view appears to balance the cut between 9+00 and

the grade point. The station and plus of the right-hand limit

of the fill thus determined is 18 -|- 20. A mark is made on the

profile at this point.

Note. — It must be borne in mind that the volumes are not proportional

to the center heights or the profile areas.

61. Step 5. Limits of free haul. — These are determined by

eye— the method of Sec. 42. They appear to be at 12 -|- 50

and 15 -|- 50. (Of course the pluses are made the same to

correspond to the known free-haul distance.) A vertical line

is pencUed at each of these points.

62. Step 6. Centers of gravity. — Center of gravity is deter-

mined by eye — the method of Sec. 27. The center of gravity

of the cut limited by 9 -|- 00 and 12-1-50 appears to be at

10 -|- 60; and a mark is made on the profile at this point. The
center of gravity of the body of fill limited by 15-1-50 and

18 -|- 20 appears to be at 17 -|- 10; and this point is marked on

the profile.

63. Step 7. Average haul-distance. — The average haul-dis-

tance for a given body of material is the distance between the
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center of gravity of that body in cut and the center of gravity

of the same body in fill.

Center of gravity of fill (Sec. 62) = sta. 17 + 10.

Center of gravity of cut (Sec. 62) = sta. 10 + 60.

Average haul-distance = 6.50 stas.

64. Step 8. Average overhaul-distance. — This is equal to

the average haul-distance less the free-haul distance.

Average haul-distance (Sec. 63) = 6.50 stas.

Free-haul distance (Sec. 57 (5)) = 3.00 stas.

Overhaul distance =3.50 stas.

65. Step 9. The overhaul. — The overhaul resulting from

moving the material of cut, 9 -(- 00 to 12 -|- 50, to fill, 15 -|- 50

to 18 -|- 20, is equal to the volume of the said cut multipHed by

the overhaul distance. The volume of the cut, 9 -|- 00 to 12 -f-

50, is about 1 100 c.y. (Fig. 19). The overhaul distance for this

volume is 3.50 stas. (Sec. 64). The overhaul = iioo X 3.50

= 3850 sta-yds.

66. Step 10. Statement of overhaul. — When overhaul is

found by Method I, it may not be worth while to make as com-

plete a statement of it as that shown in Fig. 36. Nevertheless

some orderly record of the work should be kept. If a series of

computations is worth making, it seems worth the trouble to

make a digest of the results. In order to permit a convenient

comparison of the result of each Step by the present method,

with the results of the corresponding Steps of the other methods

of computing the overhaul of Fig. 19, a complete statement of

the overhaul just computed is entered in Fig. 36 on line A-I.

Overhaul of Fig. ig Computed by Method II

(In Method II center of gravity of body of cut or fill is assumed to lie at center

of length. Limits are computed by arithmetic.)

67. Step I. Data. —• We are given the following information:

(i) We are given the profile. Fig. 19.
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(2) The volume of each station and substation as computed

from the notes of final cross-sections is given in Fig. 19.

(3) The material between 9+00 and the grade point (13 + 75)

was used to make fill of full section from the grade point toward

the right as far as the material would go.

(4) The swell-factor for the material of the cut is given as 1.25.

(5) The free-haul distance is given as 300 ft.

68. Step 2. Distribution of material. — See Sec. 67 (3).

69. Step 3. Swell- and equating-factors. — The swell-factor

is 1.25. The equating-factor is therefore = 0.8 (Sec. 7).

70. Step 4. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place.— Each station-volume of fill is multiplied by the equating-

factor (Sec. 69). The resulting volumes in place are entered on

Fig. 19.

71. Steps. Limits of bodies of material. — The hmits of the

cut are 9 -|- 00 and 13 -|- 75 (Sec. 67 (3)). The left-hand Umit

of the fill is at the grade point 13 -|- 75. The right-hand Hmit

of the fill made from the material of the cut is found by the

arithmetical method of Sec. 20 where for this particular case

the right-hand limit of the fill is computed to be 18 -|- 25.

72. Step 6. Limits of free haul. — The free-haul Hmits are

determined by the method of Sec. 40 where for this profile the

limits were computed to be 12 -|- 28 and 15 -{- 28. See Sec. 40
for the details of the computation.

73. Step 7. Centers of gravity. — Centers of gravity are

determined by Method II, Sec. 28, in which it is assumed that

the center of gravity of a body of material lies at the mid-point

of that body. The center of gravity of the cut, 9-l-ooto 124-28,

was found in Sec. 28 to lie at 10 + 64. The center of gravity of

the fill, i5-|-28toi8-|-25, is found by this method to lie at

(sta. IS + 28) +^ [(sta. 18 + 25) - (sta. 15 + 28)] = (sta.

15 -I- 28) + 148.S = sta. 16 + 76.5.
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74. Step 8. Average haul-distance. — The average haul-dis-

tance for the material between 9+00 and 12 -|- 28 is the dis-

tance between the center of gravity of cut, 9 -|- 00 to 12 -|- 28,

and the center of gravity of the fill, 15 + 28 to 18 -|- 25.

Center of gravity of fill (Sec. 73) = sta. 16 -|- 76.5.

Center of gravity of cut (Sec. 73) = sta. 10 + 64.

Average haul-distance = 6.125 stas.

75. Step 9. Average overhaul-distance. — This is equal to

the average haul-distance less the free-haul distance.

Average haul-distance (Sec. 74) = 6.125 stas.

Free-haul distance (Sec. 67 (5)) = 3. stas.

Overhaul distance = 3.12^ stas.

76. Step 10. The overhaul. — The overhaul on the material

of cut, 9 -f 00 to 12 -(- 28, is equal to the volume of that cut

miultiplied by the overhaul distance. The volume of the cut

is 1056 c.y. (Fig. 19). The overhaul distance is 3.125 stas.

(Sec. 75). Therefore the overhaul = 1056 X 3.125 = 3300

sta-yds.

77. Step II. Statement of overhaul. — A full statement of

the overhaul just computed is entered on line A-II, Fig. 36.

Overhaul of Fig. ig Computed by Method III

(In Method III center of gravity of body of cut or fill is determined by com-

puting its distance from center of length. Limits are computed by arithmetic.)

78. Step I. Data. — We are given the following information:

(i) We are given the profile, Fig. 19.

(2) The volume of each station and substation as computed

from the notes of final cross-sections is given on Fig. 19.

(3) The material between 9 -|- 00 and the grade point (134-75)

was used to make fill of full section from the grade point toward

the right as far as the material would go.
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(4) The swell-factor for the material of the cut is given as 1.25.

(s) The free-haul distance is given as 300 ft.

79. Step 2. Distribution of material. — See Sec. 78 (3).

80. Step 3. Swell- and equating-factors.— The swell-factor

is 1.25 (Sec. 78 (4)). The equating-factor is therefore = 0.8
1.25

(Sec. 7).

81. Step 4. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place.— Each station-volume of the fill is multipHed by the

equating-factor 0.8 (Sec. 80). The resulting volumes in place

are entered in parentheses on Fig. 19.

82. Step 5. Limits of bodies of material. — The limits of

the cut are 9 -|- 00 and 13 + 75- (Sec. 78 (3)). The left-hand

limit of the fill is at the grade point 13 -f 75. The right-hand

limit of the fill made from the material of the cut is found by

the arithmetical method of Sec. 20, where for this case the right-

hand limit of the fill is computed to be at 18 -f- 25.

83. Step 6. Limits of free haul. — The free-haul limits are

determined by the method of Sec. 40, where for this case the

limits were computed to be 12 -f 28 and 15 -|- 28.

84. Step 7. Centers of gravity. — Use Method III, Sec. 29.

In Sec. 29 the center of gravity of cut, 9 -|- 00 to 12 -|- 28, was

computed to lie at 10 -f- 36.7. (See Sec. 29 for the details of

the computation.) The computation for the center of gravity

of fill, 15 -\- 28 to 18 -|- 25, is made thus: The mid-point is at

(sta. IS -I- 28) -f I [(sta. 18 -I- 25) - (sta. 15 -|- 28)] = 16 -t-

76.5. Area of section at 15 -f 28 is 102 sq. ft. The area of the

section at 18 + 25 is 180 sq. ft. (Fig. 19). The length of the

body of fitll is (sta. 18 -|- 25) — (sta. 15 + 28) = 297 ft. Com-

297/180 — I02\ r rr,! . f •
pute X = ~T'\'~^ ) = 13-7 ft. Ihe center of gravity sought

lies X feet to the right of the mid-point, that is, at (sta.

16 -f 76.5) + 13,7 = sta. 16 -I- 90.2.
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85. Step 8. Average haul-distance. — The average haul-

distance for the material between 9 + 00 and 12 + 28 is the

distance between the center of gravity of cut, 9 + 00 to 1 2 + 28,

and the center of gravity of the fill, 15 + 28 to 18 + 25.

Center of gravity of fill (Sec. 84) = sta. 16 + 90.2

Center of gravity of cut (Sec. 84) = sta. 10 + 36.7

Average haul-distance = 6.535 stas.

86. Step 9. Average overhaul-distance.— The average over-

haul-distance is equal to the average haul-distance less the free-

haul distance.

Average haul-distance (Sec. 85) = 6.535 stas.

Free-haul distance (Sec. 78 (5)) = 3.000 stas.

Average overhaul-distance = 3.535 stas.

87. Step 10. The overhaul. — The overhaul on the material

of cut, 9 -|- 00 to 12 -|- 28, is equal to the volume of that material

multiplied by its overhaul distance. The volume of the cut is

1056 c.y. (Fig. 19). The average overhaul-distance is 3.535

stas. (Sec. 86). Thus the overhaul = 1056 X 3.535 = 3730

sta-yds.

88. Step II. Statement of overhaul. — The complete state-

ment of the overhaul just computed is entered in Fig. 36 on line

A-III.

Overhaul of Fig. ig Computed by Method IV

(In Method IV center of gravity of body of cut or fill is assumed to lie at

its center of volume, and is computed by arithmetic. Limits are computed by

arithmetic.)

89. Step I. Data. — We are given the following information:

(i) We are given the profile, Fig. 19.

(2) The volume of each station and substation as computed

from the notes of final cross-sections is given on Fig. 19.

(3) The material between 9 -|- 00 and the grade point (13 -|- 75)

was used to make fill of full section from the grade point toward

the right as far as the material would go.
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(4) The swell-factor for the material of the cut is given as 1.25.

(5) The free-haul distance is given as 300 ft.

90. Step 2. Distribution of material. — See Sec. 89 (3)

.

91. Step 3. Swell- and equating-factors. — The swell-factor

is 1.25 (Sec. 89 (4)). The equating-factor is therefore—— = 0.8

(Sec. 7).
'-'5

92. Step 4. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place.— Each station-volume of fill is multipHed by the equating-

factor 0.8 (Sec. 91). The resulting volumes in place are entered

in Fig. 19.

93. Step 5. Limits of bodies of material. — The limits of

the cut are 9-1-00 and 13 + 75 (Sec. 89 (3)). The left-hand

limit of the fill is at the grade point 13 -|- 75. The right-hand

limit of the fill made from the material of the cut is found by the

arithmetical method of Sec. 20, where for this case the right-

hand limit of the fill is computed to be at 18 -|- 25.

94. Step 6. Limits of free haul. — The free-haul limits are

determined by the method of Sec. 40, where for this case the

limits of free haul were computed to be 12 H- 28 and 15 -f- 28.

95. Step 7. Centers of gravity. — Use Method IV, Sec. 30,

where it is assumed that the center of gravity lies at the center

of mass. In Sec. 30 it was computed that the center of gravity

of cut, 9 + 00 to 12 + 28, lies at 10 + 09.3. By the same

method the center of gravity of fill, 15 + 28 to 18 + 25, is found

to lie at 17 + 03.

96. Step 8. Average haul-distance. — The average haul-

distance for the material of cut, 9 + 00 to 12+28, is the dis-

tance between the center of gravity of that cut and the center of

gravity of fill, 15 + 28 to 18 + 25.

Center of gravity of fill (Sec. 95) = sta. 17 + 03.

Center of gravity of cut (Sec. 95) = sta. 10 + 09.3.

Average haul-distance = 6.937 stas.
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97. Step 9. Average overhaul-distance.— This is equal to

the average haul-distance less the free-haul distance.

Average haul-distance (Sec. 96) = 6.937 stas.

Free-haul distance (Sec. 89 (5)) = 3.000 stas.

Average overhaul-distance = 3.937 stas.

98. Step 10. The overhaul. — The overhaul on the material

of cut, 9 + 00 to 12 -|- 28, is equal to the voMme of that material

multipUed by its average overhaul-distance. The volrune of the

material is 1056 c.y. (Fig. 19). The average overhaul-distance

is 3.937 stas. (Sec. 97). Therefore the overhaul = 1056 X 3-937
= 4157 sta-yds.

99. Step II. Statement of overhaul. — A full statement of

the overhaul just computed is entered on line A-IV, Fig. 36.

Overhaul oj Fig. ip Computed by Method V

(In Method V center of gravity of body of cut or fill is assumed to lie at its

center of volume, and is determined by mass curve. Limits are determined by
mass curve.)

100. Step I. Data. — We are given the following informa-

tion:

(1) We are given the profile, Fig. 19.

(2) The volume of each station and substation as computed

from the notes of final cross-sections is given on Fig. 19.

(3) The material between 9 H- 00 and the grade point (13 -|- 75)

was used to make fill of full section from the grade point toward

the right as far as the material would go.

(4) The swell-factor for the material of the cut is given as 1.25.

(5) The free-haul distance is given as 300 ft.

loi. Step 2. Distribution of material. — See Sec. 100 (3).

102. Step 3. Swell- and equating-factors. ^— The sweU-factor

is 1.25 (Sec. 100 (4)). The equating-factor is therefore- = 0.8

(Sec. 7).
'-'^
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103. Step 4. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place. — Multiply each station-volume of the fill by the equating-

factor 0.8 (Sec. 102). The resulting volumes in place are entered

in Fig. 19.

104. Step 5. Plot the mass curve. — The mass curve is

plotted from cut-volumes and equated fill-volumes, in the man-

ner explained in Sec. 10. In Fig. 19 sta. 9 -1- 00 is taken as the

origin for the mass curve.

105. Step 6. Limits of bodies of material. — The left-hand

Kmit of the cut is given as 9 -f 00. We find the right-hand hmit

of the fill by the mass-curve method of Sec. 20. Through A —
9 -H 00 on the mass curve — draw a horizontal to meet the right

slope of the curve at some point B. In this particular case the

horizontal, thus drawn, happens to coincide with the base line.

B is the right-hand limit of the fill made from the material of

the cut, 9 -1- 00 to 13 -f 75. By means of the engineer's scale

we find that 5 is at 18 + 24. (If the plus of the point B had been

estimated by eye it would probably have been taken as 25 ft.

instead of 24 ft.) The plus, 24 ft., is now recorded in proper

position on the mass curve in Fig. 19.

106. Step 7. Limits of free haul. — The free-haul distance

is given as 300 feet (Sec. 100 (5)). By the method of Sec. 41^

we find that a horizontal Hne 300 ft. long which has its extremi-

ties C and D on the curve must have one extremity at 12 + 29

and the other at 15 -1- 29. These two stations are the free-haul

limits. (The plus of each limit was scaled in this case. The

position of C was found to be 12 -1- 30, and that oi d, 1$ + 28.

As the two limits must be just 300 ft. apart, a compromise was

made on the plus of 29 ft.)

107. Step 8. Centers of gravity. — The centers of gravity

are determined'by Method V, Sec. 31, thus: Mark the point C"
midway between the free-haul Hne CD and the base fine AB.

Draw through C" a horizontal to meet the mass curve at the

two points M and M'. M is the center of gravity of cut, 9 -|- 00
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to 12 + 29, and, by scale, lies at 10 + 10. M' is the center of

gravity of the fill, 15 + 29 to 18 + 24, and hes, by scale, at

17 + 05.

108. Step 9. Average haul-distance. — The average haul-dis-

tance for the material of cut, 9 -|- 00 to 12 -(- 29, is the distance

between the center of gravity of that material and the center of

gravity of the fill, 15 -|- 29 to 18 -f 24.

Center of gravity of fill (Sec. 107) = sta. 17 + 05.

Center of gravity of cut (Sec. 107) = sta. 10 + 10.

Average haul-distance = 6.95 stas.

109. Step 10. Average overhaul-distance. — This is equal to

the average haul-distance less the free-haul distance.

Average haul-distance (Sec. 108) = 6.95 stas.

Free-haul distance (Sec. 100 (5)) = 3.00 stas.

Average overhaul-distance = 3.95 stas.

no. Step II. The overhaul. — The overhaul on the material

of cut, 9 + 00 to 12 + 29, is equal to the volume of that material

multiphed by its average overhaul-distance. The volume of the

cut was found by scahng the ordinate CC to be 1064 c.y. (Of

course in this particular case it would have been easy to find the

exact volume, 1056 c.y., which was originally used in plotting

the ordinate CC. See footnote to Sec. 34, p. 47.) The average

overhaul-distance is 3.95 (Sec. 109). Therefore the overhaul is

1064 X 3.95 = 4202 station-yards.

III. Step 12. Statement of overhaul. — The complete state-

ment of the overhaul computed above is entered in Fig. 36 on

Une A-V.

Overhaul of Fig. ig Computed by Method VI

(In Method VI the center of gravity of a body of cut or fill is computed arith-

metically by the method of moments; the center of gravity of each station-volume

being assumed to lie at its center of length. The limits are computed by arith-

metic.)
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Station.
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Center of gravity of cut (Sec. ii8) = sta. lo + 30.3.

Center of gravity of fill (Sec. 118) = sta. 16 + 91.8.

Average haul-distance = 6.615 stas.

120. Step 9. Average overhaul-distance.— The average over-

haul-distance is equal to the average haul-distance less the free-

haul distance.

Average haul-distance (Sec. 119) = 6.615 stas.

Free-haul distance (Sec. 112) = 3.000 stas.

Average overhaul-distance = 3.615 stas.

121. Step 10. The overhaul. — The overhaul is equal to the

product of the volume of the cut between stas. 9 and 12 -1- 28 by

the average overhaul-distance. The overhaul distance having

been found in the preceding section to be 3.615 stas., and the

volume of the cut, in Sec. 118, to be 1056 c.y., the overhaul

is 1056 X 3-615 = 3817 sta-yds.

Note. — It should be noted here that the overhaul which we have found

above might have been obtained in Sec. 118 simply by the addition of the

sums of two columns of moments. Imagine (i) that all the prismoids of the

cut were moved to the free-hatil limit, sta. 12 + 28, and there united to form

a single body; (2) that the single body was moved to the free-haul limit, sta.

15 -|- 28, and there formed into prismoids to suit the requirements of the fiU;

and (3) that each newly formed prismoid was then moved to its destined

position in the fill. Evidently, the haul performed in (2) is free haul, whUe

that performed in (i) and (3) is overhaul. Now, the haul under (i) is equal

to the sum of the moments of the cut-volumes about sta. 12 -|- 28, or 2088

sta-yds. (Sec. 32) ; and the haul imder (3) is equal to the sum of the moments

of the (equated) fill-volumes about sta. 15-1-28, or 1730 sta-yds. (Sec.

118); and, therefore, the total overhaul is 20884-1730 = 3818 sta-yds.

(checking the overhaul found above, in this section, within i sta-yd.). This

short-cut to overhaul is advantageous only when centers of gravity and

average haul-distance are not wanted. No formal statement of overhaul is

satisfactory, however, unless it gives centers of gravity and average haul-

distances.
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122. Step II. Statement of overhaul. — The statement of

the overhaul just computed is given on line A-VI of Fig. 36.

Overhaul of Fig. ig Computed by Method VII

(In Method VII the center of gravity of each body of cut or fill is computed by

means of the mass curve by the method of moments. All limits are determined

by the mass curve.)

123. Step I. Data. — We are given the following informa-

tion:

(i) We are given the profile, Fig. 19.

(2) The volimie of each station and substation as computed

from the notes of final cross-sections is given on Fig. 19.

(3) The material between 9 -|- 00 and the grade point (13 -|- 75)

was used to make fill of full section from the grade point toward

the right as far as the material would go.

(4) The swell-factor for the material of the cut is given as 1.25.

(5) The free-haul distance is given as 300 ft.

124. Step 2. Distribution of material. — See Sec. 123 (3).

125. Step 3. Swell- and equating-factors.— The swell-factor

is 1.25 (Sec. 123 (4)). Therefore the equating-factor is = 0.8

(Sec. 7).
'-'5

126. Step 4. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place.— Multiply each station-volume of the fill by the equating-

factor 0.8 (Sec. 125). The resulting volumes in place are entered

in Fig. 19.

127. Step 5. Plot the mass curve. — The mass curve is

plotted from cut-volumes and equated fill-volumes in the manner

explained in Sec. 10. In Fig. 19 sta. 9 -|- 00 is taken as the

origin of the mass curve.

128. Step 6. Limits of bodies of material. — The left-hand

Hmit of the cut is given as 9 -|- 00. We find the right-hand limit

of the fill by the mass-curve method of Sec. 20. Through A —
9 -(- 00 on the mass curve— draw a horizontal to meet the right

slope of the curve at some point B. The horizontal, thus drawn,
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happens, in this case, to coincide with the base line. B is the

right-hand limit of the fill made from the material of the cut,

9 + 00 to 13 + 75. By means of the engineer's scale we find

that 5 is at 18 + 24. (If the plus of B had been estimated by

eye, it would probably have been taken as 25 ft. instead of 24 ft.)

The plus, 24 ft., is now recorded in proper position on the mass

curve in Fig. 19.

129. Step 7. Limits of free haul. — The free-haul distance

is given as 300 ft. By the mass-curve method of Sec. 41 we find

that a horizontal hne 300 ft. long which has its extremities, C
and D, on the curve must have one extremity at sta. 12-1-29

and the other at sta. 15 -|- 29. These two stations are the free-

haul limits. (The plus of each limit was scaled in this case.

The position of C was found to be 12 -f 30 and that of Z>, 15 -|-

28. As the two limits must be just 300 ft. apart, a compromise

was made on the plus of 29 ft.)

130. Step 8. Centers of gravity.— The centers of gravity are

found by Method VII, Sec. 34, thus: Draw a vertical through

C cutting AB at C. We measure the area ACC'A with a pla-

nimeter and find it to be 2.13 12 sq. in. (This area may be com-

puted from the dimensions of the component trapezoids.) Since

one square inch of paper represents 2 X 500 = 1000 sta-yds.,

the area ACC'A represents 2.1312 X 1000 = 2131 sta-yds. of

haul. The ordinate CC is found, by scaling, to represent

1064 c.y. (See Sec. no.) Thus the distance from the center of

gravity, E, of the cut AC to the right-hand limit, C, of the cut is

J7P' — ^^^^ ACC'A (in station-yards)

ordinate CC (in cubic yards)

= fMi= 2-003 stas.

E', like C, is at sta. 12-^-29

EE' = 2 00.3

Therefore E, the center of gravity of cut,

sta. 9 to sta. 12 -t- 29, is at sta. 10 + 28.7
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Similarly we find that the distance between the left-hand

limit, D, of fill DB and the center of gravity, F, of that fill, is

pw _ area BDD'B (in station-yards)

ordinate DD' (in cubic yards)

= \U% = 1-67 stas.

F', like D, is at sta. 15 -f- 29

FF' = I 67

Therefore F, the center of gravity of fill DB, is at sta. 16 -|- 96.

131. Step 9. Average haul-distance.— The average haul-

distance for the material of the cut, sta. 9 -f 00 to sta. 1 2 -|- 29,

is the distance between E, the center of gravity of this cut, and

F, the center of gravity of the corresponding fill, stas. 15 4- 29

to 18 -|- 24. From Sec. 130 we have

E at sta.. 10 -1- 28.7,

F at sta. 16 -t- 96.0.

Average haul-distance = EF = 6.673 stas.

132. Step ID. Average overhaul-distance. — The average

overhaul-distance for the material in the cut between stas. 9

and 12 + 29 is equal to the average haul-distance less the free-

haul distance.

Average haul-distance (Sec. 131) = 6.673 ^^as.

Free-haul distance (Sec. 123 (5)) = 3.00 stas.

Average overhaul-distance = 3.673 stas.

The average overhaul-distance is evidently equal to EE' plus

FF', also. See Fig. 19.

133. Step II. The overhaul. — The overhaul on the material

moved from cut ^C to fill DB is equal to the^volume of cut AC
multiplied by the average overhaul-distance. Volume of cut

is 1064 c.y. (Sec. 130) and the average overhaul-distance is

3.673 stas. (Sec. 132). Therefore the overhaul = 1064 X 3.673 =

3907 sta-yds.
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Note i. — The sum of the areas ACC'A and BDD'B, expressed in station-

yards, is the overhaul in this case (Sec. 14). In Step 8, Sec. 130, we might

have found the overhaul directly, thus:

Area ACC'A represents 2 131 sta-yds. of haul,

" BDD'B " 1776

The total is 3907

and all of this is overhaul.

Note 2. — For Steps 8, 9, 10, 11, we might substitute the following pro-

cedure: (i) Find the whole area ABDCA in square inches, by means of the

planimeter or otherwise, and convert into station-yards of haul, thus ob-

taining the total haul on the material in cut AC. (2) Divide this total haul

by the volume in cubic yards represented by the vertical distance between

AB and CD, thus obtaining the average haul-distance. (3) Subtract the

free-haul distance from this average haul-distance, obtaining the average

overhaul-distance. (4) Multiply the average overhaul-distance by the

volume of cut AC and thus obtain the overhaul required.

It would stiU remain to find the positions of the centers of gravity if these

are desired for the statement of overhaul.

134. Step 12. Statement of overhaul. — The statement of

the overhaul just computed is entered on hne A-VII, Fig. 36.

Overhaul of Fig. ig Computed hy Method VIII

(In Method VIII the center of gravity of each cut or fill is found by the method

of moments, using arithmetic; the center of gravity of each station-volume being

found by computing its distance from the center of length. All limits are com-

puted by arithmetic.)

135. Step I. Data. — We are given the following informa-

tion :

(i) We are given the profile, Fig. 19.

(2) The volume of each station and substation as computed

from the notes of final cross-section is given on Fig. 19.

(3) The material between 9 + 00 and the grade point (13 + 75)

was used to make fill of full section from the grade point toward

the right as far as the material would go.

(4) The swell-factor for the material of the cut is given as 1.25.

(5) The free-haul distance is given as 300 ft.
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136. Step 2. Distribution of material. — See Sec. 135 (3).

137. Step 3. Swell- and equating-factors.— The swell-factor

is 1.25 (Sec. 135 (4)). The equating-factor is therefore = 0.8

(Sec. 7).

'-'^

138. Step 4. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place.—We multiply each station-volume of fill by the equating-

factor 0.8 (Sec. 137). The equated fill-volumes have been

entered on Fig. 19.

139. Step 5. Limits of bodies of material. — The limits of

the cut are 9 4- 00 and 13 + 75 (Sec. 135 (3)). The left-hand

limit of the fill is 13 -|- 75. The right-hand Hmit of the fill made

from the material of the cut is found by the arithmetical method

of Sec. 20. It was found in Sec. 20 that the right-hand limit of

the fill is 18 + 25.

140. Step 6. Limits of free haul. — The free-haul limits are

determined by the method of Sec. 40. In Sec. 40 the free-haul

limits for Fig. 19 were found to be stas. 12 + 28 and 15 -f 28.

141. Step 7. Centers of gravity. — Use Method VIII, Sec. 35.

By this method the center of gravity of the cut, 9+00 to 12+ 28,

was found to he at 10 -|- 27.3. Applying the same method to

find the center of gravity of the fill, 15 + 28 to 18 -|- 25, we have

the following computations:

COMPUTATION FOR CENTER OF GRAVITY OF EACH STATION-
BODY

Station.
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COMPUTATION OF MOMENTS

91

Station.
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143. Step 9. Average overhaul-distance. — This is equal to

the average haul-distance less the free-haul distance.

Average haul-distance (Sec. 142) = 6.66 stas.

Free-haul distance (Sec. 135 (5)) = 3.00 stas.

Average overhaul-distance = 3.66 stas.

144. Step 10. The overhaul. — The overhaul on the material

of the cut, 9 -h 00 to 12 -|- 28, is equal to the voliune of that

material multiplied by its average overhaul-distance. The

volume of the material is 1056 c.y. (Fig. 19). The average

overhaul-distance is 3.66 (Sec. 143). Therefore the overhaul

= 1056 X 3.66 = 3865 sta-yds.

145. Step II. Statement of overhaul. — The complete state-

ment of the overhaul computed above is entered in Fig. 36, on

Hne A-VIII.

Comparison of the Several Methods of Overhaul Computation

146. Comparison of results. — The overhaul of Fig. 19 has

now been computed by each of the eight methods described in

this book. For convenience the results, taken from column 18

of Fig. 36, are tabulated below. Since Method VIII is the

most exact we shall assume that the overhaul computed by

this method is the true overhaul, and compute the absolute and

relative error of each result on this basis.

Method.
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The error in the overhaul computed by Method I is only 0.4%;

but if several men, in turn, applied Method I to the profile,

their results would vary widely. The 0.4% means only that

this was a particularly lucky estimate. See Sec. 203 where this

method is appHed by two men to the overhaul of Fig. 38.

The case is different with Method II. Given the same data,

any number of computers must, by this method, obtain the same

result if they make no mistakes in the.arithmetical operations.

The error of — 14.6% in the result obtained by this method is a

true measure of the accuracy of the method for the conditions

of the profile. The error is, of course, due entirely to the fact

that the body of material overhauled is not symmetrical about

its center of length, either in cut or in fill. The left half of the

cut is the heavier and the right half of the fill is the heavier, so

that when we assume, as we do in Method II, that the center of

gravity coincides with the center of length, we obtain an average

haul-distance which is short of the true one; and this is shown

by the minus sign of the error.

The error in the result obtained by Method III is — 3.5%;
and this is a true measure of the accuracy of the method for the

conditions of the profile ; for the error is determined by the data

and the assumption relative to center of gravity, and in no way
is it dependent on the judgment of the computer.

The error, + 7-6%, in the result obtained by Method IV, is

a true measure of the accuracy of this method under the condi-

tions presented by the profile of Fig. 19; for the error is due

entirely to the assmnption that the center of gravity coincides

with the center of volume, and not at all to the process of com-

puting. Given the data, this method will give the same error

in the result, whoever may be the computer.

Method V differs from Method IV in this way only: Method
IV employs arithmetical, and Method V, mass-curve computa-

tion. Therefore while we should expect two or more computers

to reach the same result by Method IV, we should expect them
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to obtain more or less discordant results by Method V. Any
difference between the result obtained by Method V and that by

Method rV is due to those errors which occur in plotting and scal-

ing the mass curve. Let us see what is the maximum possible

error in the result, as fotmd by the mass curve. If the total

possible error in plotting a distance is o.oi inch, and the total

possible error in scahng a distance is the same, the maximum
resultant error in the yardage, as scaled from the mass curve,

is 0.02 X 500 = 10 c.y. So the voliune of the overhauled ma-

terial, scaling 1064 c.y., may be as small as 1064 — 10 = 1054,

or as great as 1064 + 10 = 1074; and the distance overhauled,

scahng 3.95 stas., may be as little as 3.95 — (0.02 X 4.00) =

3.87 stas., or as much as 3.95 -f- 0.08 = 4.03 stas. Therefore

the true overhaul (true taking Method IV as the standard) may
be as Httle as 1054 X 3.87 = 4079 sta-yds., or as much as 1074 X
4.03 = 4328 sta-yds. That the result, 4202 sta-yds., which has

been obtained by Method V is so near the result from Method
IV— so far within the extremes computed above— is due to

the fact that of the several errors made in plotting and scahng,

some have been negative and some positive, and the two kinds

of error largely neutrahze each other. It is because errors of

graphical work are as likely to be positive as negative, and very

large errors are rare, that the actual resiiltant error in the

overhaul for one body of material computed by the mass curve

is seldom so large as the computed limit of error; and that the

error in the simi of several items of overhaul thus computed is

generally insignificant. See Sec. 203.

Method VI gives a result in error by — 1.2%; and this result,

too, is determined by the assumptions relative to the position

of the center of gravity of each station-volume upon which the

method is based. The judgment of the computer has no effect

on the result. The error obtained is a true measure of the

accuracy of the method under the conditions of the given profile.

Method VII differs from Method VI only as Method V differs
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from Method IV; Methods VI and VII are based on the assump-

tion that the center of gravity and center of length of a station

volume are coincident, but the computations of the latter method

are performed graphically (using the mass curve), and of the

former, arithmetically. Hence the error in the result obtained

by Method VII is not a true measure of the accuracy of the

method.

In the foregoing, it has been assumed that the result, 3865

sta-yds. of overhaul obtained by the use of Method VIII, is

without error because of the refined process of determining the

center of gravity of a given body of material. We must remem-

ber, however, that the limits of each body of material are deter-

mined, in this method as in II, III, IV, VI, on the assumption

that the volume per running foot, of a station solid, is constant;

and in the case of the problem of Fig. 19 this is not true. It is

beHeved that because of the uncertainties as to swell and dis-

tribution, the limits of error in the cross-sectioning, and because

of the small cost of one station-yard of haul, and of the extra

work involved in computing overhaul by that method, the use

of Method VIII will not be justified except under extraordinary

conditions.

To sum up: The percentage errors in the results obtained by

Methods II, III, IV, VI, and VIII show the true relative accu-

racies of those methods for all profiles similar to that of Fig. 19.

For bodies of material of other shapes the relative accuracies

will be different.

The percentage of error in the result obtained by Method I

is dependent entirely upon the skill and judgment of the com-

puter. If, when about to compute by some one of the more

accurate methods the overhaul for the various bodies of material

along a given profile, the computer will take the trouble to

compute first by eye (Method I) the overhaul on each body and

make a record thereof, he will have a rough check on the correct-

ness of the later results obtained by the more accurate method
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and at the same time he will have an opportimity to find the

percentage of error in each of the results obtained by eye, and

thus find approximately his limit of error in the use of that

method.

The error in the result obtained by Method V is a resultant of

the error obtained by Method IV and the errors incidental to

plotting and scaling the mass curve, and the latter errors depend

upon the skill of the draftsman and the scale of the mass curve.-

In the same way. Method VII gives an error in any case, which

is the resultant of the error coming from Method VI and the

errors of plotting and scaling the mass curve. See Sec. 203 for

comments on results obtained for the overhaul of Fig. 38.

It is suggested that the engineer who is responsible for the

selection of a method for computing overhaul on an extensive

piece of earthwork, apply Methods IV, V, VI, and VII to a few

of those bodies of overhauled material for which the four

methods may be expected to give the most widely differing re-

sults, and select for the computation of the remaining overhaul

that method which, while giving satisfactorily precise results,

requires the least work. When time permits. Methods V and

VII serve as excellent checks on Methods IV and VI respec-

tively. The engineer will usually be compelled by lack of time

to use Method I to check the overhaul computed by subordi-

nates by some one of the more exact methods.



Fig. 24.

Find Center or Gravitv of Cut ac: The distance E'E from the ordinate

C'C to the vertical Ee which contains the center of gravity of cut ac is (Sec.

34)

E'E
area AECC (sta-yds.)

ordinate C'C (c.y.)





CHAPTER VII

OVERHAUL COMPUTED FOR THE COMPLEX CASE OF FIG. 38

In this chapter Methods I, IV, V, VI, and VII of overhaul computation are

applied, one after another, to the complex problem of Fig. 38. The steps in each

method are formally stated. The results are presented in Fig. 36 on the lines

beginning with "B," and compared in Sec. 203. This chapter, like the preceding,

is designed to serve as a working guide to the computer as soon as the method

has been selected. ^Fig. 36 faces page 67; Figs. 36a, 37, and 38 face page 120.)

147. Each of the overhaul computation methods, I, IV, V,

VI, and VII (Sees. 47-55), will be applied in this chapter to the

complex overhaul problem presented by the profile of Fig. 38.

It will be observed that the problem of Fig. 38 diiiers from

that of Fig. 19 in two points: (i) In Fig. 38 there are four dis-

tinct bodies of material overhauled, while in Fig. 19 there is but

one. (2) The work of determining swell- and equating-factors

and distribution of material was simple in Fig. 19, but is com-

paratively compUcated in Fig. 38. After we have determined

the swell- and equating-factors and the distribution of material,

for the case of Fig. 38, we shall find that the further steps of

determining Hmits, centers of gravity, etc., are little more than

repetition of the corresponding steps taken in Chapter VI for

Fig. 19.

To conform to good practice, we first make ready for the com-

putations by gathering all the available data. All the data for

the overhaul problem in hand are given in Sec. 148, which is

Step I of Method I, and are repeated in Sec. 157.

The results obtained by the different methods of computation

will be recorded in Fig. 36, and "compared in Sec. 203.

07
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Overhaul of Fig. j8 Computed by Method I

(In Method I center of gravity and all limits are determined by eye.)

148. Step I. Data. — We have the following data bearing

on the distribution of material between ti and tn in Fig. 37

which shows a small-scale copy of the profile of Fig. 38.

(i) All the grading was done with a steam-shovel plant.

(2) Volumes computed from final measurements are as follows

:

Fill.
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estimates and car records the average car-load (cubic yards in

place) was computed. In this way it was computed that 5000

c.y. (in place) of cut ^9/12 went to fill kt,.

(5) From field diaries and car records it appeared that 1400 c.y.

(in place) went from cut 4^12 to fill ^12^14-

(6) Swell. Cut ^14^16 had a uniform swell. The 1400 c.y.

hauled from cut ^9^12 to fill ^12^14 had no swell. The material

hauled to fill 44 had a uniform swell. The materials making

fills tik and titj had the same swell. These swells were based

on the judgment of those who watched the progress of the grad-

ing. No measurements had been made from which the swell of

any one body of material could be directly computed.

(7) Free-haul distance is 1000 ft. (Contract.)

(8) The American Railway Engineering Association basis of

computing overhaul is to be used. (Instructions.)

149. Step 2. Distribution of material. — The data (Sec. 148)

show that the distribution of material was complex (Sees. 2 and

3). It is impossible to compute the overhaul on the basis of

actual distribution, so we substitute for the actual, a simple, ideal

distribution. The arrows and vertical division Hnes of Fig. 36a,

which is a small copy of the profile of Fig. 38, show the ideal

distribution adopted. (In Fig. 36a the vertical division lines

are placed in position by eye, with no time wasted on trying to

get true proportions. In fact the originals of Figs. 36a and 37
were merely freehand sketches upon which to arrange in order

the general distribution data.)

150. Step 3. Free-haul limits and other limits of bodies of

material.— The free-haul distance is 1000 ft. (Sec. 148 (7)).

The free-haul limits were picked out by eye, and marked in

pencil on the profile (Sec. 42) . For example, the free-haul limits

adjacent to the grade point, 72 -1- 00 (Fig. 38), were taken to be

66 + 80 and 76 -|- 80, because to the eye of the estimator the

cut and fill appeared to balance between those two points. Like-

wise it appeared when looking at the fill on the extreme right
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of the profile that this would require all the material of the

adjacent cut back as far as 8i + 70. The limits of bodies of

material which appeared to be overhauled have been entered in

Fig. 36 on lines B-I-i, 3, 4. (Such formal record may be con-

sidered superfluous in practice for the details of rough estimates

of overhaul. The details are entered here to permit compari-

sons to be made between the various methods of computing

overhaul.)

151. Step 4. Centers of gravity. — The center of gravity of

each body of cut and of fill overhauled was picked out by eye

(Sec. 27). For example, the center of gravity of cut, 76 -|- 80

to 81 H- 70, appeared to the estimator to be at 78 + 90. (To

make the best estimate of the position of the center of gravity

of a body of cut or of fill, the profile to the right and to the left

of that body should be concealed from view while making the

estimate.) The centers of gravity, determined by eye, have

been entered in Fig. 36, on fines B-I-i, 3, 4.

152. Step 5. Average haul-distance.— The average haul-

distance for a body of overhauled material is the distance from

its center of gravity in cut to its center of gravity in fill. Thus

the average haul-distance for the material of cut, 76 -1- 80 to

81 -f- 70, is the distance between sta. 78 + 90 (column 6) and

sta. 63 -h 50 (column 10), or 15.4 stas., which is entered in

column II.

153. Step 6. Average overhaul-distance.—The average over-

haul-distance for any body of overhauled material is equal

to the average haul-distance for that body less the free-haul

distance. The free-haul distance is given as 1000 ft. (Sec. 148

(7)). Thus the average overhaul-distance for the material of

cut, 76 + 80 to 81 -|- 70, is equal to 15.4 (taken from colimin 11)

less 10 = 5.4 stas., which is entered in column 12.

154. Step 7. Volumes of bodies of overhauled material. —
If the station-volumes along the profile are given, the volume of

each body of overhauled material may be found by summing
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the station-volumes that constitute that body. In this way the

volumes recorded in column 15, Knes B-I-i, 3, 4, were found.

If the station-volumes are not included with the data, they may
be estimated with the help of earthwork tables or a yardage scale.

155. Step 8. The overhaul. — The overhaul on a body of

material is equal to the volume (in place) of that material mul-

tiplied by its average overhaul-distance. For example, the over-

haul on the material of cut, 76 -|- 80 to 81 -f 70, is equal to 21,900

(taken from colimin 15, Fig. 36, line B-I-4) multipHed by 5.4

(taken from column 12) = 118,260 sta-yds., which is entered in

column 18.

156. Step 9. Statement of overhaul. — The full statement

of the overhaul just estimated for the profile, Fig. 38, is given

on the upper set of lines B-I-i, 3, 4, Fig. 36. The lower set of

lines B-I-I, 3, 4 shows results obtained by a second estimator.

Overhaul of Fig. j8 Computed by Method IV
(In Method IV center of gravity of body of cut or fill is assumed to lie at its

center of volume, and is computed by arithmetic. Limits are computed by
arithmetic.)

157. Step I. Data.—We have the following data bearing on

the distribution of material between ti and tn in Fig. 37 which

shows a small-scale copy of the profile of Fig. 38:

(i) All the grading was done with a steam-shovel plant.

(2) Volumes computed from final measurements are as follows:

Fill.
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went first to cut tuhs. The excavated material was hauled in

both directions, making all of fill t^tn and nearly all of fill tntu-

After completing this cut (b) the shovel moved to t^ and made
a cutting to ^9, sending part of the material to the right, com-

pleting fill tiitu; part to fill isk; and a third part to fill Ui^.

Without completing cut kti2 (c) the shovel moved to ta and made
a cutting from k to tj, sending the material to fill ktj. The

shovel then turned around and made a cutting from ^ to 4,

sending the material to fill titj. This work completed the cut

tyk- (d) The shovel moved to tg and completed the cut /9/12,

:sending a part of the material to fill tsk — enough to complete

that fill— and the remainder of the material to fill tjy. (e) The

;shovel then turned around and moved to U, and excavated cut

i4^4, a part of the material making the entire fill tik, and the

remainder completing fill 4^-

(4) From diary and daily car records the number of car-loads

hauled from cut tgti2 to fill 4/7 was ascertained. From the monthly

estimates and car records the average car-load (cubic yards in

place) was computed. In this way it was computed that 5000

c.y. (in place) of cut tsti2 went to fill 4^-

(5) From field diaries and car records it appeared that 1400 c.y.

(in place) went from cut 4^u to fill ^12^14.

(6) Swell. Cut ^14^16 had a uniform swell. The 1400 c.y.

hauled from cut ^9^12 to fill ^12^14 had no swell. The material

hauled to fill hh had a uniform swell. The materials making

.fills tik and kty had the same swell. These swells were based on

the judgment of those who watched the progress of the grading.

No measurements had been made from which the swell of any

one body of material could be directly computed.

(7) Free-haul distance is 1000 ft. (Contract.)

(8) The American Railway Engineering Association basis of

computing overhaul is to be used. (Instructions.)

158. Step 2. Distribution of material. — The data show that

the distribution of the material was complex (Sees, i, 2). It
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was impossible to compute the overhaul on the basis of the actual

distribution, and accordingly a simple ideal scheme of distri-

bution has been substituted for the actual. The arrows and

vertical division-lines of Fig. 36a, which is a small-scale copy

of the profile of Fig. 38, show the ideal distribution adopted.

(The original of Fig. 36a was merely a freehand sketch which

was made to serve as a diagram on which to hang in orderly

array the general data on distribution.) The bodies of cut re-

sulting from the ideal plan of distribution adopted are marked

Ci, C%, Cz, . . . , and the bodies of fill are marked Fi, F2, F3,

. . . , in Figs. 36a and 37. The limits of bodies of material

have been marked h, h, tz, . . . h in Figs. 36a and 37. It re-

mains to compute the station and plus of each of the limits, and

this is done in Sec. 160.

159. Step 3. Determination of swell-factors and volumes of

the several bodies of cut and of fill. — As it had been found

impracticable to make field measurements during the progress

of the work sufficient to determine directly the swell-factor of

any one body of cut, it was necessary to estimate the swell-factor

of each body of cut, basing the estimate on the data at hand;

and this was done in the following manner:

Let Ci, C2, Cz, • • = volumes of cuts Ci, C2, C3, . . .

respectively;

^1, ft, Sz, . . . = swell-factors of cuts Ci, d, C3, . . .

respectively;

Fi, Fi, Fz, . . . = volumes of fills Fy, F2, F3, . . .

respectively

;

qi, 52, ?3, • . = equating-factors of fills Fi, F2, F3, . . ,

respectively.

These sjnnbols are now entered in Fig. 36a.

Note.— In this work the result of each step or partial step should be

immediately entered on the profile in correct position. In this way con-

fusion is avoided and the chance of blunder is reduced to a minimum.
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As stated in Sec. 157 (3), all the material from cuts Ci, C2, C3,

and Cs just made the fills Fi, F2, F3, and F4. Therefore

Ci5i + C2S2 + C3S3 + Cb55 = Fi + F2 + F3 + F4.

From Sec. 157 (6), Si = s^ = S3 = s^;

therefore, ^i =
t'l + ^2 + (--3 + <^5

From the data, Sec. 157 (2), we have

Fi = 19,485 c.y. C1+C2 = 28,743 c.y.

Fi+Fa+Fi =35,423 c.y. _ C3 = 14,899 c.y.

F,+F2+F3+F, = 54,908 c.y.
^' = 5,00° c.y.

C1+C2+C3+C6 = 48,642 c.y.

Therefore

_ 54,908 _ ^
^,n

Sl - —— - I.I2»,
48,642

and 52, ^3, and ^5 have the same value. The corresponding

equating-factor for fills Fi, F2, F3, and F4 is

qi = qi = q3 = qi =- = ^= 0.886.
Si 1. 128

Now Ci = i^i^i = 19,485 X 0.886 = 17,250 c.y.

C2 = (Ci + C2) - Ci = 28,743 - 17,250 = 11,493 c-

F2 = C2S2 = ii,493 X 1. 128 = 12,960 c.y.

F3 = C^Ss = 5000 X 1. 1 28 = 5640 c.y.

F4 = (F2 + F3+ Fi) - (F2 + F3)

= 35,423 - (12,960 + 5640) = 16,823 c.y.

As a check,

Fi = C353 = 14,899 X 1. 1 28 = 16,805 c.y.

This checks the preceding value of F4 _within 18 c.y., and this

discrepancy is no greater than may be reasonably expected from

the use of the slide-rule; hence the check is considered to be

satisfactory. These quantities are entered on Fig. 37 as soon

as computed.
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The swell-factor for cut Cr is iinity (Sec. 157 (6)); therefore

Fe = CgSs = 1400 X I = 1400 c.y.

C4 = (C4 + C5 + Ce) - (C5 + Ce)

= 29,183 - (5000 + 1400) = 22,783 c.y.

• Ca 22 78"^
The equating-factor for fill F5 is ^5 = — = —'-'-^ = 0.977.

P5 23,312

The volume of fill F^ = (F^ + F7) - Fg = 35,385 - 1400 =

33,985 c.y.

The equating-factors for fills F7 and F^ are found thus : From
the data, Sec. 157 (6), and the foregoing computations we have

Fvg? + FsQs = C7 + Cg,

and qr = qi-

Hence

_ (C7 + Cs) 29,063
9r-qs-

^p^ ^ p^^
-

(^^^^g^ ^ ^^^^
- 0.753.

C7 = ^7^7 = 33^985 X 0.753 = 25,600 C.y.

Cs = Fsqs = 4600 X 0.753 = 3,460 c.y.

C7 + Cs = 29,060 c.y.

This value of C7 + Cg differs from 29,063 (the volume given in

Step I (2)) by 3 yards. This is a close agreement.

The swell-factors, of cuts Q and Cs areIII o
57 = 58 = - = - = = 1.328.

?7 qs 0.753

Having entered on the profile, Fig. 37, all these computed

volumes, swell-factors, and equating-factors, we are ready for

the next Step.

160. Step 4. Limits of bodies of material. — Figs. 37 and 38.

There is no division plane in fill Fi. The position of division

plane 4 which limits cut Ci on the right is found thus: We have

found that Ci = 17,250 c.y.; by the method given in Sec. 20,

we find that in passing from fe (sta. 14 + 12) to sta. 17 + 30.5

we have a total volume of 14,698 ; and that in passing from k to
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i8 + 05.5 we have a total of 14,698 + 5613 = 20,311 c.y.

Hence the right-hand hmit h of cut Ci must He between 17+30.5

and 18 + 05.5. Now between these two stations the volume per

running foot =

5613 5613

(sta. i8+oS.s)-(sta. 17 +30.5) 75

= 74.8 c.y.

Therefore ^3 Hes to the right of 17 + 30.5 a distance =

'' ^ =34-1 ft. Therefore the division plane be-
74.8

^^
_

^

tween cut Ci and cut d Ues at

^3 = (sta. 17 + 30.5) + 34.1 = sta. 17 + 64.6.

(To check this result we compute the distance from sta. 18 + 05.5

back to ^3: h to 18 + 05.5 = (20,311 - 17,250)

74.8
= 40.9. There-

fore the station of i^ is (sta. 18 -|- 05.5) — 40.9 = sta. 17+ 64.6.

This agrees with the preceding result. As the computations

were performed with the sHde-rule a discrepancy of some tenths

of a foot is to be expected, and the precise agreement here is

accidental.)

The details of the computations performed to ascertain the

station and plus of each ni the other division-planes are omitted.

The results of the computations are tabulated below.

POSITIONS OF DIVISION PLANES.

Division plane.
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The position of each division plane is marked on Fig. 37, as

soon as computed, and the station and plus entered thereon.

Likewise the two parts, into which each division-Une divides the

station-volume which it cuts, are entered on the profile. Fig. 38.

Fig. 37 now carries all the data required for the next Step.

161. Step 5. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place. — This is done by multiplying each station-volume of fill

by the proper equating-factor. (The ten-inch sHde rule serves

for this.) We multiply each station-volume of fills Fi, Fi, F^,

and Fi by 0.886 (Step 3), and enter the resulting volumes in

place, on the profile of Fig. 38. We multiply each station-volume

of fill fe by I, and enter the products on the profile. See Fig. 38.

The station-volumes of fills F^ and Fg are each multiplied by

0.753 ; ^iid the resulting volumes in place are entered on the profile.

The profile of Fig. 38 now shows the volvmie of each station

(and partial station) in terms of cubic yards in place; and from

now on we shall use only the cut-volumes and equated fill-

volumes.

As a' check on the computations of this Step, the sum of the

equated station-volumes of each body of fill should be compared

with the volume of the corresponding body of cut, to which it

should be practically equal. Some discrepancy is to be expected

owing to the uncertainty in the third figure of a product obtained

by the use of the slide-rule. The discrepancy, if reasonably

small, may be wiped out by arbitrarily correcting one or more

of the equated station-volumes.

162. Step 6. Limits of free haul. — Use the method of

Sec. 40. By this method the limits of free haul have been com-

puted :

Stas. 25 -f 12.4 and 35 -\- 12.4;

" 42 + S3-I " 52 + 53-1;

" 66 + 72.9 " 76 + 72-9;

and these have been marked on the profile, Fig. 38. The sub-

station-volume lying on each side of each hmit has been computed
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and entered on the profile in its proper place. For example, the

limit 76 + 72.9 divides the station-volume, 1615 c.y., lying be-

tween 76 -|- 50 and 77 -1- 00, into two parts, the left of which is

740 c.y., and the right, 875 c.y.

163. Step 7. Centers of gravity. — Use Method IV, Sec. 30.

The centers of gravity, one in cut and the other in fill, have been

computed by this method for each body of material overhauled.

The results are entered in Fig. 36, lines B-IV-i, 2, 3, 4, columns

6 and 10. Thus the center of gravity of cut, 35 -|- 12.4 to

41 + 53-0, is 37 -|- 68.0 (column 6).

164. Step 8. Average haul-distances. — The average haul-

distance for a body of material is the distance from its center of

gravity in cut to its center of gravity in fiU. For example, the

average haul-distance for the body of cut, 35 -|- 12.4 to 41 -|- 53,

is equal to (sta. 37 -|- 68.0) — (sta. 24 + 54.1) = 13-139 stas.,

which is entered in column 11, line B-IV-i, Fig. 36.

165. Step 9. Average overhaul-distances. — The average

overhaul-distance for any body of overhauled material is equal

to the average haul-distance for that body less the free-haul

distance. The free-haul distance is 10 stas. (Sec. 157 (7)).

Thus the average overhaul-distance for the material of cut,

35 + 12.4 to 41 -t- 53.0, is equal to 13.139 (taken from column 11)

less 10 = 3.139 stas., which is entered in column 12.

166. Step 10. The overhaul.— The overhaul on each body of

cut is equal to the volume of that cut multipHed by its average

overhaul-distance. The volume of each body of cut overhauled

is entered in column 15, and the corresponding overhaul-distance

in column 12, on the same fine; and the product of these two

quantities is entered in column 18. Thus, the overhaul on the

body of cut, 35 -1- 12.4 to 41 -|- 53.0, is 8990 X 3-139 = 28,220

sta-yds., which is entered in column 18, hue B-IV-i, of Fig. 36.

167. Step II. Statement of overhaul. — Full statement of

the overhaul, computed above for the profile of Fig. 38, is entered

on Hues B-IV-X; 2, 3, 4 of Fig. 36.
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Overhaul of Fig. 38 Computed by Method V

(In Meth6d V center of gravity of body of cut or fill is assumed to lie at its

center of volume, and is determined by mass curve. Limits are determined by

mass curve.)

168. Step I. Data. — Read Sec. 157.

169. Step 2. Distribution of materiaL — See Sec. 158.

170. Step 3. Determination of swell-factors and volumes of

the several bodies of cut and fill. — Read Sec. 159.

171. Step 4. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place. — See Sec. 161. Equated fLll-voltimes only are used with

the cut-volumes throughout the remaining steps of this Method.

172. Step 5. Plot the mass curve. — The origin of the mass

curve was taken above the profile at sta. 10 + 08, Fig. 38.

The cut-volumes are considered positive and the fill-volumes

negative. The ordinate at each station is the algebraic sum

of the station-volumes lying between that station and 10 -|- 08.

The increment to the mass curve for a station-interval which con-

tains both cut and fill, is the excess of the one over the other. In

Fig. 38 the horizontal scale of the profile and mass curve is

I in. = 400 ft.; the vertical scale of the profile is i in. = 20 ft.;

and the vertical scale of the mass curve is i in. = 10,000 c.y.

Note. — The original drawing for this mass curve was made on a roil

of cross-section paper, 10 X 10 to the inch; and the scales were i in. =
100 ft., horizontal, and i in. = 2500 c.y., vertical. The results given in

the following Steps were obtained from the original drawing.

173. Step 6. Limits of bodies of material. — The base Hne

of this mass curve is the balancing line. The points at which

the mass curve cuts the balancing Hne mark the Hmits of the

bodies of cut and fill. These points are noted and the plus of

each is scaled off and entered on the mass curve. Thus there

are division planes at stas. 17 -|- 64, 23 + 44, 54 -(- 94, 58 + 12,

and 81 -f- 24. Also the horizontal drawn through the summit

of the mass curve at sta. 41 -|- 53, is a balancing line, which, by
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cutting the mass curve, gives us division planes at stas. 24 + 02,

41 + S3, and 52 + 98.

174. Step 7. Limits of free haul. — Find the limits of free

haul by the method of Sec. 41. The plus of each Hmit of free

haul is scaled and entered on the mass curve. The free-haul

limits determined by this method are

Stas. 25 + 12 and 35 + 12;

" 42 + 53 " 52 + 53;

" 66 + 73 " 76 + 73-

175. Step 8. Centers of gravity. — The center of gravity of

each body of material is found in cut and in fill by Method V,

Sec. 31. Thus the center of gravity of cut, 35 + 12 to 41 + 53,

is found to be at 37 + 66, which is entered in colmnn 6, line

B-V-i, Fig. 36. Centers of gravity thus determined are indi-

cated above the mass curve, on Fig. 38, by the prefix "CM."
176. Step 9. Average haul-distances. — The average haul-

distance for a body of material is the distance from its center of

gravity in cut to its center of gravity in fill. Thus the average

haul-distance for the body of cut, 35 + 12 to 41 + 53, is equal

to (sta. 37 + 66) — (sta. 24 + 53) = 13.13 stas., which is re-

corded in colxnnn 11, line B-V-i, Fig. 36.

177. Step 10. Average overhaul-distances. — The average

overhaul-distance for any body of overhauled material is equal

to the average haul-distance for that body less the free-haul

distance. The free-haul distance is 10 stas. (Sec. 148 (7)).

Thus the average overhaul-distance for the material of cut,

35 + 12 to 41 + 53, is equal to 13.13 (taken from column 11)

less 10 = 3.13 stas., which is recorded in column 12.

178. Step II. The overhaul. — The overhaul on each body

of cut is equal to the volume of that cut multiplied by its average

haul-distance. The volume of each body of cut overhauled is

entered in column 15, and the corresponding average overhaul-

distance in column 12 on the same line; and the product of
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these two quantities is entered in column 18. Thus the over-

haul on the body of cut, 35 + 12 to 41 + 53, is 9000 X 3.13

= 28,170 sta-yds.

179. Step 12. Statement of overhaul. — The full statement

of the overhaul of Fig. 38, as computed by Method V, is entered

in Fig. 36, on Unes B-V-i, 2, 3, 4.

Overhaul of Fig. jS Computed by Method VI

(In Method VI the center of gravity of a body of cut or fill is computed arith-

metically by the method of moments; the center of gravity of each station-volume

being assumed to lie at its center of length. The limits are computed by arith-

metic.)

180. Step I. Data. — Read Sec. 157.

181. Step 2. Distribution of material. — Read Sec. 158.

182. Step 3. Determination of the sweU-factors and of the

volumes of the several bodies of cut and fill. — Read Sec. 159.

183. Step 4. Limits of bodies of material. — Read Sec. 160.

184. Step 5. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place. — Read Sec. 161.

185. Step 6. Free-haul limits. — By the method of Sec. 40

the free-haul Umits are found to be as follows:

Stas. 25 + 12.4 and 35 -f- 12.4;

" 42 + 53-1 " 52 + 53-1;

" 66 + 72.9 " 76 + 72.9;

and these have been marked on the profile. Fig. 38. The sub-

station-volmne Ijang on each side of each limit has been com-

puted and entered on the profile in its proper place. For

example, the limit 25 + 12.4 divides the volume lying between

stas. 25 + 00 and 26 + 00 into two parts, the left of which is

556 c.y., and the right, 3924 c.y.

186. Step 7. Centers of gravity. — By Method VI, Sec. 32,

the center of gravity of each body of cut and of each body of

fill is found. The centers of gravity thus computed have been

entered on lines B-VI-i, 2, 3, 4 of Fig. 36 — for the cuts, in
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column 6; for the fills, in column lo. The computations made

to find the position of the center of gravity of the body of cut

lying between stas. 76 + 72.9 and 81 + 24.1 are given below.

Station.
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Fig. 36. The other centers of gravity were computed in Kke

manner, and entered on Hnes B-VI, in columns 6 and 19,

Fig. 36.

Note i. —^The computer who found the results above, multiplied and

divided in the long way. Another computer, using the lo-inch sHde-rule, on

the same data found the sum of column Va to be 61,270, and of column Vb,

65,660; and found the center of gravity from moments Va to be at 78 + 90,

and from moments Vb, at 78 + 89.8.

Note 2. — It will be observed that in the computation above, the center

of moments was arbitrarily taken at 76 + 00 instead of 76 + 72.9 which

is the left Hmit of the body of material under consideration, because of the

greater ease thereby afforded in making the subtractions to obtain lengths

of lever-arms, colimin a. For the same reason the center of moments for

the check computations was taken at 82 -\- 00 rather than at 81 + 24.1.

187. Step 8. Average haul-distances. — We have already

entered in Fig. 36, lines B-VI-i, 2, 3, 4, the center of gravity of

each body of cut overhauled, and the center of gravity of the

corresponding body of fill. The distance between the two centers

of gravity entered on the same hne is the average haul-distance

for the body of cut, the Kmits of which appear on that hne, and

is entered in column 1 1 on the same line. Thus the average haul-

distance for the body of cut l3dng between the hmits 52 + 53.1

and 52 + 97.8 is (sta. 52 + 75.5) — (sta. 42 + 25.2) = 10.503

stas.

188. Step 9. Average overhaul-distances. — The average

overhaul-distance for each body of cut is equal to the average

haul-distance of the body less the free-haul distance (1000 feet

in this case). The average overhaul-distance for each body of

cut is entered in column 12, Fig. 36.

189. Step 10. The overhaul. — The voltune of each body

of cut is entered in column 15, Fig. 36; and the corresponding

overhaul, which is the product of the volume by the average

overhaul-distance, is entered in column 18.

190. Step II. Statement of overhaul. — Lines B-VI-i, 2, 3,

4, of Fig. 36, now constitute a full statement of the overhaul on
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the material represented by the profile of Figs. 37 and 38, as

computed by Method VI.

Overhaul of Fig. j8 Computed by Method VII

(In Method VII the center of gravity of each body of cut or fill is computed

by means of the mass curve by the method of moments. All Umits are determined

by the mass curve.)

191. Step I. Data. — Read Sec. 157.

192. Step 2. Distribution of material. — Read Sec. 158.

193. Step 3. Determination of the swell-factors and the vol-

umes of the several bodies of cut and fiU. — Read Sec. 159.

194. Step 4. Equate each station-volume of fill to volume in

place.— Read Sec. 161. Equated fill-volumes only are used with

cut-volumes throughout the remaining Steps of this Method.

195. Step 5. Plot the mass curve. — The origin for the mass

curve was taken above the left end of the profile — at sta. io-|-o8,

Fig. 38. The cut-volmnes are reckoned positive and the fill-

volximes negative. The ordinate at each station is the algebraic

sum. of the station-volumes lying between that station and

sta. 10 4- 08. In Fig. 38 the horizontal scale of the profile and

of the mass curve is i inch = 400 feet; the vertical scale of the

profile is i inch = 20 feet; and the vertical scale of the mass

curve is i inch = 10,000 c.y.

Note.— The original drawing for this mass curve was made on a roll of

cross-section paper, 10 X 10 to the inch; and the scales were: horizontal,

I inch = 100 feet; vertical, i inch = 2500 c.y. The results given in the

following Steps were obtained from the original drawing.

196. Step 6. Limits of bodies of material. — The base Hne

of this mass curve is a balancing line. The points at which the

mass curve cuts the balancing line, mark the limits of the bodies

of cut and of fill. These points are noted and the plus of each

is scaled off and entered on the mass curve. Thus there are

division planes at stas. 17 -|- 64; 23 -|- 44; 54 -f- 94; 58 + 12;

81 + 24. Also the horizontal drawn through the summit of the

mass curve at 41 + 53 is a balancing line, which, by cutting the
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mass curve, gives us division planes at 24 + 02 ; 41 + 53 ;

.

52 + 98.

197. Step 7. Limits of free haul. — By the method of Sec. 41

we find the free-haul limits. The plus of each limit of free haul

is scaled, and entered on the mass curve. There are free-haul

Hmits at stas. 25 -|- 12 and 35-1-12; at stas. 42 + 53 and

52 + 53; and at stas. 66 + 73 and 76 -|- 73.

198. Step 8. Centers of gravity. — The center of gravity

of each body of material overhauled was found by Method VII,

Sec. 34, and entered just below the mass curve (Fig. 38) and

marked by a vertical arrow. The center of gravity of cut of

which the limits are 35 -|- 12 and 41 -t- 53 is found to be at sta.

37 -|- 92. The center of gravity of fill, 24 + 02 to 25 -1- 12, is

found to He at sta. 24 -|- 55. The centers of gravity of these

and of the other bodies of material have been entered on lines

B-VII-i, 2, 3, 4 in columns 6 and 10, Fig. 36.

199. Step 9. Average haul-distances. — The average haul-

distances were computed and entered in column 11, Fig. 36.

The average haul-distance for material taken from cut, 35-1-12

to 41 -(- S3, to fill, 24 -|- 02 to 25 -|- 12, is the difference between

the station and plus of column 6 and the station and plus of

column 10, of Une B-VII-i. This difference, 13.37 stas., is

entered in column 11.

200. Step 10. Average overhaul-distances. — The average

haul-distance for each body of cut is entered in column 12,

Fig. 36. It will be observed that each distance in column 12

is equal to the corresponding distance in column 1 1 less the free-

haul distance of 10 stas.

201. Step II. The overhaul.— The overhaul on each body of

cut overhauled is equal to the product of volume of cut (entered

in column 15, Fig. 36) by the overhaul distance (entered in col-

umn 12). For example, the overhaul on cut, 35 + 12 to 41 -t- 53,

is 9000 X 3.37 = 30,330 sta-yds.; and this is entered in column

18, on Une B-VII-i.
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202. Step 12. statement of overhaul. — The complete state-

ment of the overhaul on the profile shown in Figs. 36a, 37, 38, as

computed by Method VII, is given on lines B-VII-i, 2, 3, 4 of

Fig. 36.

Comparison of Results

203. The foregoing results compared.— The results obtained

in this chapter are clearly set forth in Fig. 36, and are readily

compared. However, to save the time of the reader the results

have been retabulated in three different ways below. Method

VIII, the most accurate of all, was not applied to Fig. 38,

because of the labor involved. So in the comparisons of Tables

I and II the results obtained by Method VI, which method

stands second in point of accuracy (Sec. 146), are considered to

be true results.

Referring to Table I. The errors in the results of Method I,

in which the limits and centers of gravity are determined by eye

directly from the profile, range from — 13% to + 5%, approxi-

mately. Observe that the error in the total overhaul is only

about 6%; less than 13%, as is to be expected because the error

in the sum of several estimates will always be smaller than the

largest error of the component estimates. In Fig. 36 are shown

the results obtained by two men separately applying Method I.

The group of results that we have not copied into the following

tables has decidedly smaller errors than those copied. How-
ever, a third estimator might obtain results in error by more

than 13%. It should be stated here that the profile of Fig. 38

presents extremely unfavorable conditions for determining over-

haul by Method I, because of the fact that cuts (Fig. 36a) ^(4,

kki, hike, and fills ^4^, hk, h4n, were on steep hillsides. The fair

results obtained by this, by far the quickest, method of com-

puting overhaul, seem to indicate that it has decided value for

making rough estimates of overhaul, whether for checking over-

haul computed by some more accurate method or for prehmi-

nary studies; or, under proper conditions, for making monthly
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estimates of overhaul. The best results from this method are

to be expected from one who is famihar with the ground along

the profile, and with one of the more accurate methods of over-

haul computation. For remarks on acquiring skill in the use of

Method I, see Sec. 146.

TABLE I

Errors in the overhaul of Fig. 38 computed by Methods I, IV, V, VI, VII,

grouped by Methods. Overhaul computed by Method VI is taken as the

true overhaul.

Method.
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In Method IV the computations are all made by arithmetic;

in Method V, by the mass curve; but in both the center of

volume is taken as the center of gravity. On the individual

bodies the error ranges from zero to — 8%, approximately; but

the error of the total is only about 3%. On this particular

profile the errors due to assuming that center of gravity lies at

center of volume, are all of one sign, and therefore cumulative.

Of course the sign of the error for any given body of material

depends upon the shape of that body.

In Table II the results obtained by the several Methods for

each body of material are grouped together.

TABLE II

Errors in the overhaul of Pig. 38 computed by Methods I, IV, V, VI, VII,

grouped by bodies of overhauled material. Overhaul computed by Method
VI is taken as the true overhaul.

Body of over-
hauled mate-

rial. No.
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TABLE III

Errors in overhaul computed by mass curve, due to errors in plotting

and scaling.

Body of over-
hauled mate-
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obtained for body No. 4 by this large-scale mass curve, is about

0.5%, while the limit of error for the smaller body, No. i, is about

1.2%— this on the assumption that all errors of plotting and

scaKng are of maximmn size and of such sign as not to permit

cancellation in summing them. Thus the small errors actually

obtained are small because errors of maximum size are not

frequent and moreover tend to cancel in the summation. The

larger the scale the smaller the error to be expected.

When we consider the uncertainty in the volumes obtained by

cross-sectioning irregular cuts and fills, and in the swell-factors,

and, further, remember that the actual distribution of material

must be replaced by an assumed distribution before we can

proceed with the computation of overhaul, the use of the mass

curve, when due regard is paid to the scale, seems, even for the

method of moments, to be fully justified.

In any case the choice of method mil be influenced by the

quality of the data supplied to, and the time at the disposal of,

the computer, the use to which the results are to be put, and

finally by the previous training and experience of the computer.







PART II

ECONOMIC DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL
ALONG THE PROFILE

(Part II Is Devoted Exclusively to Future Haul)

Explanation of signs used in Part II:

< should be read " is less than;"

< " " " "is not less than;"

> " " " "is greater than;"

> " " " "isnot greater than."

CHAPTER VIII

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

This chapter discusses the effect of swell on planning distribution, and limit of

profitable haul; and states the principle of economic distribution.

204. Swell-factor. Problems of past and future haul com-

pared. — It has been pointed out in Sees. 2 and 3 that in many
cases it is impracticable to determine with exactness the swell

which has resulted from moving a given body of material from

cut to fill. Plainly, then, a more or less rough estimate of the

swell which will result from future grading must be rehed

upon when planning distribution. The most reHable estimate of

swell can be made only when the nature of the material to be

moved and the method of excavating, hauling, and dumping to •

be used are known. In any case the engineer must be content

to make the best estimate of swell that he can from the data at

hand; make a tentative plan of distribution based on the esti-

mated swell; and check or revise this plan from time to time —

-
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from month to month, say— as he obtains additional data on

swell from the grading in progress. Of course when any un-

expected condition of material is found in the work of grading,

the side slopes as well as the estimated swell-factors may require

modification. Suppose that the original plan of distribution

of material along the profile was based on quantities computed

from an assumed side slope of i : i in cut and of 1.5 : i in fill.

If at the end of the first month, say, of grading it is found that

the material is such as to make it wise to change the side slopes

in one or more places to such an extent as to make a considerable

change in the estimated yardage on which the original plan was

based, the engineer should revise the plan of distribution, using

volume estimates based on the revised side slopes. Other con-

ditions may arise which make it impracticable to carry out in

every detail the best possible original plan of distribution. For

example, heavy and continued floods may make it impossible

to build a bridge in time to permit the passage of material as

planned; or delay in purchase of a piece of land for right-of-way,

waste bank, or borrow pit may prevent carrying out some detail

of the original plan of disposition of material; or some condition

not developed by the investigations preliminary to the making

of the plan of distribution may even require a change of aline-

ment or of grade which will upset the original plan of distri-

bution, at least in part. The nature of the material in each

proposed excavation can be (though seldom is) determined with

all requisite accuracy by borings or test pits; but even then no

exact estimate of resulting swell can be made, for the reasons

stated in Sees. 2 and 3. The frequent checking and occasional

revision of the plan of distribution takes much time, but is never-

theless imperative from the standpoint of economy. See Pro-

ceedings, American Railway Engineering Association, vol. 7

(1906), pp. 414-427-

205. Cut-volumes must be reduced to fill-volumes. — In

plaiming the distribution of the material along the profile it is
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first necessary to convert the cut-volumes into swelled volumes

by multiplying each cut-voliime by its estimated swell-factor.

We cannot equate fill-volumes to volumes in place at this point;

for until the planning is completed and we have determined the

distribution of material we do not know from what cut or part

of a cut any given fill or part of fill is going to be made, and

therefore do not know what equating-factor to use in any given

^Estimated Swell Factors

Si Sj

Fig. 40.

case. For example, in planning the distribution of the material

shown in Fig. 40 we can say at once that every yard of cut Ci

will make 5i yards of fiU wherever it may be deposited, and that

the whole of cut Ci will make CiSi yards of fiU whether the material

be all dumped in one body or scattered in both fills. On the

contrary it will take more or fewer yards in place to make fill

Fi according to the cut from which the material is taken, and

so for fill F2.

After the plarming is completed we know where the material

for each fill is to come from and can then compute the proper

equating-factor, and finally reduce all volumes to volumes in

place.

When the engineer has no rehable data to the contrary he will

adopt tmity as the swell-factor, that is, asstune that a yard of

cut will make a yard of fill, for the excellent reason that by so

doing the computations are reduced to a minimum.

206. Limiting distance (" limit of profitable haul ") when there

is no free haul. — The limiting distance— often called " limit of
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profitable haul" — is discussed in this Section from the stand-

point of the contractor and of the owner who does his own
grading. Cost, in this section, means cost to the contractor, or

to an owner who does his own grading. For a discussion of

limiting distance from the standpoint of the owner when the

grading is to be done under an overhaul contract see Sec. 207.

The cost of grading, per cubic yard, is composed of (i) cost

of excavating and loading; (2) cost of hauling; and (3) cost of

dumping. The cost of hauling, only, increases with the distance

of hauling.

Referring to Fig. 41 and assuming for the moment that there

is no swell of material: We can excavate a cubic yard of material

at m, haul it to n, and place it in the fill, at a cost of K cents,

say. Or, we can excavate the cubic yard at m and throw it to

one side — waste it— and excavate another cubic yard along-

side n and place it in the fill at n — borrow a yard at w — at a

cost of K' cents, say. Now the

^
^ ^ useful results are the same in

I both cases ; by each plan a yard
^ ^-.^ _^\ of excavation is made at m and

Pjq
a yard of fill is made at n. As-

suming that the cost of excavat-

ing, loading, and dumping is constant, which of the two is the

more economical plan? Evidently when m and n are very near

together the first plan is the cheaper; and when m and n are

very far apart the second plan is the cheaper. There is, then,

some distance between m and n within which the cut-to-fill plan,

and beyond which the waste-and-borrow plan, is the more

economical. This particular distance we shall call the "limiting

distance," and designate by p.

We have so far in this section assumed a swell-factor of unity

for the material wasted and the material borrowed. In the

following derivation of a formula for hmiting distance this as-

sumption is omitted.
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Let W = total cost of wasting one cubic yard (in place)

at m;

B = total cost of borrowing one cubic yard (in place)

at n;

K = cost of excavating one cubic yard (in place) at m and

dumping it in the fill at n (this does not include the

cost of hauling)

;

T = cost of hauling one cubic yard (in place) 100 ft.,

that is, cost of haul per station-yard;

Sm = swell-factor for the material at m
;

Sb = swell-factor for the material borrowed for the fill

at n;

h = mn expressed in stations;

p = limiting distance expressed in stations.

If we haul one cubic yard from m to n we complete i c.y. of

excavation at m and 1 X Sm c.y. = s„, c.y. of fill at n, at a total

cost oiK + Th.

If, instead of hauling from m to n, we waste the one

cubic yard at m we must borrow sufficient material to make

the Sm c.y. of fill at n. Since i c.y. of borrow makes i X Sf,

—
Sf, c.y. of fill, to make i c.y. of fill requires —c.y. of borrow;

therefore it will require -^ c.y. of borrow to make s^ c.y. of fill

Sb

at n. The cost of wasting i c.y. at m is W. The cost of the

-^ c.y. of borrow for n, at B per cv. in place, is B -^. Therefore
Sb

'

^b

the total cost of wasting i c.y. at m and providing the corre-

sponding borrow a.t n is W + B—-
^b

To sum up. Whether we haul material from m to n, or waste

at m and borrow at n, the useful result accompUshed is the

same: i c.y. of excavation is completed at m and s^ c.y. of fill
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is made at n. The total cost of i c.y. of excavation at m and

Sm C.y. of fill at n,

if effected by hauling from cut to fill, = K + Th;

if effected by waste and borrow, =W + B—
Evidently it is cheaper to haul from cut to fill instead of wasting

and borrowing, so long as the haul distance, h, is such as to make

K + Th<W + B^-^- (41)
Sb

It is cheaper to waste and borrow than to haul from cut to fill,

when the haul distance, h, is such as to make

K + Th>W + B-- (42)
Sb

Both plans are equally economical when the haul distance, h, is

such as to make

K + Th = W + B'-^- (43)
Sb

That value of h which reduces the inequaUties of eqs. 41 and 42

to the equahty of eq. 43 is the limiting distance which we call p.

Thus the limiting distance, when there is no free haul, is

.s^ _
. _ St ^^) (44)
p y

If Sm = Sb, that is, if the swell of the two materials is the same,

eq. 44 becomes

.
JW + B-m

.

,^j,

Looking at eq. 44 we see that the limiting distance increases

with decreasing haul price, T;

with increasing cost of borrowing, B
;

with increasing cost of wasting, W;
with decreasing cost of excavating and dumping, K;

with increasing swell-factor, s^; and

with decreasing swell-factor, Si,.

w+b'^-k)
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When estimating the cost of wasting a yard of material the

necessary haul distance for waste must be taken into account.

Unless there is room for this waste on the right-of-way the land

required for the waste dumps must be purchased or the right to

waste on private lands must be acquired; and the cost of such

land or right, per yard of waste, is a part of W. For a given cost

of such land or right, the greater the number of yards to be wasted

the less will be the cost per yard arising from cost of land or

right. Sometimes the conditions are such that no land in the

immediate vicinity of the material to be wasted is available and

then the cos ; of wasting is increased by the longer haul distance,

as well as by the cost of the land.

When estimating the cost of a yard of borrow we have to take

into account the cost of excavating the material which is avail-

able within a minimum distance. If the nearest available ma-

terial is solid rock we naturally look farther for material which

can be excavated at a cost enough smaller than that of excavat-

ing solid rock to more than offset the increased cost of hauling.

(SoHd rock as borrow has some points in its favor: it makes a

fill of first quahty; and it has a high swell-factor which means

that one yard of soUd rock will make more fill than one yard of

material which is more cheaply excavated.) In some cases the

material for borrow is not available on the right-of-way, and it

becomes necessary to buy lands for borrow pits or to buy the

right to borrow material from private lands. The cost of the

land or right, per cubic yard of borrow, is a part of the total cost

of a yard of borrow.

It is important to bear in mind that the desirability of a piece

of land for borrow or for waste depends somewhat on its eleva-

tion with respect to subgrade, on the intervening topography, on

the character of the grading plant used, and on the quantity of

waste or borrow contemplated. Further, the desirabihty of a

piece of land for borrow will depend on the horizontal and vertical

dimensions of the body of material which it is desired to borrow,
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as well as on the amount of borrow required. If a section of the

road involves heavy grading throughout its length so that it is

regarded as a steam-shovel job, and the contractor's bid was

tendered and accepted on that supposition, it cannot be expected

that upon that section other than a steam shovel will be used for

borrow; and hence, under the conditions stated, areas of shallow

earth cannot be counted on for cheap borrow.

The foregoing principles will now be applied to two examples.

Example 1. — What is the hmiting distance under the following

conditions?

Cost of excavating, loading, and dumping i c.y. of the cut 25 c.

Cost of hauling, per station-yard i c.

Total cost of wasting i c.y. from the cut 35 c.

Total cost of borrowing i c.y. for the fill 30 c.

Swell-factor for the material in the cut i . 10

Swell-factor for the material borrowed i . 00

The limiting distance is

p = (0.3s + 0.30 X i.io/i.oo — 0.25)70.01 = 43 stas.

Example 2. — What is the limiting distance in Example i if total cost of

wasting is taken at 70 c. ; the cost of excavating, loading, and dumping, per

cubic yard from the cut, is taken at 65 c; and the swell-factor of the

material of the cut is taken at 1.50?

p = (0.70 -|- 0.30 X 1. 50/1.00 — 0.65) /o.oi = 50 stas.

207. Limiting distance when there is free haul. — In this

Section it is assumed that the grading is done under an over-

FlG. 42.

haul contract; and the limiting distance is figured from the

standpoint of the owner rather than from that of the contractor.

Cost, in this Section, means the cost to the owner, not the cost
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to the contractor. For the Hmiting distance where there is no

free haul see Sec. 206.

Referring to Fig. 42:

Let W = total cost of wasting i c.y. (in place) at m;

B = total cost of borrowing i c.y. (in place) at n;

K = total cost of excavating i c.y. in place at m, haul-

ing it not to exceed the free-haul distance /, and

dumping it in the fill at n (this excludes the cost

of overhaul);

T = cost of hauUng i c.y. (in place) 100 ft., that is, the

cost of overhaul per station-yard;

Sm = swell-factor for the material excavated at m;

Si = swell-factor for the material borrowed for the fill at «;

h = mn expressed in stations;

/ = free-haul distance expressed in stations;

p = limiting distance expressed in stations.

The cost of excavating i c.y. at m and hauling it to and dumping

it in the fill Sit n is K + T (h —J). On the other hand, the cost

of wasting i c.y. at m and borrowing sufficient material to make

s„, c.y. of fill a.t n isW + B —. The Hmiting distance, when

there is free haul, is that value of h which makes the two costs,

just given, equal. Therefore

W+B--K
P = 1 +/. (46)

Example i. — What is the limiting distance under the following conditions?

Free-haul distance 300 ft.

Contract price per yard, for material moved less than free-haul

from the cut 50 c.

from the borrow pit 20 c.

Overhaul price, per cubic yard in place moved 100 ft i c.

Swell-factor for the material in the cut 1.20

Swell-factor for the material in the borrow pit .90

Material is wasted and borrowed within the free-haul distance.

distance •
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The limiting distance is

p = (0.50 + 0.20 X 1.20/0.90 — 0.50) /o.oi + 3 = 29.67 stas.'

Example 2. —• What is the hmiting distance in Example 1 if the material

from the cut cannot be wasted with a haul distance shorter than 800 ft.?

Under the changed conditions W = K+T .

(800 - 300) = ^ 4. j y = ^ jq
100

+ s(o.oi) = o.ss;

and p = (o.ss + 0.20 X 1.20/0.90 — 0.50) /o.oi + 3 = 34.67 stas.

208. Principle of economic distribution. — Other things being

equal, that is the most economical distribution of material along

the profile, which result in minimum total haul (sta-yds.).

The appKcation of this principle is made by means of the mass

curve to some special cases in the following chapters. In Chap-

ter IX it is throughout assumed that the mass curve is plotted

:

(i) from actual cut-volumes and actual fill-volumes, the cuts

having each a swell-factor of i; or (2) from actual cut-volumes

and equated fill-volumes. In Chapter X it is assumed through-

out that the mass curve is plotted from actual fill-volumes and

equated (i.e., swelled) cut-volumes.

Note. — Under some conditions of grading it is not on the whole econom-

ical to adhere strictly to a plan of distribution which involves minimnm
haul. This point is discussed in Note 3, Sec. 213, which see.



CHAPTER IX

ECONOMIC BALANCING LINES FOR MASS CURVES PLOTTED FROM
CUT-VOLUMES AND EQUATED FILL-VOLUMES, OR FROM

CUT-VOLUMES AND FILL-VOLUMES WHEN
SWELL-FACTOR IS UNITY

This chapter discusses the application of the principle of economic distribution

to each of several typical forms of mass curve, progressing from the simple to the

complex. AU the mass curves of this chapter are assumed to be plotted from

pay yards, that is, from yards in place. All the mass curves of the following chap-

ter are assumed to be plotted from yards of swelled material. Otherwise the two

chapters are similar. Figs. 5o-6oa face page 146.

209. Note. — It is important to bear in mind that, because

every mass curve in this chapter (i) represents grading in which

there is neither swell nor shrinkage, or (2) is plotted from actual

cut-volumes and equated fill-volumes, the balancing Hne in every

case must be horizontal, and haul = haul-area multiplied by

—
- (see Sec. 14).

100

For the economic balancing hne for mass curve, plotted from

fill-volimies and equated cut-volumes, see Chapter X.

It is, of course, necessary to use estimated volumes of cut and

of fill in the work of planning distribution.

210. Economic balancing line for the simple loop. — Between

two adjacent zero ordinates of the mass curve the distance be-

tween which is not greater than the Umiting distance, the base

line is the economic balancing hne, provided no adjacent loop

lying on the same side of the base hne is nearer than the Kmiting

distance.

Let it be assumed that the profile mo, Fig. 43, represents a

self-contained stretch of earthwork. Let the cut mn be assumed

to contain just sufi&cient material to make the fill no. This is

131
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indicated by the mass curve which rises from M to iV and then

descends returning to the base line at 0. Let MO be not greater

MO Is Economic Balancing Line

Fig. 43.

than the limiting distance (Sees. 206 and 207) . In this case MO,
the base Hne, is the economic balancing line.

M O'is the Economic Balancing line

Fig. 43a.

AreaMNO is the measure of the haul (sta-yds.) involved in the

grading, that is, the haul is proportional to this area (Sec. 14).
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If we raise the balancing line somewhat, say to the position

M'N'O', we reduce the haul-area by MM'0'0; but this impKes

wasting M'M" c.y. between M and M' , and borrowing the same

amount between 0' and 0. In this case, then, it is possible to

decrease the haul corresponding to the balancing Hne MO only

at the cost of introducing waste and borrow. Since MO is less

than the limiting distance, the introduction of waste and borrow

is not economical (Sees. 206 and 207). Hence the balancing Hne

MO is the economic balancing line.

In the cases in which MO is greater than the limiting distance

the economic balancing Hne is that horizontal Hne which cuts

the curve in two points between which the distance is equal to the

Hmiting distance. Thus in Fig. 43a, M'O' {= p)\s, the economic

balancing line.

211. Economic balancing line for single corrugated loop. —
Let us consider the haul in Fig. 44 in which the mass curve leaves

Fig. 44.

the base Hne at M and returns to it at U, between which points

there are several cuts and fills. There are three cases to be

considered.

(i) Assimie MU to be not greater than the limiting distance, p.

In Fig. 44, as in Fig. 43, the base Hne is the economic balanc-

ing Hne, because the area between the base Hne MU and the

mass curve MNO . . . U, which area is the measure of the haul
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which results from using the base line as a balancing line, can be

diminished only by raising the balancing line; and raising the

balancing line introduces waste and borrow which under the

conditions named is not economical.

(2) Assume that MU is greater than p, the limiting distance.

Then the economic balancing line is MiUi so placed that

M]U\ = p, provided MiU\ does not touch the curve at any point

between Ifi and U\.

(3) Draw the horizontal M2Q2U2 tangent at Q2 to the lowest

sag in the mass curve. Draw M3U3 to cut the mass curve at

two points only between M3 and U3. The two intermediate

points are Q3 and Q3'.

Assume that M2U2 is greater than p. This case falls under

Sec. 210 or Sec. 212.

212. Economic balancing line for two long loops separated by

a short loop. — In Sees. 210 and 211 it has been shown that the

base Hne is, under limiting conditions, the economic balancing

line for a single isolated loop, whether simple or corrugated.

If the mass curve in question contains two closely adjacent

loops on the same side of the base line, as in Fig. 45, the work of

finding the economic balancing Hne is more complex.

It is assumed that AC and EG, Fig. 45, are each less than p,

the limiting distance. The economic balancing line for loop

ABC, when that loop is considered by itself, is the base Hne AC.

So, too, the base Hne EG is the economic balancing Hne for loop

EFG when that loop is considered apart from the rest of the

mass curve.

Now let us consider at one time the whole mass curve between

A and G. Adopting the balancing line AG results in the dis-

tribution indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4sa: cut ab makes fill

be; cut de makes fill cd; cut ef makes fill/g. The total haul is

represented by the sirni of the areas ABC, CDE, and EFG.

Next, let us shift the balancing line to a higher position, A'G'.

In thus raising the balancing Hne we effect three changes: (i) We
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decrease the total haul-area by the sum of the two strips AA'C'C

and EE'G'G, and this decrease is an advantage; (2) we increase

the total haul-area by the strip CC'E'E; and this is a dis-

advantage; and (3) we introduce waste between A and A', and

borrow between G and G'; and this is a disadvantage. The dis-

tribution resulting from the balancing Hne A'G' is shown by

a a'

ji a'c'+E'G—c'E'= p, A'G' is fhe economic balaaoing line

Figs. 45 (middle), 45a (upper), 45b (lower).

arrows in Fig. 45b. Whether or not it is economical to raise

the balancing line above the base line depends upon the relation

between the advantage of decreasing the haul (sta-yds.) and the

corresponding disadvantage of introducing waste and borrow.

If A'G' is so drawn as to make

A'C + E'G' = C'E' + p, (47)
or

A'C + E'G' - C'E' = p, (48)
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where p is the hmiting distance; then A'G' is the economic

balancing line. This may be shown as follows:

If we drop the balancing Hne A'G' (so drawn as to produce

the equaUty above written), the yard at A' goes to C
,
giving a

haul = A'C sta-yds.; the yard at E' goes to G'
,
giving a haul =

E'G' sta-yds. ; the total haul for the two yards being ^'C + E'G'

sta-yds.

If we raise the balancing hne above A'G' , the yard at E' goes

to C, giving a haul = E'C sta-yds. The yard at A' is wasted,

and the yard at G' must be borrowed, thus giving a haul of E'C
plus a yard of waste plus a yard of borrow, and this is equiva-

lent to haul E'C -\- p, since one yard of waste plus one yard of

borrow is equivalent to one yard hauled a distance p (Sees. 206

and 207). Since by assumption A'C + E'G' = C'E' -f- /» it is

plain that it is a matter of indifference whether we haul the yard

.at ^' to C and the yard at E' to G', or haul the yard at E' to

C, and waste the yard at A' and borrow a yard for G'.

Now if we raise the balancing hne one cubic yard (to scale)

above A'G' to the position A"G",

A"C' + E"G" < C'E" + p, (49)

which means that it is cheaper to haul the yard at A" to C" and

haul the yard at E" to G", than to haul the yard at E" to C",

waste the yard at A", and borrow the yard for G". On the

other hand, if we lower the balancing Hne by one cubic yard

(to scale) from A'G' to A"'G"',

A"'C" + E"'C" > C'E'" + p, (so)

which means that it is cheaper to haul the yard at E'" to C"

,

waste the yard at A'" , and borrow the yard for G'", than to

haul the yard at A'" to C" , and haul the yard at E'" to G'".

213. Economic balancing line for a mass curve of one sag

and one hump. — Fig. 46 shows a self-contained section of earth-

work. The mass curve shows that the cut is not sufficient to

complete either of the two fills. It is assumed that the necessary
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borrow can be obtained as advantageously at one point of the

profile as at another.

The question is : Shall the cut all be hauled to one fill ? If so,

to which fill? If not, what part of the cut shall be hauled to the

left; what part to the right?

Economic Division Point—

x

IfLM= MN, LN is the Economic Balancing Line

Fig. 46.

Draw the balancing line AB. With this balancing line the

whole cut is hauled to the left, completing the fill to a. The fill

to the left of a as well as the fill to the right of b must be made

of borrow. Neglecting the borrow, for that will be the same

whatever disposition is made of the cut, the haul resulting from

the balancing line AB is proportional to the area ACB.

Next, try the balancing Kne CD. This results in hauling all

the cut to the right, completing the fill to d. The required bor-

row is the same with this as with the first balancing line. The

area CDB is the measure of the haul involved in moving all the

cut to the right.

If the area CBD is less than the area ACB the cut should be

taken to the right rather than to the left. However, on further
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consideration we shall find that neither AB nor CD is the eco-

nomic balancing hne for this mass curve.

Draw by trial the balancing lineLMN so as to makeLM =MN.
LMN is the economic balancing line. Using this balancing line,

the cut to the left of m makes the fill to I; and the resulting haul

is measured by the area LCM. The cut to the right of m makes

the fill to n; and the resulting haul is measured by the area

MBN. The total haul with this balancing line is thus measured

by total area, LCM + MBN. We now go on to show that this

total area is a minimum.

If we raise the balancing line LMN slightly— say a distance

t— the right-hand haul-area is decreased by the strip above

MN; but the left-hand haul-area is at the same time increased

by the longer strip above LM; and the net result of raising the

balancing line the sHght distance, t, is to increase the total haul-

area. Evidently by raising the balancing Hne step by step—
a distance t each time— the strip added at each step to the

left-hand haxil-area is longer than the corresponding strip taken

away from the right-hand area. This means that any position

of the balancing line above LMN involves more hatil-area, and

therefore more haul, than the balancing line LMN.
Again, try the effect on haul-area of lowering the balancing

hne from the position LMN. By dropping LMN a small dis-

tance, t, the haul-area on the left is decreased by the strip lying

below LM; but at the same time the longer strip below MN is

added to the haul-area on the right. Hence the net result of

lowering the balancing hne by the small distance t is an increase

in the total haul-area. If we go on lowering the balancing line

step by step, each successive step increases the right-hand haul-

area more than it decreases the left-hand haul-area. Thus it

appears that any position of the balancing line below LMN
involves more haul-area, and therefore more haul, than LMN.
To sum up. The balancing Hne LMN is so drawn (by trial)

that the two segments, LM and MN, are equal. Any balancing
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line, above or below LMN, involves more haul-area, and there-

fore more haul, than LMN. Therefore LMN is the economic

balancing line.

If LM=MN, LN is the Economic Balancing Line

Fig. 46a.

Note i. — Another way of stating the proposition above is: for the

conditions shown in Fig. 46, the position of the economic division point in

the cut is that which makes the extreme haul-distances equal. Thus the

proposition is stated by Mr. George H. Tinker who gave an algebraic proof

of it in Engineering News, 1901, vol. 45, p. 82.

Note 2. — The same proposition apphes, of course, in the case of a profile

which shows a fill lying between two cuts either one of which is sufficient

to make the complete fill. Thus in Fig. 46a, LMN, which is so drawn as to

make LM = MN, is the economic balancing Kne.

Note 3. — Fig. 46. The division point m of the cut has been so located

as to give the least total haul. If the material in the cut is not divided at

m there wOl be unnecessary haul. Now, under some conditions of grading

it is not economical, on the whole, to eliminate all such unnecessary haul.

For example, if the material is moved with carts, and hauhng against grade

is more expensive than with the grade, by reason of the steepness of the

grade or the presence of water in the up-grade cut, it will be unwise to adhere

to the plan of dividing the cut precisely at m. Again, if the cut is taken
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out by means of a steam-shovel plant the economical working of that plant

win probably require wide departure from the plan of distribution which

involves the least haul— perhaps even to the extent of hauhng all of the cut

in one direction if the topography at one end of the cut permits a low grade for

the hauling track while the topography at the other end requires an exces-

sive grade.

The fact that in practice it is often wise to depart more or less from the

plan which involves the least haul is not an argument against making such

plan. It is sound engineering to make such plan of distribution and depart

from it only in so far as good reasons for so doing present themselves.

214. Economic continuous balancing line for a mass curve

with two sags and two humps. — Fig. 47 shows a profile of a self-

Borrow,
a /l' b

Borrow-,
r)_s

The EconoTnio Continuous Balancing Line is LP if LM-l-NO= M N'-l- P; but the Broken Balancing Line L' N', N"P"is the'
Economic Balancing Line in this Case

Fig. 47.

contained stretch of earthwork; that is, no material is moved

past a or /. The mass curve, drawn below the profile, shows

that there is more fill than cut. Material to the amount repre-

sented by the ordinate FF' must be borrowed. Let it be assumed

that borrow is as readily got at one part of the profile as at

another.

The Une LP, drawn by trial so as to make

LM + 1<^0 = MN + OP, (si)

is the economic continuous balancing line for this mass curve,
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because it gives the least total haul-area, as shown thus: if we

raise the balancing line LP a small distance t, we add two strips

of haul-area above LM and NO, which strips have a greater

total length than the total length of the two strips below MN
and OP which are taken away from the haul-areas. The net

result of raising the balancing line above the position LP is,

therefore, to increase the total haul-area. In hke manner it may-

be shown that to drop the balancing line below the position LP
is to increase the total haul-area. Hence LP is the economic

continuous balancing line.

The same principle will enable us to place the economic contin-

uous balancing Hne across any equal number of humps and sags.

This principle is given on page 361 of Proceedings, American

Railway Engineering Association, vol. 7 (1906), and its first use

in America is attributed to Mr. F. Reineker.

In Sec. 215 it will be shown that the economic continuous

balancing line may or may not be the economic balancing Hne.

215. Continuous balancing line vs. broken balancing line. —
We have shown that LP is the economic continuous balancing Hne

for the profile of Fig. 47. Now we shall show that for this case

there is a broken balancing Hne which is the economic balancing

line.

Let LP be broken at N. Raise LN to the position L'N'

,

such that

L'M' = M'N'. (52)

Lower NP to the position N"P" , such that

N"0" = 0"P". (53)

It is apparent that the broken balancing Hne L'N' , N"P" is the

economic balancing line for this case. The only effect which

this breaking of the continuous balancing Hne has on the borrow

is to shift borrow L'L to N'N, and borrow PP" to NN".
It may appear at first glance that the economic continuous

balancing Hne can always be broken to advantage; but this is
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not SO. Fig. 48 shows a mass curve for which LP, so drawn as

to make LM + NO = MN + OP, is the economic balancing

Una. If we break LP at N, and shift each part, regardless of

the other, to obtain a minimum total haul-area for each part, we
find that LN must be lowered to the position L'N' for which

L'M' = M'N'; and NP must be raised to the position N"P"
for which N"0" = 0"P". But this shifting of the two parts

A Basel/ine—- c

B_yMass Curve

\N" n"o"=o"p" o7

The Economic Continuous Balancing Line L P is the Economic
Balancing Line in tliis Case

Fig. 48.

causes them to overlap between N" and N' ; and such overlapping

is inadmissible. In the case shown in Fig. 48 the continuous

economic balancing line is therefore the economic balancing line.

It may be stated as a general rule that the continuous economic

balancing Hne is the economic balancing hne except when it can

be broken into parts and each part, considered by itself, shifted

to the position of least haul without an overlapping of the parts.

216. When the base line is the economic balancing line. —
In Fig. 49, which represents a mass curve constructed on the base

Une AD, let it be assumed that the length of each of the segments

into which the base Kne is cut by the mass curve is not greater

than the Hmiting distance, p (Sees. 206 and 207) . The mass curve

shows that the cuts and fills balance between the two points A
and D. Let it be assumed that no material is to be moved past

A or D. Let it be assumed, further, that

AB + CD -BC < p. (54)
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Under the foregoing conditions the economic balancing Hne

is the base hne AD. This is true because to raise or lower the

balancing hne AD or any part thereof is to introduce waste and

borrow; and under the given conditions waste and borrow are

not economical.

AB>i> \BC>P_J CDP-P

The Base Line is the Economic Balancing Line

Fig. 49.

217. Examples of economic balancing lines. — It is assumed

that the conditions are such that no material will be moved past

either end of the profile in any of the figures (folding plate, page

146) to which reference is made in this section. Each profile is

accompanied by its mass curve.

On each mass curve the economic balancing Hne is represented

by a full, heavy hne and is designated by two or more of the

letters L, M, N, L', M', N'. . . .

The economic distribution of material, corresponding to the

economic balancing line, is indicated by arrows on the profile.

The figures are given in pairs; the first figure of each pair

shows the mass curve above the base Hne; the second shows the

miass curve below the base Hne. The two figures of each pair

present the same problem as far as determining the economic

balancing Hne.

In every case p = Hmiting distance (Sees. 206 and 207).

Fig. so. — The profile shows a cut only. There is no fiU into

which the material of the cut may be diunped; hence the entire

cut must be wasted. This condition is clearly reflected in the

mass curve, which, rising from start to finish, precludes a balanc-

ing Hne. Fig. 50a shows a fill the material for which must be

borrowed.
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Fig. 51. — Here we have a cut and a fill. The cut ah is more

than sufficient to make the fill hm. Hence there is waste. This

condition is shown by the fact that the right extremity of the

mass curve Hes above the base line. Draw a horizontal through

M to meet the mass curve at L. If LM is not greater than p,

the limiting distance, LM is the economic balancing line. As-

suming that LM > p, draw the vertical LI. The portion Ih of

the cut just makes the fill hm. The portion al of the cut is

wasted. This is the economical distribution of the material,

and is indicated by arrows on the profile. In Fig. 51a we have

the foregoing conditions reversed: the fill ah is larger than the

cut hm, so that the fill al is borrowed, and fill Ih takes the entire

cut, hm.

Fig. j2. — The right extremity, C, of the mass curve lies at

a distance CC above the base line, which means that waste to

the amount of CC (to scale) cannot be avoided. We drew

through C the horizontal CA' meeting the left slope of the mass

curve at A'. We scaled the distance A'C and found it to be

greater than p, the limiting distance. Therefore A'C cannot

be the economic balancing line. Next we raised the balancing

line to the position LM such that LM = p. LM is the economic

balancing line. Hence the economic distribution: cut Ih makes

fill bm; cut al is wasted; and fill mc is borrowed. In Fig. 52a

we have a similar case, except that the fill is larger than the

cut. Hence borrowing to the amount CC (to scale) cannot be

avoided. A'C is greater than p; therefore A'C is not the eco-

nomic balancing line. The economic balancing line in this figure

is LM so drawn as to make LM = p. The arrows show the

economic distribution.

Fig. 53. — Here the cut balances the fill. That is to say, the

material of the cut is just sufficient to make the fill. This con-

dition is shown by the mass curve which begins and ends on the

base line. It is assumed that the base line intercept, LM, is not

greater than p, the limiting distance. In this case the economic
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balancing line is LM coincident with the base line. Fig. 53a

tells a similar story.

Fig. 54.— Here, too, the cut balances the fill: the mass curve

starts from and returns to the base Hne. The base hne intercept,

AC, is assumed to be greater than p, the Hmiting distance. Con-

sequently AC IS not the economic balancing Hne. The economic

balancing line is LM so drawn that LM = p. These remarks

apply also to Fig. 54a.

•^^^- 55- — The mass curve starts on the base line and ends

below the base line. The fill exceeds the cut by CC (to scale)

cubic yards. Hence borrow, to the amount CC , is unavoidable.

Assume the base line intercept to be not greater than p, the limit-

ing distance. The base Hne is the economic balancing Hne.

This case is then just like that of Fig. 53 except for the need of

borrowing. If the base line intercept were greater than p the

economic balancing Hne would be determined as in Fig. 54.

Fig. 5 5a shows waste instead of borrow, but presents the same

problem as Fig. 55.

Fig. j6. — The profile shows a fill between two cuts. The
mass curve, beginning on the base line and ending at N above

the base line, shows that there is unavoidable waste to the extent

of NN' (to scale) cubic yards. The base Hne cannot be the

balancing Hne in this case because it is touched by the mass

curve at only one point. The lowest balancing line which can

be drawn is CA', a horizontal through C. A'C is not the eco-

nomic balancing line. Draw a horizontal through N cutting the

mass curve at L and M. Assrmiing that the intercept LM is

not greater than p, the limiting distance, and that MN is not

greater than LM, the economic balancing Hne is LN. Fig. s6a

shows a cut between two fills, but the problem presented is the

same as that in Fig. 56.

Fig. jy. — The conditions here differ from the concHtions of

Fig. 56 in this: On drawing the horizontal through N, Fig. 57,

we find the intercept .4 'if is greater than p, the limiting distance.
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Here economy requires that we break the balancing line A'N' at

M, and raise the left-hand portion to the position L'M' such that

L'M' = p. L'M' , MN is the economic balancing Hne. The

arrows indicate the economic distribution. The same remarks

apply to Fig. 57a.

Fig. 58. — Here, as in Figs. 56 and 57, there is a fill lying be-

tween two cuts. Draw a horizontal through D, the right-hand

end of the mass curve, cutting the mass curve at B' and B" . As-

sume thatB"D is greater than B'B" . B'B"D is not the economic

balancing line. Draw the horizontal LM so as to make the two

intercepts, LM and MN, equal. Assuming that neither LM nor

MN is greater than p, the Hmiting distance, LMN is the eco-

nomic balancing line. Fig. 58a shows a cut lying between two

fills but the problem of determining the economic balancing line

is the same as in Fig. 58.

Fig. jQ. — The conditions here are like those of Fig. 58, except

that here we find on drawing a horizontal LN so as to make

LM = MN, that both LM and MN are greater than p, the limit-

ing distance. Hence, LMN is here not the economic balancing

hne. Economy requires us to break the balancing line LMN at

M; raise the left portion to the position L"M" such that L"M"
= p; and lower the right portion to the position M'N' such that

M'N' = p. The broken balancing Hne L"M", M'N' is the eco-

nomic balancing Hne. Fig. 59a presents the same problem.

Fig. 60. — Here again we have a fill lying between two cuts.

The fill in this case, however, is greater than the combined cuts,

and this means unavoidable borrow. Draw through N', the

right end of the mass curve, a horizontal cutting the curve at M'.

Assuming that neither LM, the base Hne intercept, nor M'N' is

greater than p, the limiting distance, the broken balancing Hne

LM, M'N' is the economic balancing line. Fig. 60a shows a cut

lying between two fiUs, the cut being more than sufficient to

make the fills, so that there is unavoidable waste. The problem

of Fig, 60a is the same as that of Fig, 60.
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218. Practical use of mass curve in planning distribution.—
Mass curves in practice are commonly much longer than any of

those which appear in this book. It is believed, however, that

any mass curve, no matter how long it may be, can be readily

divided into segments each of which presents a problem of dis-

tribution separate from the problems of the adjacent segments;

and that each individual problem thus segregated will fall under

some one of the special cases which are presented in the foregoing

and following Sections.

When the mass curve is used for planning distribution, it must

be revised or reconstructed, in whole or in part, as a necessary

preliminary to each revision of the plan of distribution, which

may be made necessary by discovering, from grading completed

or in progress, a material difference between some of the volumes

and swell-factors used in plotting the mass curve, and the cor-

responding actual volumes and swell-factors.

The engineer can plan distribution, under the conditions of this

chapter, much more rapidly and satisfactorily by the use of the

mass curve than otherwise, provided he be familiar with such use.

Anyone who can plot profiles can be taught quickly to construct

mass curves; hence the engineer can have a mass curve prepared

for his use at any time, at little expense. It remains for each

engineer to discover by experience whether or not his use of the

mass curve is in general desirable, and to decide whether or not

to use the mass curve in any given case of making or revising a

plan of distribution. See Sec. 226.



CHAPTER X
ECONOMIC BALANCING LINE FOR MASS CURVE PLOTTED

FROM FILL-VOLUMES AND EQUATED CUT-VOLUMES

This chapter discusses the appUcation of the principle of economic distribution

to each of several typical forms of mass curve, progressing from the simple to the

complex. The mass curves here represent cubic yards of swelled material; while

the mass curves of the preceding chapter represent cubic yards in place.

219. Note. — Every mass curve in this chapter is plotted

from the estimated fill-volumes and equated estimated cut-

volumes. This means that each station-volume of cut was

multiplied by its estimated swell-factor, and the resulting swelled

volumes were combined with the estimated fill-volumes to obtain

the ordinates to the mass curve.

For economic balancing lines for mass curves plotted from

cut-volumes and equated fill-vol\mies, and for mass curves

plotted from fill-volumes and cut-voltmies of unity swell see

Chapter IX.

220. Economic balancing line for simple loop. — The base

line, Fig. 62, is the economic balancing line provided ^C is not

greater than p, the limiting distance; and the

total haul = (^^^^5^^^) F5,

\ s / lob
^^^^

where 5 = swell-factor for cut ah; F = cubic yards per inch of

ordinate; and S = feet per horizontal inch of the mass curve.

li AC 11, greater than p, the economic balancing Hne is A'C

so placed that A'C = p; and the total haul = Y-j (area A'BC)

— sta-yds; but in this case AA' is wasted and C'C is borrowed.
TOO

148
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Fig. 62.

221. Economic balancing line for corrugated loop.—Referring-

to Fig. 63 : Let Si and 52 be the swell-factors of cuts Ci and C2

respectively. AE is the base hne of the mass curve. Draw the

horizontal ^2-E2 to touch the sag at C. Draw the horizontal

-Swell Factors-

Fig. 63.

AiEi between A2E2 and the base line. Draw AzEg above A2E2

to cut the sag at C and C". Now if .42^2 is less than p, the

limiting distance, the problem of determining the economic

balancing line is the same as if the loop were simple (Sec. 220),
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But if AiEi is greater than p, the problem of determining the

economic balancing Hne comes under Sec. 222, which see.

222. Economic balancing line for two long loops separated

by a short loop. — Fig. 64. At first glance the base line seems

Swell Factors

to be the economic balancing Kne, provided neither LN nor QU
is greater than p, the limiting distance.

Let W = total cost of wasting i c.y. in place at I, less Ky,

B = total cost of borrowing i c.y. in place at u;

Ki = cost of excavating and dumping i c.y. (in place) of

the material of cut i

;

Ki = cost of excavating and dumping i c.y. (in place) of

the material of cut 2

;

S\ = swell-factor of cut i

;

S2 = swell-factor of cut 2

;

5j, = swell-factor of material for borrow at u
;

T = cost per station-yard of haul = cost of hauling i c.y.

(in place) 100 ft.

With the base line as balancing line the distribution is as follows:

material of cut Im makes fill mn;

material of cut oq makes fill no
;

material of cut qr makes fill ru.
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1

One yard of fill at n is made by — c.y. of material from /, re-

LN I
quiring haul =— . One yard of fill at u is made by— c.y. of

material from q, requiring a haul = ^—
. To make the two

yards of fill requires a total haul = \- ^—
; and the cost of

making the two yards of fill and the resulting excavation is

The alternative is to make the yard of fill at n with - c.y. of
' 52

material from q; requiring haul = -^ and costing ^ + (^— IT;
Si Si \ Si /

T 7?

make the yard of fill at u with - c.y. of borrow, at a cost of —

;

Sb Sb

and waste the — c.y. at / at a cost of —^H . Total cost of
Sl Si Si

alternative is

,=s+/Wj.+^+^+if.
(5,)

Si \ Si / S,, Si Si

The two plans of distribution are equally economical when
X = y. The two long hauls are economical when x < y. The

plan of wasting and borrowing is economical when x > y. If

the latter is the case, the balancing line should be raised to the

position L'N'Q'U' such that x = y; and this position is found

by trial. All the haul-distances must be expressed in stations

in the foregoing equations.

223. Economic balancing line for mass curve with one sag

and one hump. — Fig. 65. The profile shows a fill lying between

two cuts. The mass curve shows that there is unavoidable

waste to the amount of DD' (to scale) cubic yards.
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Let Si = swell-factor of cut i

;

^2 = swell-factor of cut 2

;

Y = cubic yards represented by one inch of ordinate;

5 = feet represented by one horizontal inch of mass curve.

Remember that the ordinates of the mass curve are made up
from fill-volumes and equated cut-volumes.

Waste; I"
J 2?

Swell Factors

Waste

LM N is the Economic Balancing Line if LM= MN^J)
For meaning of hrhs, -eto.,see § 233

Fig. 65.

Draw the horizontal LMN so as to make

LM _MN
Sl Si

(S8)

LMN is the economic balancing line. This may be shown as

follows:

If we raise the balancing line LMN a small distance t to the

position L'M'N', we add to the area MCN a strip MM'N'N of

which the length is | {MN + M'N') = MN -\- h, say; and

ft\ YS
this means an increase of (MN -f- ^1) ( - )

— sta-yds. of haul.
\sj 100

(Sees. 14 and 15.) But at the same time we take away from the
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haul-area LBM the strip LL'M'M of which the length is

^ {LM + L'M') = LM — hi, say; and this means a decrease of

/ 1\ YS{LM — h) ( — )— sta-yds. of haul. If we let H' = net in-
\^i/ 100

crease in haul which results from raising the balancing line

from the position LMN to the position L'M'N', we have

'= {MN + h) (^) ^-{LM- h) (-)— • (59)
\52/ 100 \Si/ 100

Now MN _LM
Si Si

therefore e'=(^^W^- (60)
\S2 5i/ ICO

Thus we find that this increase, H' , in the total haul, due to

raising the balancing line the small distance t, is positive. There-

fore it is not economical to raise the balancing Hne above the

position LMN.
Again: If we lower the balancing line a small distance t, to

the position L"M"N", we add to the haul-area LBM the strip

LL"M"M, the length of which is^ (LM + L"M") = LM + h,
/ 1\ YS

say; and this increases the haul by (LM -t- ^3) ( - I
— • And at

\5i/ 100

the same time we take away from the haul-area MCN the strip

MM"N"N, the length of which is | {MN -h M"N") =MN - k,

/t\ YS
say, thus decreasing the total haul-area by {MN — ki)(—\

sta-yds. Let H" - net increase in haul resulting from this

lowering of the balancing line. Then

H" = {LM + h)
(jj
^-{MN- h) (-] ^^

,52/ 100

(
* + *,)^3ta.yds., (6.)
Si 52/ ICO
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Since =
. U IS a positive quantity, inerefore it is

not economical to lower the balancing line below the position

LMN.
We see that either to raise or to drop the balancing line from

the positionLMN is to increase the total haul. Therefore LMN,
the balancing line of minimum haul, is the economic balancing

line.

224. Economic balancing line for a mass curve with two sags

and two humps. — Fig. 66. The profile shows from left to right

a cut, a fill, a cut, a fill, and a cut. The mass curve shows that

the material of the cuts exceeds the requirement of the fills by

FF' (to scale) cubic yards.

Draw the horizontal LQ so as to make

LM
,
NO MN

,
00

Si S2 S2 S3
(62)

LMNOQ is the economic continuous balancing line, as we shall

see.

Let Si = swell-factor of cut i

;

Si =

Ss =
2;

3;

"dropping"

hi = decrement in LM due to raising LQ a small distance /.

h = increment " MN
hi = decrement " NO
hi = increment " OQ
h = " " LM
he = decrement " MN
hr = increment " NO
hi = decrement " OQ
Y = cubic yards represented by one inch of ordinate;

S = feet represented by one horizontal inch of mass curve.

If we raise the balancing line a small distance, t, above the posi-

tion LQ, the net increase in haul is
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H' =
nuN + h) .

{OQ + h)
Si S3

_ /{LM - h) ^ {NO-h) \-\tYS

Sl S2 J lOO

(;

~ -{ 1 h — sta-yds.,
^3 ^1 ^2/ lOO

Since
MN.OQ LM .NO „, . ... „, ,

1

—

- = 1 . U IS positive, rherefore

(63)

raising

^A Base Line y For meaning of h-^fiT- see § 824

Fig. 66.

the balancing line above the position ZQ increases the haul,

and is not economical.

If we drop the balancing line a small distance t below the

position LQ, the resulting net increase in the haul is

E" =
/{LM + h) ^ {NO + h,)\

\ Si S2 I

_/{MN-h)
^

{OQ-hs
S2 S3

tYS

100

/hs , hr , h ,
h\tYS . , /^ s= — + - + - + — sta-yds., (64),

\5i 52 ^2 S3/ 100
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. LM
,
NO MN

,
00 e rr// • •^- A A •

Since 1
=

1

—

~ . So H is positive, and dropping
Si Si $2 Sz

the balancing line below the position LQ increases the haul.

We find that the haul is increased whether we raise or lower

the balancing line from the position LQ, which means that LQ
is the economic continuous balancing line.

In Sec. 215 it is shown that the continuous economic balancing

line is not in every case the economic balancing hne. Sometimes

the form of the mass curve is such as to make it possible to reduce

the haul resulting from the balancing Hne LQ by breaking that

line at N. The principle brought out in Sec. 215 applies here.

225. When swell-factors are all equal. — If the swell-fac-

tors of any section of this chapter each be replaced by i, the

section will reduce to the corresponding section of the preceding

chapter. For example, eq. 62 will then become eq. 51. More-

over, if the swell-factors of any section of this chapter be given

a uniform value other than i, the section will become about

as simple as the corresponding section of the preceding chapter.

With this change eq. 62, for example, will reduce to eq. 51.

226. Practical use of mass curve in planning distribution,

— The work of planning distribution with mass curve based

on equal swell-factors is httle greater than with mass curve

based on the common swell-factor i (Sec. 118). On the contrary,

the additional work required with mass curve based on unequal

swell-factors is considerable. However, it is not often that

data pertaining to future swell and yardage is so reliable as to

justify the adoption of unequal swell-factors in planning dis-

tribution. In the majority of cases the engineer will use the

swell-factor i for all the cuts involved in one distribution problem;

and in most of the cases in which the data will warrant deviating

from the swell-factor i, will be justified in adopting some other

uniform swell-factor.
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center of mass, 36, 79, 108.

free-haul limits, 55, 75, 77, 79, 81, 90, 107, in.
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moments, 44, 49, 70, 71, 84, 91, 112.

overhaul, 69-71, 76, 78, 80, 85, 92, 108, 113.

Average, haul-distance, 73.

overhaul-distance, 74.

Balancing line, base line, 142.

broken, 141, 156.

continuous, 141, 156.

corrugated loop, 133, 149.

economic, 131-156.

examples (Figs. 5a-6oa), 143, 146.

horizontal, 23.

oblique, 23.

one sag and one hump, 136, 151.
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Balancing line, simple loop, 131, 148.

two long loops separated by short loop, 134, 150.

two sags and two humps, 140, 154.

Base line o£ mass curve, 19.

economic balancing line when, 142.

Basis of overhaiJ computation, Amer. Ry. Eng. Ass'n., 53.

(A), (B), methods of free average haul, 51, 52, 54.

(C), method of free straight haul, 52, 53.

distinguished from Method, 54, 68.

interpretation, 54.

review of American practice, 51.

Beard, E. J., 70.

Berg, Walter G., 51.

Borrow, 124-130.

cost, 127.

land for, 127.

Bruer, R. P., 70.

Cart-cut, actual and ideal, 2-6.

Center of gravity, arithmetic (Methods II, III, IV, VI, VIII), 42-44, 48, 69, 70,

75, 77, 79, 83, 90, 108, III-

as for single prismoid (Method III), 42, 69, 77.

center of length (Method II), 42, 69, 75.

center of mass (Methods IV, V), 43, 69, 79, 81, 108, no.

cut, 42-49.

determined readily or with difficulty, 3, 4.

eye (Method I), 42, 69, 73, 100.

fill, 42-49.

haul, I, 40.

mass curve (Methods V, VII), 43, 46, 69, 70, 81, 87, no, 115.

methods I-VIII, 42-49.

moments, arithmetic (Methods VI, VIII), 44, 49, 70, 83, in.

mass curve (Method VII), 46, 70, 87, 115.

single prismoid, 40, 41, 48, 90.

series of prismoids, 42-49.

true, 40, 41, 48, 90, 91.

Center of length, center of gravity, 42, 69, 75.

center of mass, 35, 36.

Center of mass, arithmetic, 35, 36, 43, 69, 79, 108.

center of gravity, 43, 69, 79, 81, 108, no.

mass curve, 38, 43, 69, 81, no.

single prismoid, 35.

series of prismoids, 36, 38, 43, 79, 81, 108, no.
Center of volume (same as Center of mass).
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Comparison of methods and resiJts, overhaul, 92, 116.

Computation {see Center of gravity, Center of mass. Haul, Overhaul).

slide-rule, 17, 18, 104, 106, 113.

Crosshaul, defined, 59.

economical under some conditions, 62, 66, 130, 139.

examples, 3-6, 60-66.

overhaul increased by, 63.

total haul increased by, 59.

to be ignored when, 6, 58, 66.

Cross-sectioning, impracticable when, 3, 12.

Cut, actual replaced by ideal, 2-6, 98, 99, 102.

center of gravity {see also Center of gravity), 40-49.

center of mass {see also Center of mass), 35-39.

steam-shovel, 4, 12, 98.

-volume = volmne of a body of cut.

Data, overhaul, 72, 98.

Disposition {see Distribution).

Distance, average haul-, 73.

average overhaul-, 74.

error in, due to plotting and scaling, 27.

free-haul, 50, 52, 73, 99.

haul-, I, 2.

limiting, 123, 128.

overhaul-, 50.

Distribution, actual, 2-6, 72, 98.

assumed, 2-6, 99.

depart from plan of, when, 139.

economic, 121-156.

ideal, 2-6, 99.

plan must be revised, 121-122.

planning, 121, 147, 156.

principle of economic, 130.

Division plane or point {see also Limits, and Balancing line), 3, 4, 106, 137, 139.

"Earthworls and Its Cost," Gillette, 6, 24, 38.

"Earth and Rock Excavation," Prelini, 7.

Economic balancing line, base line when, 142.

broken, 141, 156.

continuous, 141, 156.

corrugated loop, 133, 149.

examples (Figs. so-6oa), 143, 146.

one sag and one hump, 136, 151.

simple loop, 131, 148.
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Economic balancing line, two long loops separated by one short loop, 134, 150.

two sags and two humps, 140, 154.

Economic distribution, 121-156.

principle, 130.

Engineering News, 24, 38, 70, 139.

"Engineers' Field Book," Searles, 41.

Equating factor, 11, 73, 103.

Error, area, 28.

cost o£ overhaul, 66.

distance plotted or scaled, 27.

limit, 30.

overhaul, 92, 116, 119.

Estimating overhaul (Method I), 69, 72, 98.

Eye determination, center of gravity, 42, 69, 73, 100.

free-haul limits, 59, 73, 99.

limits of bodies of niaterial, 35, 73, 99.

overhaul (Method I), 69, 72, 98.

Factor, adjusted, 13-18.

determination of, 11-18, 73, 103-105.

equating-, 11, 73, 103-105.

estimated, 13-18, 103-105, 121, 123, 156.

swell-, 10, 13, 103-105, 121, 123, 156.
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42 " 128

43 " 132
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44 " 133

45 " 13s
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Fill, actual replaced by ideal, 2-6, 98, gg.

center of gravity {see also Center of gravity), 40-49,

center of mass (see also Center of mass), 3S-4g.

limits {see also Limits), 33-35.

trestle, 3.

-volume = actual volume of a body of fill,

widening, 3.

Fisher, S. B., 24.

Free average haul, (A) and (B), 51, 52.

Free-haul distance, American practice, 52.

defined, 50.

Free-haul limits, arithmetic, 55, 75, 107.

at only one end of cut when, 6, 58, sg, 66.

defined, 53-

eye," 59, 73, 99-

mass curve, 56, 81, no.

Free straight haul, (C), 52.

Gillette, H. P., 6, 24, 38.

Gravity center {see also Center of gravity), 40-49.

Halcombe, N. M., iv.

Haul, area of mass curve, 24-27, 87, 89, 115.

arithmetic, i, 44, 4g, 84, 112.

center of gravity, i, 40.

cross-, 3-6, 59, 63.

free average, 51, 52, 54.

free straight, 52, 53.

least, not always economical, 130, 139.

limit of profitable, 123, 128.

mass curve, 24, 25, 46, 87, 89, 115.

minimum, not always economical, 130, 139.

over- {see also Overhaul), 50.

48

49

So-6oa facing
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Haul, unit of, 2.

Haul-distance, 1, ^.

average, 73.

Ideal cart-cut, 3-6.

Increment, swell-, 10.

In-place volume, 2.

Inspection, center of gravity, 42, 69, 73, 100.

free-haul limits, 59, 73, 99.

limits of bodies of material, 35, 73, 99.

overhaul (Method I), 69, 72, 98.

Least haul not always economical, 130, 139.

Limiting distance, with free haul, 128.

without free haul, 123.

Limit of error, area, 28.

cost of overhaul, 66.

distance plotted or scaled, 27.

overhaul, 92, 116.

Limit of profitable haul, with free haul, 128.

without free haul, 123.

Limits of body of material, arithmetic, 33, 75, 105.

eye, 35. 73, 99-

mass curve, 34, 81, ro9.

Limits of free haul, arithmetic, 55, 75, 107.

defined, 53.

eye, 59, 73, 99-

mass curve, 56, 81, iro.

on only one end of cut when, 6, 58, 59, 66.

"Manual" of recommended practice, Amer. Ry. Eng. Afc'n., 7, 53.

"Manual for Resident Engineers," by Molitor and Beard, 70.

Mass, center of {see also Center of mass), 35-39.

Mass curve, area and haul, 24, 25, 46, 87.

balancing line {see also Balancing line), 23, 131-156.

baseline, i9-2r, 142.

center of gravity {see also Center of gravity), 43, 46.

center of mass {see also Center of mass), 38.

characteristics, 22.

construction of, 19.

defined, 20.

free-haul limits, 56.

limits of bodies, 34.

moments, 46, 87, 115.

plotting, 31, 81, 109.
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Mass curve, scale of ordinates, 30.

used for planning distribution, 121, 147, 156.

Mass diagram = mass curve.

Material, economic distribution (see also Distribution), 121-156.

disposition of, actual and assumed, 2-5, 72, 98, gg.

swell and shrinkage, 6.

Measurement of volume, impracticable when, 2.

Method, free average haul (A), (B), 51, 52, 54.

free straight haul (C), 52, 53.

moments, 44, 49, 70, 84, 112.

arithmetical {see Arithmetical computation).

eye {see Eye determination).

mass curve {see Mass curve).

Methods of computing, center of gravity {see also Center of gravity), 40-48.

center of mass {see also Center of mass), 36-38.

compared, 92, 116.

distinguished from Bases, 54, 68.

free-haul limits {see also Limits of free haul), 55, 56, 59.

haul, I, 24, 25.

limits of body of material {see also Limits of body of material), 33, 34, 35.

overhaul {see also Overhaul), 68-71.

Mid-point, center of gravity, 42, 75.

center of mass, 35, 36.

Minimum haul not always economical, 130, 139.

Molitor, F. A., 70.

Moments, arithmetic, 44, 49, 70, 84, 112.

mass curve, 46, 87, 115.

Ordinates of mass curves, scales, 30.

Overhaul, average distance, 74.

Amer. Ry. Eng. Ass'n. basis (C), 53.

arithmetical methods: II, 69, 74; III, 69, 76; IV, 69, 78, loi; VI, 70, 82, in;

VIII, 70, 89.

bases of computation, (A), (B), (C), 51-54.

clause of specifications, 53.

comparison of methods and results, 92, 116.

current American practice, 51.

data, 72, 98.

defined, 50.

distance, 50.

error in computed, 66, 92, 116.

estimating, 69, 72, 98.

examples, 72-120.

eye method, I, 69, 72, 98.
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Overhaul, interpretation of bases (A) and (B), 54.

mass-curve methods: V, 69, 80, 109; VII, 70, 86, 114.

methods of computing, I-VIII, 68-71.

moments, arithmetic, 70, 84, 91, 112.

mass curve, 87, 115.

of Fig. 19, Methods I-VIII, 72-96.

of Fig. 38, Methods I, IV-VII, 97-120.

results, 92, 116, and Fig. 36 facing 67.

statement, 68 and Fig. 36.

true, 92, 116.

Place, volume in, 2.

Plan of distribution, economic, 121-156.

making, 130, 147, 156.

mass curve, 131-156.

must be revised, 121.

Plotting, mass ciu-ve, 31, 81, log.

errors of, 27.

Prelini, Charles, 7.

Principle of economic distribution, 130.

Prismoid, center of gravity (see also Center of gravity), 40.

center of mass {see also Center of mass), 35.

definition, 35.

Prismoids, center of gravity of series (see also Center of gravity), 42-49.

center of mass (see also Center of mass), 36-39.

"Proceedings," American Railway Engineering Association, 38, 51, 70.

Profile of quantities, 19.

Profitable haul, limit of, 123, 128.

Ratio, swell-, 10.

"Railroad Curves and Earthwork," by Allen, 41.

Raymond, W. G., 41.

"Railroad Construction," by Webb, 7.

Reineker, F., 141.

Results of overhaul computation. Fig. 36 facing 67.

compared, 92, 116.

"Rock Excavation," by Gillette, 6.

Russell, T. S., 38, 70.

Sandstrom, A. C, iv.

Scale of ordinates for mass curve, 30.

Scaling, errors of, 27.

Searles, W. H., 41.

Shrinkage, 6.

factor, 10,
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Slide-rule, 17, 18, 104, 106, 113.

Specifications, 53.

Statement of overhaul, 68 and Fig. 36.

Station-volume = volume of a single prismoid.

Station-yard, 2.

Steam-shovel, 4, 12, 98.

Substation-volume = volume of a- single prismoid less than 100 ft. long.

Swell, 6.

depends on thoroughness of mixing, 8.

examples of, 103.

factor {see also Swell-factor), 10.

increment, 10.

not uniform, 6-10.

ratio, 10.

Swell-factor, 10.

adjustment, 13-18.

estimated, 13-18, 121, 123, 156.

determination, 11-18, 73, 103-105.

Tables: I, 117; II, 118; III, 119.

Tinker, George H., 139.

Trestle fill, 3.

True, center of gravity, 40, 41, 48, 90, 91.

overhaul, 70, 89, 92, 116.

Unit of haul, i.

Volume, cut-, = volume in place.

equated cut-, = volume in place X swell-factor.

equated fill-, = volume of fill X equating factor.

fill-, = actual volume of a body of fill.

in place, 2.

station-, = volume of a single prismoid.

substation-, = volume of prismoid less than 100 ft. long.

swelled cut-, = volume in place X swell-factor.

Waste, 124-130.

suitable land for, 127.

Webb, Walter Loring, 7.

Widening fill, 2.

Yardage, = volume in cubic yards.
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Kidder—Architects' and Builders' Pocket-book 16mo, mor.,

Merrill—Stones for Building and Decoration Svo,

Monckton—Stair-building 4to,

Patton—Practical Treatise on Foundations Svo,

Peaeody—Naval Architecture Svo,

Rice—Concrete-block Manufacture Svo,

RiCHEY—Handbook for Superintendents of Construction 16mo, mor.
Building Foreman's Pocket Book and Ready Reference.. . .16mo, mor.
Building Mechanics' Ready Reference Series; *

Carpenters' and Woodworkers' Edition 16mo, mor.
Cement Workers' and Plasterers' Edition 16mo, mor.
Plumbers', Steam-Fitters', and Tinners' Edition 16mo, mor.
Stone- and Brick-masons' Edition 16mo, mor.

RiES—Building Stones and Clay Products Svo.

Sabin—House Painting (Glazing, Paper Hanging and Whitewashing) . 12mo
SiEBERT and Biggin—Modern Stone-cutting and Masonry Svo
Snow—Principal Species of Wood Svo
Wait—Engineering and Architectural Jurisprudence Svo

Sheep,

Law of Contracts Svo
Law of Operations Preliminary to Construction in Engineering and

Architecture Svo
Sheep

Wilson—Air Conditioning 12mo
Worcester and Atkinson—Small Hospitals, Establishment and Mainte-

nance, Suggestions for Hospital Architecture, with Plans for a Small
Hospital , 12mo,

S3
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CoHN—Indicators and Test-papers 12mo, $2 00
Tests and Reagents Svo, 3 00

Cooper—Constitutional Analysis by Physico-chemical Methods (Inorganic),

{In Press.)

Danneel—Electrochemistry. (Merriam.) 12mo, *1 25
Dannerth—Methods of Textile Chemistry 12mo, 2 00
DuHEM—Thermodynamics and Chemistry. (Burgess.) Svo, 4 00
EissLER—Modern High Explosives Svo, 4 00
Ekeley—Laboratory Manual of Inorganic Chemistry 12mo, *1 00
Fletcher—Practical Instructions in Quantitative Assaying with the Blow-

pipe 16mo, mor., 1 50
Fovvler—Sewage Works Analyses 12mo, 2 GO
Fresenius—Manual of Qualitative Chemical Analysis. (Wells.) Svo, 5 00

Manual of Qualitative Chemical Analysis. Part I. Descriptive.

(Wells.) Svo, 3 00
Quantitative Chemical Analysis. (Cohn.) 2 vols Svo, 12 50

When Sold Separately, Vol. I, $Q. Vol. II, $S.

FUERTES—Water and Public Health 12mo, 1 50
Fuller—Qualitative Analysis of Medicinal Preparations 12mo, *1 50
Furman and Pardoe—Manual of Practical Assaying Svo, 3 00
Getman—Exercises in Physical Chemistry 12mo, *2 00
Gill—Gas and Fuel Analysis for Engineers 12mo, 1 25
GoocH—Methods in Chemical Analysis Svo, *4 00

and Browning—Outlines of Qualitative Chemical Analysis. . Small Svo. ^l 25
Grotenfelt—Principles of Modern Dairy Practice. (Woll.) 12mo, 2 00
Groth—Introduction to Chemical Crystallography. (Marshall.).. . 12mo, 1 25
Hammarsten—Text-book of Physiological Chemistry. (Mandel.). . . .Svo, *4 00
Hanausek—Microscopy of Technical Products. (Winton.) Svo, 5 00
Haskins—Organic Chemistry 12mo, *2 00
Herrick—Denatured or Industrial Alcohol Svo, *4 00
Hinds—Inorganic Chemistry Svo, 3 00

Laboratory Manual for Students 12mo, *1 00
HoLLEMAN—Laboratory Manual of Organic Chemistry for Beginners.

(Walker.) 12mo, *1 00
Text-book of Inorganic Chemistry. (Cooper.) Svo, 2 50
Text-book of Organic Chemistry. (Walker and Mott.) Svo, 2 50

(Ekeley) Laboratory Manual to Accompany Holleman's Text-book of

Inorganic Chemistry 12mo, *1 00
HOLLEY—Analysis of Paint and Varnish Products Small, Svo, *2 50

Lead and Zinc Pigments Small Svo, *3 00
Hopkins—Oil-chemists' Handbook Svo, 3 00
Jackson—Directions for Laboratory Work in Physiological Chemistry . . Svo, 1 25
Johnson—Rapid Methods for the Chemical Analysis of Special Steels, Steel-

making Alloys and Graphite Small Svo, 3 00
Landauer—spectrum Analysis. (Tingle.) Svo, 3 00
Lassar-Cohn—Application of Some General Reactions to Investigations in

Organic Chemistry. (Tingle.) 12mo, 1 00
Leach—Food Inspection and Analysis Svo, 7 50
Lob—Electrochemistry of Organic Compounds. (Lorenz.) Svo, 3 00
Lodge—Notes on Assaying and Metallurgical Laboratory Experiments . . Svo, 3 00
Low—Technical Method of Ore Analysis Svo, 3 00
Lowe—Paint for Steel Structures 12mo, 1 00
Lunge—Techno-chemical Analysis. (Cohn.) 12mo, 1 00
McKay and Larsen—Principles and Practice of Butter-making Svo, ^l 50
Maire—Modern Pigments and their Vehicles ' 12mo, 2 00
Mandel—Handbook for Bio-chemical Laboratory 12mo, 1 50
Martin—Laboratory Guide to Qualitative Analysis with the Blowpipe. 12mo, *0 60
Mason—Examination of Water. (Chemical and Bacteriological.).. . .12mo, 1 25

Water-supply. (Considered Principally from a Sanitary Standpoint.)
Svo, 4 00

Mathewson—First Principles of Chemical Theory Svo, *1 00
Matthews—Laboratory Manual of Dyeing and Textile Chemistry Svo, 3 50

Textile Fibres Svo, 4 00
Meyer—Determination of Radicles in Carbon Compounds. (Tingle.)

Third Edition 12mo, *1 25
Miller—Cyanide Process 12mo, 1 00

Manual of Assaying 12mo, 1 00

4
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CIVIL ENGINEERING.

BRIDGES AND ROOFS, HYDRAULICS, MATERIALS OF ENGINEER-
ING. RAILWAY ENGINEERING.

American Civil Engineers' Pocket Book. (Mansfield Merriman,
Editor-in-chief.) 16mo, mor.

Baker—Engineers' Surveying Instruments 12ino
BlXBY—Graphical Computing Table Paper 19^ X24^ inches

Breed and Hosmer—Principles and Practice of Surveying.
Vol. I. Elementary Surveying 8vo
Vol. II. Higher Surveying 8vo

Burr—Ancient and Modern Engineering and the Isthmian Canal 8vo
CoMSTOCK—Field Astronomy for Engineers Svo
Cortiiell—Allowable Pressure on Deep Foundations 12mo
Crandall—Text-book on Geodesy and Least Squares Svo
Davis—Elevation and Stadia Tables Svo
Elliott—Engineering for Land Drainage 12mo
Fiebeger—Treatise on Civil Engineering Svo
Flemer—Phototopographic Methods and Instruments Svo
FoLWELL—Sewerage. (Designing and Maintenance.) Svo
Freitag—Architectural Engineering 8vo
Hauch and Rice—Tables of Quantities for Preliminary Estimates . . . 12mo
HAYFORD—Text-book of Geodetic Astronomy Svo,

Hering—Ready Reference Tables (Conversion Factors.) 16mo, mor.
HosMER—Azimuth 16mo, mor.

Text-book on Practical Astronomy Svo
Howe—Retaining Walls for Earth 12mo
IvES—Adjustments of the Engineer's Transit and Level 16mo, bds.

Ives and Hilts—Problems in Surveying, Railroad Surveying and Geod-
esy 16mo, mor.

Johnson (J. B.) and Smith—Theory and Practice of Surveying. Small Svo
Johnson (L. J.)—Statics by Algebraic and Graphic Methods Svo
Kinnicutt, Winslow and Pratt—Sewage Disposal Svo,

Mahan—Descriptive Geometry Svo,

Merriman—Elements of Precise Surveying and Geodesy Svo
Merriman and Brooks—Handbook for Stu-veyors 16mo, mor.
Nugent—Plane Surveying Svo
Ogden—Sewer Construction Svo

Sewer Design 12mo
Ogden and Cleveland—Practical Methods of Sewage Disposal for Resi-

dences, Hotels, and Institutions Svo,

Parsons—Disposal of Municipal Refuse Svo
Patton—Treatise on Civil Engineering Svo, half leather

Reed—Topographical Drawing and Sketching 4to

RiEMER—Shaft-sinking under Difficult Conditions. (Corning and Peele.)
Svo,

Siebert and Biggin—Modern Stone-cutting and Masonry Svo
Smith—Manual of Topographical Drawing. (McMillan.) Svo
SoPER—Air and Ventilation of Subways , 12mo
Tracy—Exercises in Surveying 12mo, mor.

Plane Surveying 16mo, mor.
Venable—Garbage Crematories in America Svo

Methods and Devices for Bacterial Treatment of Sewage Svo
Wait—Engineering and Architectural Jurisprudence Svo

Sheep
Law of Contracts Svo,

Law of Operations Preliminary to Construction in Engineering and
Architecture Svo

Sheep,

Warren—Stereotomy—Problems in Stone-cutting Svo
Waterbury—Vest-Pocket Hand-book of Mathematics for Engineers.

22 X5| inches, mor.
Enlarged Edition, Including Tables mor.

Webb—Problems in the Use and Adjustment of Engineering Instruments.
16rao, mor.

Wilson—Topographic, Trigonometric and Geodetic Surveying Svo

*So 00
3 00

25

3 00
2 50

*3 50
2 50

*1 25
3 00
1 00
2 00

*5 00
5 00
3 00
3 50

*1 25*

3 00
2 50
1 00

*2 00
1 25

*0 25

1 50
*3 50
2 00

*3 00
*1 50
2 50
2 00
3 50
3 00
2 00

*1 50
2 00
7 50
5 00

00
50
50
50
00
00

2 00
3 00
6 00
6 50
3 00

5 00
5 50
2 50

*1 00
*1 50

1 25
3 50



BRIDGES AND ROOFS.

Bishop—Structural Details of Hip and Valley Rafters... Oblong large 8vo, ^Sl 75
BoLLER—Practical Treatise on the Construction of Iron Highway Bridges

Svo, 2 00
Thames River Bridge Oblong paper, *5 00

Burr and Falk—Design and Construction of Metallic Bridges 8vo, 5 00
Influence Lines for Bridge and Roof Computations Svo, 3 00

Du Bois—Mechanics of Engineering. Vol. II Small 4to. 10 00
Foster—Treatise on Wooden Trestle Bridges 4to, 5 00
Fowler—Ordinary Foundations Svo, 3 50
Greene—Arches in Wood, Iron, and Stone Svo, 2 50

Bridge Trusses Svo, 2 50
Roof Trusses Svo, 1 25

Grimm—Secondary Stresses in Bridge Trusses Svo, 2 50
Heller—Stresses in Structures and the Accompanying Deformations. .8vo, 3 00
Howe—Design of Simple Roof-trusses in Wood and Steel Svo, 2 00

Symmetrical Masonry Arches Svo, 2 50
Treatise on Arches Svo, 4 00

Hudson—Deflections and Statically Indeterminate Stresses Small 4to, *3 50
Plate Girder Design Svo, *1 50

Jacoby—Structural Details, or Elements of Design in Heavy Framing, Svo, *2 25
Johnson, Bryan and Turneaure—Theory and Practice in the Designing of

Modern Framed Structures. New Edition.

Part I. Stresses in Simple Structures Svo, *3 00
Part II. Statically Indeterminate Structures and Secondary Stresses

Svo, *4 00
Merriman and Jacoby—Text-book on Roofs and Bridges:

Part I. Stresses in Simple Trusses Svo, 2 50
Part II. Graphic Statics Svo, 2 50
Part III. Bridge Design Svo, 2 50
Part IV. Higher Structures Svo, 2 50

RiCKER—Design and Construction of Roofs Svo, 5 00
Sondericker—Graphic Statics, with Applications to Trusses, Beams, and

Arches Svo, *2 00
Waddell—De Pontibus, Pocket-book for Bridge Engineers. . . . 16mo, mor., 2 00

Specifications for Steel Bridges 12mo, *0 50

HYDRAULICS.

Barnes—Ice Formation Svo, 3 GO

Bazin—Experiments upon the Contraction of the Liquid Vein Issuing from
an Orifice. (Trautwine.) Svo, 2 00

Bovey—Treatise on Hydraulics Svo, 5 00

Ohurch—Diagrams of Mean Velocity of Water in Open Channels.
Oblong 4to, paper, 1 50

Hydraulic Motors Svo. 2 00
Mechanics of Fluids (Being Part IV of Mechanics of Engineering) . .Svo, 3 00

Coffin—Graphical Solution of Hydraulic Problems 16mo, mor., 2 50

Flather—Dynamometers, and the Measurement of Power 12mo, 3 00

FoLWELL—Water-supply Engineering Svo, 4 00

Frizell—Water-power Svo, 5 00

FuERTES—Water and Public Health 12mo, 1 50

Fuller—Domestic Water Supplies for the Farm Svo, *1 50

Ganguillet and Kutter—General Formula for the Uniform Flow of Water
in Rivers and Other Channels. (Hering and Trautwine.).. .Svo, 4 00

Hazen—Clean Water and How to Get It Small Svo, 1 50

Filtration of Public Water-supplies Svo, 3 00

Hazelhurst—Towers and Tanks for Water-works Svo, 2 50

Herschel—115 Experiments on the Carrying Capacity of Large, Riveted,

Metal Conduits Svo, 2 00

HoYT and Grover—River Discharge Svo, 2 00

Hubbard and Kiersted—Water-works Management and Maintenance, Svo, 4 00

Lyndon—Development and Electrical Distribution of Water Power . . Svo, *3 00

Mason—Water-supply. (Considered Principally from a Sanitary Stand-

point.) Svo, 4 00

Merriman—Elements of Hydraulics 12mo, *1 00

Treatise on Hydraulics. 9th Edition, Rewritten Svo, *4 00
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MoLiTOR—Hydraulics of Rivers, Weirs and Sluices 8vo,*S2 00
Morrison and Brodie—High Masonry Dam Design 8vo, *1 50

Schuyler—Reservoirs for Irrigation, Water-power, and Domestic Water
supply. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged Large 8vo, 6 00

Thomas and Watt—Improvement of Rivers 4to, *6 00

TuRNEAURE and Russell—Public Water-supplies -. Svo, 5 00

Wegmann—Design and Construction of Dams. 6th Ed., enlarged 4to, *6 00

Water Supply of the City of New York from 1658 to 1895 4to, 10 00

Whipple—Value of Pure Water Small 8vo, 1 00

Williams and Hazen—Hydraulic Tables 8vo, 1 50

Wilson—Irrigation Engineering Svo, 4 00

Wood—Turbines Svo, 2 50

MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING,

Baker—Roads and Pavements Svo, 5 00
Treatise on Masonry Construction Svo, 5 00

Black—United States Public Works Oblong 4to, 5 00
Blanchard—Bituminous Surfaces and Bituminous Pavements. (/k Preparation.)

and Drowne—Highway Engineering, as Presented at the Second
International Road Congress, Brussels, 1910 Svo, *2 00

Text-book on Highway Engineering (In Press.)

Bottler—German and American Varnish Making. (Sabin.) . . .Small Svo, *3 50
Burr—Elasticity and Resistance of the Materials of Engineering Svo, 7 50
Byrne—Highway Construction Svo, 5 00

Inspection of the Materials and Workmanship Employed in Construction.
16ino,

Church—Mechanics of Engineering Svo,

Mechanics of Solids (Being Parts I, II, III of Mechanics of Engineer-
ing) Svo,

Mechanics of Fluids (Being Part IV of Mechanics of Engineering) ,Svo,

Du Bois—Mechanics of Engineering: |

Vol. I. Kinematics, Statics, Kinetics Small 4to,

Vol. II. The Stresses in Framed Structures, Strength of Materials and
Theory of Flexures Small 4to,

Eckel—Building Stones and Clays Svo,
Cements, Limes, and Plasters Svo,

Fowler—Ordinary Foundations Svo,
Fuller and Johnston—Applied Mechanics:

Vol. I. Theory of Statics and Kinetics (7k Press.)

Vol. II. Strength of Materials (In Preparation.)

Greene—Structural Mechanics Svo, *2 50
HOLLEY—Analysis of Paint and Varnish Products .Small Svo, *2 50

Lead and Zinc Pigments Small Svo, *3 00
Hubbard—Dust Preventives and. Road Binders Svo, *3 00
Johnson (J. B.)—Materials of Construction Large Svo, 6 00
Keep—Cast Iron Svo, 2 50
King—Elements of the Mechanics of Materials and of Power of Transmis-

sion Svo, *2 50
Lanza—Applied Mechanics Svo,
Lowe—Paints for Steel Structures 12mo,
Maire—Modern Pigments and their Vehicles 12mo,
M A.URER—Technical Mechanics Svo,
Merrill—Stones for Building and Decoration Svo,
Merriman—Mechanics of Materials Svo,

Strength of Materials 12mo,
Metcalf—Steel. A Manual for Steel-users 12mo,
Morrison—Highway Engineering Svo,
MuRDOCK—Strength of Materials 12mo,
Patton—Practical Treatise on Foundations ' Svo,

Rice—Concrete Block Manufacture Svo,
Richardson—Modern Asphalt Pavement Svo,
Richey—Building Foreman's Pocket Book and Ready Reference . 16mo.mor.,

Cement Workers' and Plasterers' Edition (Building Mechanics' Ready
Reference Series) 16mo, mor..

Handbook for Superintendents of Construction 16mo, mor..
Stone and Brick Masons' Edition (Building Mechanics' Ready Reference

Series) 16mo, mor., *1 50

8
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RiES—Building Stones and Clay Products 8vo.*S3 00
Clays: Their Occurrence, Properties, and Uses 8vo, *5 00
and Letghton—History of the Clay-working Industry of the United

States 8vo, *2 50
Sabin—Industrial and Artistic Technology of Paint and Varnish Svo, 3 00
Smith—Strength of Material 12mo, *1 25
Snow—Principal Species of Wood Svo, 3 50
Spalding—Hydraulic Cement 12mo, 2 00

Text-book on Road and Pavements 12mo, *2 00
Taylor and Thompson—Concrete Costs Small Svo, *5 00

Extracts on Reinforced Concrete Design Svo, *2 00
Treatise on Concrete, Plain and Reinforced Svo, 5 00

Thurston—Materials of Engineering. In Three Parts Svo, 8 00
Part I. Non-metallic Materials of Engineering and Metallurgy. . .8vo, 2 00
Part II. Iron and Steel Svo. 3 50
Part III. A Treatise on Brasses, Bronzes, and Other Alloys and their

Constituents Svo, 2 50
TiLLSON—Street Pavements and Paving Materials Svo, *4 00
TuRNEAURE and Maurer—Principles of Reinforced Concrete Construction.

Svo, 3 50
Waterbury—Cement Laboratory Manual 12mo, 1 00

Laboratory Manual for Testing Materials of Construction 12mo, *1 50
Wood (De V.) Treatise on the Resistance of Materials, and an Appendix on

the Preservation of Timber Svo, 2 00
(M. P.)—Rustless Coatings: Corrosion and Electrolysis of Iron and

Steel Svo, 4 00

RAILWAY ENGINEERING.

Berg—Buildings and Structures of American Railroads 4to, 5 00
Brooks—Handbook of Street Railroad Location 16mo, mor., 1 50
Burt—Railway Station -Service 12nio, *2 00
Butts— Civil Engineer's Field-book 16mo, mor., 2 50
Crandall—Railway and Other Earthwork Tables Svo, 1 50

and Barnes—Railroad Surveying 16mo, mor., 2 00
Crockett—Methods for Earthwork Computations Svo, *1 50
Dredge—History of the Pennsylvania Railroad. (1879) Paper, 5 00
Fish—Earthwork Haul and Overhaul (In Press.)

Fisher—Table of Cubic Yards Cardboard, 25
Gilbert, Wightman and Saunders—Subways and Tunnels of New York.

Svo, *4 00
Godwin—Railroad Engineers' Field-book and Explorers' Guide. .16mo, mor., 2 50

Hudson—Tables for Calculating the Cubic Contents of Excavations and
Embankments Svo, 1 00

Ives and Hilts—Problems in Surveying, Railroad Surveying and Geodesy.
16mo, mor., 1 50

MOLITOR and Beard—Manual for Resident Engineers 16mo, 1 00
Nagle—Field Manual for Railroad Engineers 16mo, mor., 3 00
Orrock—Railroad Structures and Estimates Svo, *3 00
Philbrick—Field Manual for Engineers 16mo, mor., 3 00
Raymond—Elements of Railroad Engineering Svo, 3 50

Railroad Engineer's Field Book (In Preparation.)

Railroad Field Geometry 16mo, mor., 2 00
Roberts—Track Formulse and Tables 16mo, mor., 3 00
Searles—Field Engineering 16mo, mor., 3 00

Railroad Spiral
,

16mo, mor., 1 50
Taylor—Prismoidal Formulae and Earthwork Svo, 1 50

Webb—Economics of Railroad Construction Small Svo, 2 50
Railroad Construction 16mo, mor., 5 00

Wellington—Economic Theory of the Location of Railways.. . .Small Svo, 5 00
Wilson—Elements of Railroad-Track and Construction 12mo, 2 00



DRAWINQ.
Barr and Wood—Kinematics of Machinery ', .8vo
Bartlett—Mechanical Drawing. Third Edition 8vo

Abridgment of the Second Edition.. . .Svo
and Johnson—Engineering Descriptive Geometry Svo

Bishop—Structural Details of Hip and Valley Rafters. . . . Oblong large Svo
Blessing and Darling—Descriptive Geometry Svo

Elements of Drawing Svo
CooLiDGE—Manual of Drawing Svo, paper,

and Freeman—Elements of General Drafting for Mechanical Engineers
Oblong 4to

DuELEY—Kinematics of Machines „ Svo.

Emch—Introduction to Projective Geometry and its Application Svo.

French and Ives—Stereotomy Svo.
Hill—Test-book on Shades and Shadows, and Perspective Svo.

Jamison—Advanced Mechanical Drawing Svo,
Elements of Mechanical Drawing Svo

Jones—Machine Design:

Part I. Kinematics of Machinery Svo
Part II. Form, Strength, and Proportions of Parts Svo

Kimball and Barr—Machine Design Svo
MacCord—Elements of Descriptive Geometry Svo

Kinematics; or, Practical Mechanism Svo
Mechanical Drawing 4 bo

Velocity Diagrams Svo
McLeod—Descriptive Geometry Small Svo
Mahan—Descriptive Geometry and Stone-cutting Svo

Industrial Drawing. (Thompson.) Svo
Mover—Descriptive Geometry Svo
Reed—Topographical Drawing and Sketching Ito
Reid—Mechanical Drawing. (Elementary and Advanced.) Svo

Text-book of Mechanical Drawing and Elementary Machine Design. Svo,

Robinson—Principles of Mechanism Svo.

Schwamb and Merrill—Elements of Mechanism Svo
Smith (A. W.) and Marx—Machine Design Svo

(R. S.)—Manual of Topographical Drawing. (McMillan.) Svo.

TitsWORTH—Elements of Mechanical Drawing Oblong large 8vo
Warren—Elements of Descriptive Geometry, Shadows, and Perspective. Svo.

Elements of Machine Construction and Drawing Svo
Elements of Plane and Solid Free-hand Geometrical Drawing.. . . 12mo
General Problems of Shades and Shadows Svo
Manual of Elementary Problems in the Linear Perspective of Forms and

Shadows 12mo
Manual of Elementary Projection Drawing 12mo.
Plane Problems in Elementary Geometry 12mo

Weisbach—Kinematics and Power of Transmission. (Herrmann and
_ Klein.) Svo

WiLSONr(H. M.)—Topographic, Trigonometric and Geodetic Surveying. Svo.

(V. T.) Descriptive Geometry Svo
Free-hand Lettering Svo
Free-hand Perspective Svo

WooLF—Elementary Course in Descriptive Geometry Large Svo

t2 50
*3 00
*1 50
*1 50
*1 75
*1 50
*1 50
1 00

50
00
50
50
00
00
50

1 50
3 00

*3 00
00
00
00
50
.0

50
50

2 00
5 00
2 00
3 00
3 00
3 00
3 00
2 50
1 25
3 50
7 50
1 00
3 00

ELECTRICITY AND PHYSICS.

Abegg—Theory of Electrolytic Dissociation, (von Ende.) ^ 12mo, ^l 25
Andrews—Hand-book for Street Railway Engineers 3 X5 inches, mor., 1 25
Anthony and Ball—Lecture-notes on the Theory of Electrical Measure-

ments 12mo, 1 00
and Brackett—Text-book of Physics. (Magie.) Small Svo, 3 00

Benjamin—History of Electricity Svo, 3 00
Betts—Lead Refining and Electrolysis Svo, 4 00
Burgess and Le Chatelier—Measurement of High Temperatures. Third

Edition Svo, *4 00
Classitn—Quantitative Analysis by Electrolysis. (Hall.) (In Press.)
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Collins—Manual of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony 12mo,*51 50
Crehore and Squier— Polarizing Photo-chronograph Svo, 3 00
Danneel—Electrochemistry. (Merriam.) 12mo, *1 25
Dawson—" Engineering" and Electric Traction Pocket-book. , IGmo, mor., 5" 00
DoLEZALEK—Theory of the Lead Accumulator (Storage Battery), (von

Ende.) 12mo, 2 50
DuHEM—Thermodynamics and Chemistry. (Burgess.) Svo, 4 00
Flather—Dynamometers, and the Measurement of Power 12mo, 3 00
Getman—Introduction to Physical Science 12mo, *1 50
Gilbert—De Magnete. (Mottelay.) Svo, 2 50
HANCEiETT—Alternating Currents ; 12mo, *1 00
Hering—Ready Reference Tables (Conversion Factors) IGmo, mor., 2 50
Hobart and Ellis—High-speed Dynamo Electric Machinery Svo. *6 00
Holman—Precision of Measurements Svo, 2 GO

Telescope-Mirror-scale Method, Adjustments, and Tests. . . .Large Svo, 75
Hutchinson—High-Efficiency Electrical lUuminants and Illumination.

Small Svo, *2 50
Tones—Electric Ignition for Combustion Motors Svo, *4 00
Karapetoff—Experimental Electrical Engineering:

Vol. I Svo, *'3 50
Vol. II Svo, *-2 50

Kinzbrunner—Testing of Continuous-current Machines Svo, 2 00
Koch—Mathematics of Applied Electricity Small Svo, ^^'3 00
Landauer—spectrum Analysis. (Tingle.) Svo, 3 00
Lauffer—Electrical Injuries 16mo, *0 50
Lob—Electrochemistry of Organic Compounds. (Lorenz.) Svo, 3 00
Lyndon—Development and Electrical Distribution of Water Power.. . .Svo, *3 00
Lyons—Treatise on Electromagnetic Phenomena. Vols. I and II, Svo, each, *6 00
Martin—Measurement of Induction Shocks 12mo, *"! 25
MiCHiE—Elements of Wave Motion Relating to Sound and Light Svo, *4 00
Morgan—Physical Chemistry for Electrical Engineers 12mo, ^l 50
NORRis—Introduction to the Study of Electrical Engineering Svo, *2 50
PARSHALLand Hobart—Electric Machine Design 4to, half mor., *12 50
Reagan—Locomotives: Simple, Compound, and Electric Small Svo, 3 60
RODENHAUSER and Schoenawa—Electric Furnaces in the Iron and Steel

Industry (Vom Baur.) (In Press.)

Rosenberg—Electrical Engineering. (Haldane Gee—Kinzbrunner.) .Svo, *2 00
Ryan—Design of Electrical Machinery:

Vol. I. Direct Current Dynamos Svo, *1 50
Vol. II. Alternating Current Transformers Svo, *1 50
Vol. III. Alternators, Synchronous Motors, and Rotary Converters.

Svo, *-l 50

ScHAPPER—Laboratory Guide for Students in Physical Chemistry. . . . 12mo, 1 00
Tillman—Elementary Lessons in Heat Svo, *1 50

TiMBiE—Answers to Problems in Elements of Electricity 12mo, Paper, *0 25
Elements of Electricity Small Svo, *2 00
Essentials of Electricity 12mo, *1 25

Tory and Pitcher—Manual of Laboratory Physics Small Svo, 2 00
Ulke—Modern Electrolytic Copper Refining Svo, 3 00

Waters—Commercial Dynamo Design Svo, *'2 00

LAW.

Brennan—Hand-book of Useful Legal Information for Business Men.
16mo, mor., *5 00

Davis—Elements of Law Svo, *2 50

Treatise on the Military Law of United States Svo, *7 00

Dudley—Military Law and. the Procedure of Courts-martial. . .Small Svo, *2 50

Manual for Courts Martial 16mo, mor., 1 50

Wait—Engineering and Architectural Jurisprudence Svo, 6 00
Sheep, 6 50

Law of Contracts : Svo. 3 00

Law of Operations Preliminary to Construction in Engineering and
Architecture ' 8vo, 5 00

Sheep, 5 50
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MATHEMATICS.
BAKER-;-Elliptic Functions Svo, SI 50
Briggs—Elements of Plane Analytic Geometry. (Bociier.) 12mo, 1 00
Buchanan—Plane and. Spherical Trigonometry Svo, *1 00
BYERLY—Harmonic Functions Svo, 1 00
Chandler—Elements of the Infinitesimal Calculus 12mo, 2 00
Coffin—Vector Analysis 12mo, *2 50
CoMPTON—Manual of Logarithmic Computations 12mo, 1 50
Dickson—College Algebra Small Svo, *1 50

Introduction to the Theory of Algebraic Equations Small Svo, *1 25
Emch—Introduction to Projective Geometry and its Application Svo, 2 50
FiSKE—Functions of a Complex Variable Svo, 1 00
Halsted—Elementary Synthetic Geometry Svo, 1 50

Elements of Geometry Svo, 1 75
Rational Geometry 12mo, *1 50
Synthetic Projective Geometry Svo, 1 00

Hancock—Lectures on the Theory of Elliptic Functions Svo, *5 00
Hyde—Grassmann's Space Analysis Svo, 1 00
Johnson (J. B.) Three-place Logarithmic Tables: Vest-pocket size, paper, *0 15

100 copies, *5 00
Mounted on heavy cardboard, S XIO inches, *0 25

10 copies, *2 00
(W. W.) Abridged Editions of Differential and Integral Calculus.

Small Svo, 1 vol.. 2 50
Curve Tracing in Cartesian Co-ordinates 12mo, 1 00
Differential Equations Svo, 1 00
Elementary Treatise on Differential Calculus Small Svo, 1 50
Elementary Treatise on the Integial Calculus Small Svo, 1 50
Theoretical Mechanics l2mo, *3 00
Theory of Errors and the Method of Least Squares 12mo, 1 50
Treatise on Differential Calculus Small Svo, 3 00
Treatise on the Integral Calculus Small Svo, 3 00
Treatise on Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations .... Small Svo, 3 50

Karapetoff—Engineering Applications of Higher Mathematics:
Part I. Problems on Machine Design Small Svo, *0 75

Koch—Mathematics of Applied Electricity Small Svo, *3 00
Laplace—Philosophical Essay on Probabilities. (Truscott and Emory.)

12mo, 2 00
Le Messurier—Key to Professor W. W. Johnson's Differential Equations.

Small Svo. *1 75
Ludlow—Logarithmic and Trigonometric Tables Svo, *1 00

and Bass—Elements of Trigonometry and Logarithmic and Other
Tables Svo, *3 00

Trigonometry and Tables published separately Each, *'2 00
Macfarlane—Vector Analysis and Quaternions Svo, 1 00
McMahon—Hyperbolic Functions Svo, 1 00
Manning—Irrational Numbers and their Representation by Sequences and

Series 12mo, 1 25
Marsh—Industrial Mathematics Small Svo, *2 00
Mathematical Monographs. Edited by Mansfield Merriman and

Robert S. Woodvi^ard Octavo, each, 1 00
No. 1. History of Modern Mathematics, by David Eugene Smith.

No. 2. Synthetic Projective Geometry, by Georgk Bruce Halsted.
No. 3. Determinants, by Laenas Gifford Weld.
No. 4. Hyperbolic Functions, by James McMahon.
No. 5. Harmonic Functions, by William E. Byerly.
No. 6. Grassmann's Space Analysis, by Edward W. Hyde.
No. 7. Probability and Theory of Errors, by Robert S. Woodward.
No. 8. Vector Analysis and Quaternions, by Alexander Macfarlane.
No. 9. Differential Equations, by Willl^-M Woolsey Johnson.
No. 10. The Solution of Equations, by Mansfield Merriman.
No. 11. Functions of a Complex Variable, by Thomas S. Fiske.

Maurer—Technical Mechanics Svo, 4 00
Merriman—Method of Least Squares Svo, 2 00

Solution of Equations Svo. 1 00
Moritz—Elements of Plane Trigonometry Svo, *2 00

High School Edition Small Svo, *1 00
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MacCord—Kinematics; or, Practical Mechanism 8vo, $5 00
Mechanical Drawing 4to, 4 00
Velocity Diagrams , , 8vo, 1 50

MacFarland—Standard Reduction Factors for Gases 8vo, 1 50
Mahan—Industrial Drawing. (Thompson.) 8vo, 3 50
Mehrtens—Gas Engine Theory and Design Small 8vo, 2 50
Oberg—Handbook of Small Tools Small 8vo, 2 50
Parshall and Hobart—Electric Machine Design. . .Small 4to, half leather,*12 50
Peele—Compressed Air Plant. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 8vo, *3 50
Poole—Calorific Power of Fuels 8vo, 3 00
Porter—Engineering Reminiscences, 1855 to 1882 8vo, *3 00
Reid—Mechanical Drawing- (Elementary and Advanced.) 8vo, *2 GO

Text-book of Mechanical Drawing and Eleraentary Machine Design . 8vo, 3 00
Richards—Compressed Air , 12mo, 1 50
Robinson—Principles of Mechanism 8vo, 3 00
ScHWAMB and Merrill—Elements of Mechanism Svo, '3 00
Smith (O.)—Press-working of Metals Svo, 3 00

(A. W.) and Marx—Machine Design 8vo, 3 00
SoREL—Carbureting and Combustion in Alcohol Engines. (Woodward and

Preston.) Small Svo, 3 00
Stone—Practical Testing of Gas and Gas Meters Svo, 3 50
Thurston—Animal as a Machine and Prime Motor, and the Laws of

Energetics 12mo, 1 00
Treatise on Friction and Lost Work in Machinery and Mill Work. .8vo, 3 00

Tillson—Complete Automobile Instructor 16mo, "^l 50
TiTSWORTH—Elements of Mechanical Drawing Oblong Svo, *1 25
Warren—Elements of Machine Construction and Drawing Svo, 7 50
Waterbury—Vest Pocket Hand-book of Mathematics for Engineers.

2i X5| inches, mor., *"! 00
Enlarged Edition, Including Tables mor., "^l 50

Weisbach—Kinematics and the Power of Transmission. (Herrmann—
Klein.) Svo, 5 00

Machinery of Transmission and Governors. (Herrmann—Klein.) . Svo, 5 00
Wood—Turbines Svo, 2 50

MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING.

Bottler—German and American Varnish Making. (Sabin.) . , .Small Svo, *3 50
Burr—Elasticity and Resistance of the Materials of Engineering Svo, 7 50
Church—Mechanics of Engineering Svo, 6 00

Mechanics of Solids (Being Parts I, II, III of Mechanics of Engineering).

Svo, 4 50
Fuller and Johnston—Applied Mechanics:

Vol. I. Theory of Statics and Kinetics (In Press.)

Vol, .11. Strength of Materials (In Preparalion.)
Greene—Structural Mechanics Svo, *'2 50
Holley—Analysis of Paint and Varnish Products Small Svo, *2 50

Lead and Zinc Pigments Small Svo, *3 GO
Johnson (C. M.)—Rapid Methods for the Chemical Analysis of Special

Steels, Steel-making Alloys and Graphite Small Svo, 3 GO
(J. B.) Materials of Construction Svo, 6 00

Keep—Cast Iron Svo, 2 50
King—Elements of the Mechanics of Materials and of Power of Trans-

mission Svo, *'2 50
Lanza—Applied Mechanics Svo, 7 50
Lowe—Paints for Steel Structures 12mo, 1 00
Maire—Modern Pigments and their Vehicles 12mo, 2 00
Martin—Text-Book of Mechanics:

Vol. I. Statics 12mo, *1 25
Vol. II. Kinematics and Kinetics 12mo, ^l 50
Vol. III. Mechanics of Materials 12mo, *1 50
Vol. IV. Applied Statics 12mo, *1 50

Maurer—Technical Mechanics ,......; Svo,
,
4 00

Merriman—Mechanics of Materials Svo,
'

5 00
Strength of Materials 12mo, *1 00

Metcalf—Steel. A Manual for Steel-users 12mo, 2 GO
MuRDOCK—Strength of Materials 12mo, *2 GO
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Sarin—Industrial and Artistic Technology of Paint and Varnisli 8vo,
Smith (A. W.)—Materials of Machines 12mo,

(H. E.)—Strength of Material 12mo,
Thurston—Materials of Engineering 3 vols., 8vo,

Part I. Non-metallic Materials of Engineering 8vo,
Part II. Iron and Steel 8vo,
Part III. A Treatise on Brasses, Bronzes, and Other Alloys and their

Constituents 8vo,
Watereury—Laboratory Manual for Testing Materials of Construction.

12mo,
Wood (De V.)—Elements of Analytical Mechanics Svo,

Treatise on the Resistance of Materials and an Appendix on the Preser-
vation of Timber Svo,

(M. P.) Rustless Coatings. Corrosion and Electrolysis of Iron and
Steel Svo,

$3 00
1 00

*1 25
8 00

2 50

2 00

4 00

STEAM-ENGINES AND BOILERS.

Abraham—Steam Economy in the Sugar Factory. (Bayle.) . . . (In Press.)

Berry—Temperature-entropy Diagram. Third Edition Revised and En-
larged : 12mo

Carnot—Reflections on the Motive Power of Heat. (Thurston.).. .12mo,
Chase—Art of Pattern Making 12mo,
Creighton—Steam-engine and other Heat Motors Svo
Dawson—" Engineering " and Electric Traction Pocket-book. ..16nio, mor.
Gebhardt—Steam Power Plant Engineering Svo
Goss—Locomotive Performance Svo,

Hemenway—Indicator Practice and Steam-engine Economy 12mo
HiRSHFELD and Barnard—Heat Power Engineering Svo
Hutton—Heat and Heat-engines Svo

Mechanical Engineering of Power Plants Svo
Kent—Steam Boiler Economy Svo
King—Steam Engineering (,In Press.)

Kneass—Practice and Theory of the Injector Svo
MacCord—Slide-valves Svo
Meyer—Modern Locomotive Construction 4to

Miller, Berry, and Riley—Problems in Thermodynamics.. . .Svo, paper.

Mover—Steam Turbines Svo
Peabody—Manual of the Steam-engine Indicator 12mO;

Tables of the Properties of Steam and Other Vapors and Temperature-
Entropy Table Svo

Thermodynamics of the Steam-engine and Other Heat-engines Svo
Thermodynamics of the Steam Turbine Svo.

Valve-gears for Steam-engines Svo
and Miller—Steam-boilers Svo,

Perkins—Introduction to General Thermodynamics 12mo,

PuPiN—Thermodynamics of Reversible Cycles in Gases and Saturated
Vapors. (Osterberg.) 12mo,

Reagan—Locomotives; Simple, Compound, and Electric. New Edition.

Small Svo,

Sinclair—Locomotive Engine Running and Management 12mo,

Smart—Handbook of Engineering Laboratory Practice 12mo,

Snow—Steam-boiler Practice Svo,

Spangler—Notes on Thermodynamics 12mo,

Valve-gears Svo

Greene, and Marshall—Elements of Steam-engineering Svo,

Thomas—Steam-turbines - - Svo,

Thurston—Manual of Steam-boilers, their Designs, Construction, and
Operation Svo,

Manual of the Steam-engine 2 vols., Svo,

Part I. History, Structure, and Theory Svo,

Part II. Design, Construction, and Operation Svo,

Wehrenfennig—Analysis and Softening of Boiler Feed-water. (Patter-

son.) Svo

Weisbach—Heat, Steam, and Steam-engines. (Du Bois.) Svo

Whitham—Steam-engine Design S

Wqod—Thermodynamics, Heat Motors, and Refrigerating Machines. . .Svo,
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MECHANICS PURE AND APPLIED.

Church—Mechanics of Engineering. ... 8vo, S6 00
Mechanics of Solids (Being Parts I, ll, III of Mechanics of Engineering).

8vo, 4 50
Mechanics of Fluids (Being Part IV of Mechanics of Engineering) .8vo, 3 00
Mechanics of Internal Work 8vo, *l 50
Notes and Examples in Mechanics 8vo, 2 00

D.A.NA— Text-book of Elementary Mechanics for Colleges and Schools ..12mo, 1 50
Du Bois—Elementary Principles of Mechanics:

Vol. I. Kinematics 8vo, 3 50
Vol. II. Statics 8vo, 4 GO
Mechanics of Engineering. Vol. I Small 4to, 7 50

Vol. II Small 4to, 10 00
Fuller and Johnston—Applied Mechanics:

Vol. I. Theory of Statics and Kinetics {In Press.)

Vol. II. Strength of Materials (In Preparation.)

Greene—Structural Mechanics 8vo, *2 50
Hartmann—Elementary Mechanics for Engineering Students 12mo, *1 25
James—Kinematics of a Point and the Rational Mechanics of a Particle.

Small 8vo, 2 00
Johnson ("W. W.) Theoretical Mechanics 12mo, *3 00
King—Elements of the Mechanics of Materials and of Power of Trans-

mission 8vo, *2 50
KoTTCAMP—Exercises for the Applied Mechanics Laboratory, Loose Leaf

Laboratory Manual Oblong 4to, paper, *1 00
Lanza—Applied Mechanics 8vo, 7 50
Martin—Text Book of Mechanics:

Vol. I. Statics 12mo, *1 25
Vol. II. Kinematics and Kinetics 12mo, "^l 50
Vol. III. Mechanics of Materials 12mo, *1 50
V6l. IV. Applied Statics ]2mo, ^l 50

Maurer—Technical Mechanics 8vo, 4 CK)

Merriman—Elements of Mechanics 12mo, *1 00
Mechanics of Materials 8vo, 5 00

MrcHiE—Elements of Analytical Mechanics Svo, *4 00
Robinson—Principles of Mechanism Svo, 3 00
Sanborn— Mechanics Problems Small 8vo, *1 50
Schwame and Merrill—Elements of Mechanism 8vo, 3 00
Wood—Elements of Analytical Mechanics 8vo, 3 00

Principles of Elementary Mechanics 12mo, 1 25

MEDICAL.

Abderhalden—Physiological Chemistry in Thirty Lectures. (Hall and
Defren.) Svo, *5 00

VON Behring—Suppression of Tuberculosis. (Bolduan.) 12mo, 1 00
BOLDUAN—Immune Sera 12mo, *1 50
BORDET—Studies in Immunity. (Gay.) Svo, 6 00
Chapin—The Sources and Modes of Infection 'Small Svo, ^3 00
CoHNHEiM—Enzymes 12mo, * i 50
Davenport—Statistical Methods with Special Reference to Biological Varia-

tions 16mo, mor., 1 50
Effront—Enzymes and Their Applications. (Prescott.) Svo, 3 00
Ehrlich—Studies on Immunity. (Bolduan.) Svo, 6 00
EULER—General Chemistry of the Enzymes. (Pope.) Svo, *3 00
Fischer—Nephritis Small Svo, *2 50

Oedema Svo, *2 00
Physiology of Alimentation Small Svo, *2 00

BE Fursac—Manual of Psychiatry. (Rosanoff and Collins.) . Small Svo, *2 50
Fuller—Qualitative Analysis of Medicinal Preparations 12mo, *1 50
Hammarsten—Text-book on Physiological Chemistry. (Mandel.).. . .8vo, *4 00
Jackson— Directions for Laboratory Work in Physiological Chemistry . Svo, 1 25
Lassar-Cohn—Praxis of Urinary Analysis. (Lorenz.) 12mo, 1 00
LAUFFER-^Electrical Injuries 16mo, *0 50
Mandel—Hand-book for the Bio-Chemical Laboratory 12mo, 1 50
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Martin— Measurement 'of Induction Shocks 12mo, *1 25

Nelson—Analysis of Drugs and Medicines 12mo, *3 00
Pauli—Physical Chemistry in the Service of Medicine. (Fischer.) --- 12nio, *1 25
Pozzi-EscoT—Toxins and Venoms and their Antibodies. (Cohn.) . . .12mo, *1 00
RosTOSKi—Serum Diagnosis. (Bolduan.) 12mo, 1 00
RuDDiMAN—Incompatibilities in Prescriptions 8vo, 2 00

Whys in Pharmacy 12mo, 1 00
Salkowski—Physiological and Pathological Chemistry. (Orndorff.) . 8vo, 2 50
Satterlee—Outlines of Human Embryology 12mo, *1 25

Smith—Lecture Notes on Chemistry for Dental Students 8vo, *2 50
Whipple—Typhoid Fever Small 8vo, *3 00
WOODHULL—Military Hygiene for Officers of the Line Small 8vo, *! 50

Personal Hygiene 12mo, *1 00
Worcester and Atkinson—Small Hospitals Establishment and Mainte-

nance, and Suggestions for Hospital Architecture, with Plans for a
Small Hospital 12mo, 1 25

METALLURGY.

Betts—Lead Refining by Electrolysis 8vo, 4 00
Holland—Encyclopedia of Founding and Dictionary of Foundry Terms

used in the Practice of Moulding 12mo, 3 00
Iron Founder 12mo, 2 50

BoRCHERS—Metallurgy. (Hall and Hayward.) 8vo, *3 00
Burgess and Le Chatelier—Measurement of High Temperatures. Third

Edition 8vo, *4"00

Douglas—Untechnical Addresses on Technical Subjects 12mo, 1 00
GOESEL— Minerals andjMetals: A Reference Book 16mo, mor., 3 00
Iles—Lead-smelting 12mo, *2 50

Johnson—Rapid Methods for the Chemical Analysis of Special Steels,

Steel-making Alloys and Graphite Large, 12mo, 3 00
Keep—Cast Iron 8vo, 2 50

Metcalf—Steel. A Manual for Steel-users 12mo, 2 00
MiNET—Production of Aluminum and its Industrial Use. (Waldo.). . 12mo, 2 50
Palmer—Foundry Practice Small Svo, *2 00
Price and Meade—Technical Analysis of Brass 12mo, *2 00
•RODENHAUSER and Schoenawa—Electric Furnaces in the Iron and Steel

Industry. (VoM Baur.) (In Press )

RuER—Elements of Metallography. (Mathewson.) Svo, *3 00
Smith—Materials of Machines 12mo, 1 00
Tate and Stone—Foundry Practice 12mo, 2 00
Thurston—Materials of Engineering. In Three Parts Svo, 8 00

Part I. Non-metallic Materials of Engineering, see Civil Engineering,
page 9.

Part 11. Iron and Steel Svo, 3 50
Part III. A Treatise on Brasses, Bronzes, and Other Alloys"and Their

Constituents Svo, 2 50
UtKE—Modern Electrolytic Copper Refining Svo, 3 00
West—American Foundry Practice 12mo, 2 50

Moulders' Text Book 12mo, 2 50

MILITARY AND MARINE ENQINEERINQo

ARMY AND NAVY.

Bernadou—Smokeless Powder, Nitro-cellulose, and the Theory of the Cellu-

lose Molecule 12mo, 2 50
Chase—Art of Pattern Making 12mo, 2 50

Screw Propellers and Marine Propulsion , Svo, 3 00
Cloke—Enlisted Specialists' Examiner Svo, *2 00

Gunner's Examiner Svo, *1 50
Craig—Azimuth 4to, 3 50
Crehore and Squier—Polarizing Photo-chronograph Svo, 3 00
Davis—Elements of Law Svo, *2 50

Treatise on the Military Law of United States Svo, *7 00
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Dudley— Military Law and the Procedure of Courts-martial. . ..Small 8vo, *2 50
DuRAND—Resistance and Propulsion of Ships 8vo, 5 00
Dyer—Handbook of Light Artillery 12mo, *3 00
EissLER—Modern High Explosives 8vo, 4 00
FiEBEGER—Text-book on Field Fortification Small 8vo, *2 00
Hamilton and Bond—The Gunner's Catechism 18mo, 1 00
HoFF—Elementary Naval Tactics 8vo, *! 50
Ingalls—Handbook of Problems in Direct Fire Svo, 4 00

Interior Ballistics Svo, *Z 00
LisSAK—Ordnance and Gunnery Svo, *6 00
Ludlow-—Logarithmic and Trigonometric Tables 8vo, *1 00
Lyons—Treatise on Electromagnetic Phenomena. Vols. I. and IL, Svo. each, *6 00
Mahan—Permanent Fortifications. (Mercur) Svo, half mor., *7 50
Manual for Courts-martial 16mo, mor., 1 50
Mercur—^Attack of Fortified Places 12mo,|'*'2 00

Elements of the Art of War Svo, *4 00
Nixon—Adjutants' Manual 24mo, 1 00
Peabody— Naval Architecture Svo, 7 50

Propellers Svo, 1 25
Phelps—Practical Marine Surveying Svo, *2 50
Putnam—Nautical Charts 8vo, 2 00
Rust—Ex-meridian Altitude, Azimuth and Star-Finding Tables Svo, 5 00
Selkirk-— Catechism of Manual of Guard Duty 24mo, *0 50
Sharpe—Art of Subsisting Armies in "War ISmo, mor., 1 50
Taylor—Speed and Power of Ships. 2 vols. Text Svo, plates oblong 4to, *7 50
TuPES and Poole— Manual of Bayonet Exercise and Musketry Fencing.

24mo, leather, *0 50
Weaver—Military Explosives Svo, *3 00
Woodhull— Military Hygiene for Officers of the Line Small Svo, *1 50

MINERALOGY.
Browning—Introduction to Rarer Elements 8vo, *1 50
Brush—Manual of Determinative Mineralogy. (Penfield.) Svo, *4 GO
Butler—Pocket Hand-book of Blowpipe Analysis 16mo, ^0 75

Pocket Hand-book of Minerals 16mo, mor., 3 00
Chester—Catalogue of Minerals Svo, paper, 1 00

Cloth! 1 25
Crane—Gold and Silver Svo, *5 00
Dana—First Appendix to Dana's New " System of Mineralogy." . Large Svo, 1 00

Second Appendix to Dana's New " System of Mineralogy." Large Svo, 1 50
Manual of Mineralogy. (FoRD.) 12mo, *2 00
Minerals, and How to Study Them 12mo, 1 50
System of Mineralogy Large Svo, half leather, 12 50
Text-book of Mineralogy Svo, 4 00

Douglas—XJntechnical Addresses on Technical Subjects 12mo, 1 00
Eakle—Mineral Tables Svo, 1 25
Eckel—Building Stones and Clays Svo, *3 00
GoESEL—Minerals and Metals: A Reference Book 16mo, mor., 3 00
Groth—The Optical Properties of Crystals. (Jackson.) Svo, *S 50

Introduction to Chemical Crystallography. (Marshall.) 12mo, 1 25
Hayes—Handbook for Field Geologists IGmo, mor., *1 50
Iddings—Igneous Rocks Svo, 5 00

Rock Minerals Svo, 5 00
JOHANNSEN—Determination of Rock-forming Minerals in Thin Sections, Svo,

With Thumb Index, 5 00
Lewis—Determinative Mineralogy Small Svo, *1 50
Martin—Laboratory Guide to Qualitative Analysis with the Blowpipe. 12mo, *0 60
Merrill—Non-metallic Minerals: Their Occurrence and Uses Svo, 4 00

Stones for Building and Decoration Svo, 5 00
Penfield—Notes on Determinative Mineralogy and Record of Mineral

Tests Svo, paper, *0 50
Tables of Minerals, Including the Use of Minerals and Statistics of

Domestic Production Svo, 1 00
Pirsson—Rocks and Rock Minerals 12mo, *2 50
Richards—Synopsis of Mineral Character-. 12mo, mor. *1 25
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RiES—Building Stones and Clay Products 8vo,*S3 00

Clays: Their Occurrence, Properties and Uses Svo, *5 00
and Leighton—History of the Clay-working Industry of the United

States 8vo, *2 50
RowE—Practical Mineralogy Simplified : 12nio, *1 25
Tillman—Text-book of Important Minerals and Rocks 8vo, *2 00
"Washington—Manual of the Chemical Analysis of Rocks 8vo, 2 00

MINING.

Beard—Mine Gases and Explosions Small 8vo, *3 00
Brunswig— Explosives. (Munroe and Kibler.) Ready Fall, 1912

Crane—Gold and Silver 8vo, *5 00
Index of Mining Engineering Literature, Vol. 1 8vo, *4 00

8vo, mor., *o 00
Vol. II 8vo, *3 00

8vo, mor., *4 00
Ore Mining Methods Svo, "*"3 00

Dana and Saunders—Rock Drilling Svo, *4 00
Douglas—Untechnical Addresses on Technical Subjects 12nio, 1 00
EissLER— Modern High Explosives Svo, 4 00
Gilbert, Wightman and Saunders—Subways and Tunnels of New York.

Svo, *4 00
Goesel— Minerals an'd Metals: A Reference Book 16mo, mor., 3 00
Ihlseng—Manual of Mining Svo, 5 00
Iles—Lead Smelting 12mo, *2 50
Peele—Compressed Air Plant Svo, *3 50
RiEMER—Shaft Sinking under Difficult Conditions. (Corning and Peele.)

Svo, 3 00
Weaver—Military Explosives Svo, *3 00
Wilson—Hydraulic and Placer Mining 12mo, 2 50

Treatise on Practical and Theoretical Mine Ventilation 12mo, 1 25

SANITARY SCIENCE.

Association of State and National Food and Dairy Departments,
Hartford Meeting, 1906 Svo, 3 00

Jamestown Meeting, 1907 Svo, 3 00
Bashore—Outlines of Practical Sanitation 12mo, *1 25

Sanitation of a Country House 12mo, 1 00
Sanitation of Recreation Camps and Parks 12mo, 1 00

Folwell—Sewerage. (Designing, Construction, and Maintenance.).. . 8vo, 3 00
Water-supply Engineering Svo, 4 00

Fovi'LER—Sewage Works Analyses 12mo, 2 00
Fuertes—Water-filtration Works 12mo, 2 SO
Gerhard—Guide to Sanitary Inspections 12mo, 1 50

Modern Baths and Bath Houses .'Svo, *3 00
Sanitation of Public Buildings 12mo, 1 50
The Water Supply, Sewerage, and Plumbing of Modern City Buildings.

Svo, *4 00
Hazen—Clean Water and How to Get It Small Svo, 1 50

Filtration of Public Water-supplies Svo, 3 00
KiNNicuTT, WiNSLow and Pratt—Sewage Disposal Svo, *'3 00
Leach—Inspection and Analysis of Food with Special Reference to State

Control Svo, 7 50
Mason—Examination of Water. (Chemical and Bacteriological.)-. . .12mo, 1 25

Water-supply. (Considered principally from a Sanitary Standpoint.)
Svo, 4 00

Merriman—Elements of Sanitary Engineering Svo, *2 00
Ogden—Sewer Construction Svo, 3 00

Sewer Design . . . ! 12mo, 2 00
Ogden and Cleveland— Practical Methods of Sewage Disposal for Res-

idences, Hotels and Institutions SVo, *1 50
Parsons—Disposal of Municipal Refuse '. Svo, 2 00
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PRESCOTT and Winslow—Elements of Water Bacteriology, with Special
Reference to Sanitary Water Analysis 12mo, SI 50

Price—Handbook on Sanitation 12mo, *1 50

Richards—Conservation by Sanitation 8vo, 2 50

Cost of Cleanness 12nio, 1 00
Cost of Food. A Study in Dietaries 12mo, 1 00
Cost of Living as Modified by Sanitary Science 12ino, 1 00
Cost of Shelter 12mo. 1 00
Laboratory Notes on Industrial Water Analysis 8vo, *0 50

Richards and Woodman—Air, Water, and Food from a Sanitary Stand-
point 8vo, 2 00

RiCHEY—Plumbers', Steam-fitters', and Tinners' Edition (Building Mechan-
ics' Ready Reference Series) 16mo, mor., *1 50

RiDEAL— Disinfection and the Preservation of Food 8vo, 4 00
SoPER—Air and Ventilation of Subways 12mo, 2 50

TuRNEAURE and Russell—Public Water-supplies 8vo, 5 00

Venable—Garbage Crematories in America 8vo, £ 00
Method and Devices for Bacterial Treatment of Sewage 8vo, 3 00

Ward and Whipple—Freshwater Biology (In Press.)

Whipple—Microscopy of Drinking-water 8vo, 3 50
Typhoid Fever Small 8vo, *3 00

Value of Pure Water Small 8vo, 1 00

MISCELLANEOUS.

Burt—Railway Station Service 12mo, *2 00
Chapin—How to Enamel 12mo, *1 00
Emmons—Geological Guide-book of the Rocky Mountain Excursion of the

International Congress of Geologists Large 8vo, 1 50
Ferrel—Popular Treatise on the Winds 8vo, 4 00
Fitzgerald—Boston Machinist 18mo, 1 00
Fritz—Autobiography of John 8vo, *2 00
Gannett—Statistical Abstract of the World 24mo, 75
Green—Elementary Hebrew Grammar 12mo, 1 25
Haines—American Railway Management 12mo, 2 50
Hanausek—The Microscopy of Technical Products. (Winton.) 8vo, 5 00
Jacobs—Betterment Briefs. A Collection of Published Papers on Organ-

ized Industrial Efficiency 8vo, 3 50
Metcalfe—Cost of Manufactures, and the Administration of Workshops.

Svo, 5 00
Parkhurst—Applied Methods of Scientific Management 8vo', *2 00
Putnam—Nautical Charts 8vo, 2 00
Ricketts—History of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1824-1894.

Small Svo, 3
' 0(J

RoTCH and Palmer— Charts of the Atmosphere for Aeronauts and Aviators.

Oblong 4to, *2 00
Rotherham—Emphasised New Testament Large 8vo, 2 00
Rust—Ex-Meridian Altitude, Azimuth and Star-finding Tables 8vo, 5 00
Standage—Decoration of Wood, Glass, Metal, etc 12mo, 2 00
Westermaier—Compendium of General Botany. (Schneider.) Svo, 2 00
Winslow—Elements of Applied Microscopy 12mo, 1 50
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